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'What mighty contests arise from trivial things!" — Alexander Pope

La Salle Pursuits
Rules of Play
Equipment
A high-school diploma is a good start, and a healthy cash flow is a you are entitled to a seat on the floor at Convention Hall, the
definite asset, whether begged, borrowed, or honestly earned, better to shout when Brother Ellis graduates your school.
You also need: lots of textbooks, at prodigious prices; a supply of
notebooks and pens; a thorough knowledge of a term paper Continuation of Plav
guide; a retentive memory; and a great deal of willpower. J
Object of the Game
A bachelor's degree, of course, in arts and sciences or business.
What else is worth playing for?
Start of Play
September 9, 1982, for the Class of 1986. Welcome to two-hour
classes and the killer stairs in Wister and College Hall.
Winning the Game
May 18, 1986 — Graduation Day! after at least four years, eight
semesters, and countless days. 1 20 credits, at least 38 classes . . .
Make friends, join clubs or Greek organizations; eat when you can
(if you must) in the Snack Bar or the Dining Rooms. Buy appropri-
ate dorm furniture. Race for lot spaces at 8:05 a.m. Take coffee
intravenously. Wait for the 18 (formerly the S) or the 26 buses
that do not come in rain, snow, sleet, hail, or hurricane. Set up
housekeeping in a Wister carrel. Take a nap on the quad (or in
class). Preregister, register again, pay your bill, twice a year. Do
your Christmas shopping after last fall final. Take a course pass/
fail. Memorize pizza delivery phone numbers. Live dangerously
and try to buy a frat party ticket at the last minute. Join the
skinny line snaking out of the textbook store. Buy a La Salle
college sweatshirt — then buy a La Salle University one. Make a
spring pilgrimage to Florida. Grow old in a Deli line. Name an
experimental lab rat. Tap MAC. Change roomates. Pass 21, go
directly to bar. Fight with your boy — or girl — friend, make up,
split, find another one. Laugh loud and often. Have fun!
Notes on Play
All kidding aside, this is not an easy thing, this
pursuit of a college degree. In fact, this not-so-
trivial pursuit is one of the most important things
we'll ever do. It is four years of work — of late
nights over textbooks and typewriters, of hours
in libraries and in front of computer terminals, of
months spent traipsing between buildings from
class to class to class.
Most importantly, it is four years of growth and
maturation. This is when we "grow up," when we
make some hard decisions about what we are
going to do with the rest of our lives. We worry
about grades and resumes, we make friends we'll
have forever . . . serious stuff.
Yet often when we look back, it is the little things,
the small details, the trivialities, that we remem-
ber. We remember faces whose names we never
knew, we remember small smiles shared with
friends over private jokes, we remember individ-
ual moments. We recall little facts — and in the
end, that is what our big "major" pictures consist
of, the small pieces of information integrated into
careers and callings. The little things make up the
rich canvas of the whole.
This is what the 1986 Explorer is all about. Let's
take a look at those little things ... the little
things about ourselves, about La Salle Universi-
ty, about the world, the infinitely variable world,
around us. It's pretty interesting — and after alll,
it's ours. What Alexander Pope wrote centuries
ago really is true: "What mighty contests arise
from trivial things!"
Ellen M. Campbell
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The watch, an old-fashioned railroad
pocket watch, stays with you. It fits the
man. Claude F. Koch is an old-fashioned
professor, both in his practice of his craft
and in his ongoing dedication to this univer-
sity in which he teaches. Forty years ago, a
graduate and a veteran, he returned to La
Salle to teach writing, and since then his
contributions as an author and a teacher
have been such that colleagues and stu-
dents together agree that there is no match
for him.
Mr. Koch, a 1940 La Salle gra-
duate, returned here in 1946 after
serving with the Marines in the Pa-
cific. Four of his novels have been
published, as well as more than
eighty pieces of verse and forty
short stories. His work has ap-
peared in several literary maga-
zines around the country, includ-
ing La Salle's own Four Quarters.
His contributions to that publica-
tion have been especially prolific;
a story of his appeared in the very
first issue, and one of his more re-
cent ones, "Bread and Butter
Questions," was published in Prize
Stories, 1985: The O. Henry
Awards as one of the twenty best
American short stories of the year.
Brother Patrick Ellis, La Salle's
President, cites Mr. Koch's contri-
butions as among the most consis-
tently distinguished that the maga-
zine has had.
All of his stories, Koch wrote in
1980, arise from a "desire to cele-
brate some remembered charac-
teristic or circumstance or thing or
place." He is a keen observer of the way
human beings act in each other's lives; he
has, as John Keenan, a colleague and for-
mer student, says, a "sacramental view of
life, in which people and events are seen as
outward signs of the workings of God's
grace." His style, lyrical and often almost
painterly, tugs at the corners of the reader's
memory. No detail is trivial, and all com-
bine to create rich canvases of inference
and meaning. His Renaissance training and
his constant reading are reflected in his
work and in his classroom presentations.
Mr. Koch is a strong believer in the disci-
pline inherent in the craft of writing and it is
this belief which he has tried to instill in his
students throughout his teaching career.
He tries to make them understand that writ-
ing takes discipline, not just chance, that it
is a matter of writing and rewriting and re-
writing again — an idea that he can hardly
emphasize enough. A charitable, courteous
gentleman who posts long office hours for
student conferences, his emphasis never-
theless has often been enough to scare off
the less-stubborn undergraduate. Joseph
Meredith, another former student who is
now the director of the Sheekey Writing
Center, says that Koch has always "tried to
thresh the class at the beginning of the term
and end up with real grain."
The grain is rarely pure, but it is usually
more refined. Students who pay attention
for even a single term find themselves dif-
ferent writers after it. Mr. Koch's exacting
standards make them think — really think
— about the way they put words to paper.
It helps that he approaches student writing
as an editor, not as a critic, the difference
being that as an editor he wants to see the
work-in-progress improve, and offers sug-
gestions to that end. The level of craft is
what concerns him and such craftsman-
ship is what students remember. "What I
learned," Meredith says, "about making
things out of words I learned from Claude
early on."
Mr. Koch is one of many La Salle gradu-
ates who have returned to teach
here. His contribution is all the
more significant because his ca-
reer here began with the birth of
the "new" La Salle after World
War II. Enrollment that had
dropped to almost nothing during
the war made a quantum leap in
1946 when veterans returned in
droves. Mr. Koch was one of sever-
al lay faculty who, in that figura-
tive "Year 1," began to shape La
Salle as we know it today. His loy-
alty to this university, which has
been virtually his career commit-
ment, is abiding, and even some-
what rare.
This yearbook proposes to take
a more or less light-hearted look at
the little things, the sometimes
quite trivial things, that make up
our lives at La Salle. In Claude
Koch, however, we have a teacher
who has built wonderful things out
of small details, out of moments
remembered. From scenes intrinsi-
cally insignificant, he has crafted
stories of grace and imagination.
Most importantly for us, he has
tried, with generosity and wit, to impart
such a feeling for the craft to students in
classes from Composition 101 to Creative
Writing 306. In doing so, he has given forty
years of his life, his energy, his talents, his
strong principles. It is for these reasons that
the 1986 Explorer is dedicated to a gentle-
man, a writer, and a teacher, Claude F.
Koch.
Ellen M. Campbell

Trivium + Convivium = Oblivium
Professor Flotsam pocketed his chalk,
tossed aside his notes, and stepped out
from behind the lectern.
"Okay," he snapped, glancing up to sur-
vey the crowded classroom. "We've dis-
cussed computer technology, we've de-
bated foreign policy, and we've explored
nuclear proliferation. Now, which of these
issues would you say represents an em-
blem of sociopolitical or sociocultural life in
the United States in these 1980's?"
Silence.
"Anybody?"
From somewhere in the back of the room
came the whip-like crack of a wad of chew-
ing gum being pulverized.
"Mr. Sinnick, how about you?"
"I pass."
"If you're lucky," muttered Flotsam.
A few polite chuckles, a nervous guffaw
or two, then silence again.
"Okay," Sinnick finally chirped. "You
want an emblem for the eighties? No prob-
lem."
"Well," goaded Flotsam.
Sinnick scowled. "Trivial Pursuit."
Flotsam's patented look of incredulity
cascaded across his face.
"Would you care to explain that?" Flot-
sam asked.
"Nope."
Flotsam took a few steps toward the
front row. "Could anybody else shed some
light on this startling theory?"
A hand shot up in the third row. Grateful-
ly, Flotsam acknowledged it.
"Trivial Pursuit is a board game, sir,"
gulped a nervous young woman in horn-
rimmed glasses.
"Tell me more," smiled Flotsam, relish-
ing his role as master of ceremonies.
"All I know is that it started in Canada,"
continued the woman, sitting back em-
phatically as if to vacate her throne.
"Then to whom do we owe our debt of
gratitude?"
A hand shot up on the side of the room.
Flotsam nodded in its direction.
"Two journalists created it," announced
a tall, bearded young man.
"Their names?"
The student beamed. "Chris Haney,
photo editor of The Montreal Gazette, and
Scott Abbott, a sportswriter for the Canadi-
an Press news agency."
"Ah, an expert," said Flotsam, moving
closer.
"And who markets and manufactures
it?"
"In the United States, you mean?"
"Uh-huh."
"Selchow and Righter."
"How is it that you know so much about
this?" asked Flotsam.
"I spend a lot of time reading the pack-
age while we're playing," said the student,
sheepishly.
"And what else do Selchow and Righter
manufacture?" asked Flotsam.
"I'm not sure."
"Anybody?"
A hand shot up on the opposite side of
the room. Flotsam pointed.
"Scrabble and Parcheesi."
"Okay. And what game did the manufac-
turer previously decline to market, to its
everlasting chagrin?"
"Monopoly," offered three students si-
multaneously.
"Aha," said Flotsam. "And this new one
is a big commercial success, 1 take it?"
"The biggest," chimed an anonymous
high-pitched voice from the middle of the
room.
"How so?"
Another hand. "Well, not only has it been
outselling every other game in this country,
but it's spawned imitators galore and come
out in different versions — spinoffs. Like
the Baby Boomer edition, the Silver Screen
edition, and Genus II."
"Do tell," trilled Flotsam, turning toward
Sinnick. "How are we doing?"
"Oh, just great," said Sinnick, sarcasm
dripping from every pore. "I rest my case."
"Why's that?"
"Because you've proved my point."
"We have?" asked Flotsam, surprised.
"Vividly. But don't take it as a compli-
ment."
"And why not, pray tell?"
"Well, look at how you operate. As soon
as the topic comes up, you begin oiling our
machinery to spew out minutiae. Right
away, you begin tapping everybody's re-
call, testing our brain-mouth coordination,
panning for random nuggets of informa-
tion. This classroom is like a meeting of
Informaniacs Anonymous."
"And how do you propose we assimilate
this brilliantly perceptive theory that, in
case you've forgotten, you yourself ad-
vanced just minutes ago?" challenged Flot-
sam, on the defensive for the first time.
"By merely seeing it for what it is. Trivial
Pursuit isn't just cardboard entertainment.
It's become a way of life. But the game
didn't create itself. You know who created
the game, who fueled our insatiable desire
for disconnected facts? You. Teachers. The
educational system.
"You guys have been rewarding students
for the wrong kind of knowledge for years.
Tests, exams, quizzes, grades. What'd you
expect?"
"Oh, I see," said Flotsam. "This game
has nothing whatsoever to do with exhilara-
tion generated by the fast-paced demon-
stration of wit and whimsy. And it's certain-
ly not a convenient way to experience ca-
maraderie while consuming vast quantities
fo chicken wings, Doritos, Twinkies, and
Michelob Light, is it?"
The bell suddenly sounded, signaling the
end of class.
Sinnick bolted to his feet. "Yeah, it's all
those things. But it's also a chance to intel-
lectually humiliate your friends," he said,
edging toward the aisle. "And for the appre-
ciation of that charming skill, we have you
and your ilk to thank."
"Class dismissed," shouted Flotsam
above the din. He turned away from the
large audience of faces before allowing him-
self a big, broad smile of barely perceptible
ambivalence.
Bill Wine
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"lam often pleased with the solemn groves
skirting my meadows in majestic silence
and cool appearance. There is a spring . . .
in the most romantic scenery your imagina-
tion can conceive . . . an immense wood of
lofty trees on the side of a middling steep
hill ... a handsome meadow. The light on it
is seen between the trees."
This bit of paradise is Charles Willson
Peale's Belfield. When Peale wrote his glow-
ing description of his new home to his son
in 1910, he was eager to get to work on it,
eager to make it a profitable farm. Now,
more than a century-andahalf later, Peale's
farm is a part of La Salle, the latest addition
to University property.
Peale was an artist and, among many
other interests, a master-builder and gar-
dener. He created the terraced gardens for
which Belfield became famous, and built
onto the original house to make it suitable
as a studio. He even experimented with a
vineyard which eventually produced a
sought-after sweet wine, although Peale
himself was a temperance advocate.
The house remains today, and is being
renovated, in accordance with its historic
landmark status, to house the President's
office. The gardens are being reclaimed
from the wild, and the outlying land has
been cleared for parking. Yet still, on a quiet
afternoon, the serenity of Peale's vision is
undamaged by the outside world. It is a
piece of the country in the midst of the city
... a piece of the past in the present.
The view from the south: the main house.
Peale's famous gardens, now being reclaimed.
V
In the spring, azaleas riot in full bloom near the pagoda.
Charles Willson Peale's Belfield home, framed by the foliage he cultivated so carefully.
The view from 20th Street provides a reminder of the twentieth century.
Everyday trivia
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finding it on campus
Shelves full of composition textbooks
and back issues of the Grimoire and Four
Quarters, a poet's corner in the far end of
the room decorated with crayon portraits of
"DADDY," and a genuine sense of "wel-
come" all characterize the atmosphere pre-
velant in the Sheekey Writing Center, the
famed haunt of students plagued by faulty
grammar and writing phobias. Whether it's
a complex case of mixed metaphors or
vague reference, or a simple problem of "i
before e except after c," the Sheekey Writ-
ing Center could well be the answer to the
ailing student's prayers. Situated on the
second floor of Olney Hall, the relatively
recent adjunct of La Salle's English depart-
ment has tutored, coached, and encour-
aged students since its inception six years
ago.
By the mid-1970's, the need for such a
facility became apparent as the level of en-
tering skills declined nationwide. With the
exception of the elite Liberal Arts and Ivy
League schools, most institutions of higher
learning experienced an overall erosion of
general skills. By 1975, it was obvious that
something had to be done with the writing
ability of the incoming freshmen, and so the
idea of a writing center was conceived.
Then-chairman of the English department
John Keenan, with the enthusiastic support
of many of his colleagues, envisioned a
place where students could drop in at any
time with any kind of writing problem and
see someone who could help them. Conse-
quently, in 1979, partially to liberate com-
position teachers from spending too much
class time on the horrors of basic grammar,
and partially to provide students with a ha-
ven from the ceaseless onslaught of punc-
tuation trivia, the Sheekey Writing Center
was established.
The Center was named for Brother Ed-
ward Patrick Sheekey, now retired, who
taught writing for 59 years. Beginning his
career at West Catholic as a younger broth-
er, Brother Patrick eventually taught com-
position, expository prose, and creative
writing at La Salle; many of his former stu-
dents have returned to La Salle as faculty
members, including John Keenan, Claude
Koch, John Seydow, and Joseph Meredith,
Student Service
Joseph Meredith directs the Sheekey Writing Center.
who is the current administrator of the Writ-
ing Center.
In addition to their work with freshmen
composition "customers," explains Mer-
edith, the Sheekey staff also helps students
prepare resumes, letters of application,
statements of intent and so forth. While the
majority of the students using the Center
are sent by their composition or general
education literature instructors, teachers in
other departments also encourage their stu-
dents to take advantage of the available
services. The Sheekey staff conducts any-
where from 1000 to 1500 tutorial sessions a
year for some 200 regular customers; each
session lasts at least half an hour.
"We can't substitute for a writing
course," explains Meredith, "but we can, I
think, successfully supplement what the
writing instructor does. We're not meant to
take the place of a writing course — we
can't do the work of a real writing teacher in
a 14-week course — but we can buttress
some of the skills mentioned in class." The
staff can guide a student through a number
of exercises in half and hour — and some-
times, that's all it takes. Tutoring sessions
are supplemented by workshops conduct-
ed by the staff throughout the semester.
So, does it work? Definitely. But how?
What makes the Sheekey Writing Center a
successful venture? A smile crosses Mere-
dith's face: "The people . . . teaching is
something the tutors find they really like to
do." Meredith resisted offers of assorted
mechanical equipment, computers, et al.
because he believes that "you still do the
best work one person to one person." The
Sheekey staff consists of Judy Trachten-
berg and Anita Tiambeng, professional tu-
tors, both fully qualified for the position;
three student tutors fill out the remainder of
the roster. "I've been very lucky over the
years with the tutors I've hired," notes Mer-
edith. "They have been preeminently quali-
fied for the most part and also good people,
nice people. And you could really tell they
enjoyed what they were doing. They really
wanted to teach someone something, and
not just teach them a lesson — you can
always tell it's gonna hurt when someone
teaches you a lesson."
The Writing Center offers students a kind
of "unthreatening clearing house of infor-
12
Michelle O'Grady makes a clean sweep
of her worksite.
mation," continues Meredith. "Learning
shouldn't be threatening and students will
open up and talk to a tutor, ask questions of
a tutor that they will not ask of a teacher,
even in conference, and certainly not in a
classroom . . . Tutors have to be good lis-
teners as well as speakers."
And in such a spirit, the Center awaits its
future generations, armed with dictio-
naries, thesaureses, writing exercises,
grammar skills, and unwavering patience.
Kateryna A. Rudnytzky
taking it off campus
An example of true human concern, Pro-
ject Appalachia is a special event that oc-
curs every spring at La Salle. Sponsored by
the Campus Ministry, it is a program in
which fifteen to twenty La Salle students
offer up their week of spring vacation to
service in the poverty-stricken Appala-
chian mountains. Journeying to such hid-
den places as Jonestown, Virginia and Hen-
derson Gap, Kentucky, these students
work at local community centers or partici-
pate in the repair, reconstruction, and insu-
lation of homes so dilapidated they would
appear unfit for living by our standards. For
many, it is their first experience with a ham-
mer and nails, one that does not come with-
out its bumps and bruises. For everyone,
though, the trip is a harsh awakening to the
destitution that prevails in certain areas of
our country.
While the actual trip lasts only a week,
the extensive preparation and fund-raising
affairs essential to Project Appalachia be-
gin more than a month earlier. All of the
building materials used at the worksites are
paid for by La Salle students; therefore,
great effort must be put into activities such
as bake sales, "tuck-ins," and the annual
twenty-four-hour Game-a-thon.
For all of those involved, Project Appala-
chia is a great deal of work. However, by the
time the vans are ready to set out for the
return trip to Philadelphia, no one will re-
gret the time and effort they spent. The
effects of Project Appalachia are recipro-
cal; the grateful looks on the faces of the
Virginians and Kentuckians who will enjoy
warmer homes in the upcoming winter are
certainly reflected in the cheerful faces of
the departing La Salle students.
Edward W. Skorpinski
Rebecca Efroymson has many supervisors as she prepares to cut a piece of
"sheetrock."
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Where did La Salle's first resident student live?
John Brennan lived in the Belfield
Country Club (today's North
Dorms Complex) with two
Brothers, while attending class at
the old 1240 N. Broad Street campus
. IHIMH
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What does the phrase "human camel pack" describe?
F. Lewis Donaghy, F.S.C., used it in his
Conceived in Crisis history of the
College to describe the appearance of
the student body moving La Salle, bag,
baggage, and library, from its North
Broad Street campus to 20th and Olney
in 1930.
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This Week in the Union
20
21
The Pursuit
.
. . . of happiness
23
Enclosed
In a tumultuous privacy of storm.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
"The Snow Storm"
24
25
26
Is it so small a thing
To have enjoyed the sun,
To have lived light in the
spring,
To have loved, to have
thought, to have done?
Pursuing the good times .
.
28
Whether it's a play by the Masque, an SGA-sponsored Spring Fling, the annual
Punk or Prep party, or a coffee house, La Salle students know how to have a good
time.
29
True or false? La Salle's first football team
was an illegal one.
True. La Salle students accepted a
challenge from St. Joseph's students
despite the fact that they were told not to.
They won, 7-0, in 1893.
30
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Arts & Literature
Science & Nature
Bro. Emery Mollenhauer, Provost Mr. Raymond Ricci, Director of Planning
36
Academic Affairs Administration
Dr. Stephen Longo
Mr. Harry McManus
Rev. Leo van Everbroeck
Dr. Gary Clabaugh
Dr. Leonard Brownstein
Ms. Susan Mudrick
Mr. John Barton
Ms. Anna Melnyk Allen
Mr. Gerard Donahue
Coordinator, Institutional Computing
Administrative Assistant, Arts and Sciences
Director, Graduate Religion Program
Director, M.A. in Education
Director, M.A. in Bilingual Bicultural Education
Assistant Dean, Business Administration
Assistant Director, M.B.A. Program
Assistant Director, Admissions
Assistant Registrar
Mr. Gregory Bruce, Director, Masters in
Business Administration Program
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Academic Affairs Administration
Mr. John Grady, Director, Honors Program Mr. John Sweeder, Coordinator, Audio-Visual Services
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Mr. Joseph Meredith, Director, Sheekey Writing
Center
Bro. John Owens, Chairman, Roster Committee
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Mr. Robert Meidel, Director, Academic Discovery Program
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Dr. Dennis Brunn, Director, Urban Studies
& Community Service Center
Mr. Dominic Galante, Registrar Ms. Jean Haley, Director of the Library
39
Student Affairs Administration
Mr. David Weitzel, Assistant to the Vice-
President Dr. Raymond Heath, Vice-President, Student Affairs
Mr. George Walter, Director of Financial Mrs. Kathleen Schrader, Director of
Aid Student Life
Ms. Diane Lutz, Assistant Director,
Student Life
Sr. Margaret Kelly
Ms. Lori Pompa
Dr. Peter Filicetti
Mr. Douglas Bucher
Ms. Frances McKeown
Mr. Thomas Meier
Ms. Kathleen Wear
Mr. Marty Brume
Ms. Nancy Brewer
Dr. Irwin Becker
Associate Director, Campus Ministry
Associate Director, Campus Ministry
Assistant Director, Counseling Center
Assistant Director, Financial Aid
Assistant Director, Financial Aid
Assistant Director, Recreation & Athletics
Coordinator of Women's Athletics
Assistant Director, Resident Life
Assistant Director, Resident Life
Director of Student Health Services
Ms. Barbara Hornberger, Assistant
Director, Student Life
40
Mr. William Bradshaw, Director of Mr. Frank Bertucci, Sports Information
Recreation & Athletics Director
41
Business Affairs Administration
Mr. Paul McNabb, Comptroller
42
Mr. Peter Westcott, Director of Communication Services Mr. Timothy Dillon, Director of Personnel Services
Ms Claire Salvitti Assistant Comptroller
Ms Deborah Gaerttner Assistant Comptroller
Mr. Hugh Thomas Director of Physical Facilities
Ms. Rose Lee Pauline Assistant Director, Personnel Services
Mr. Robert Nyce Assistant Director, Food Services
43
Public Affairs Administration
Mr. Thomas Reifsteck, Director of Career Mr. John McCloskey, Vice-President, Public Affairs
Planning and Placement
Dr. Fred Foley
Mr. Arthur Stanley
Ms. Martha Ledger
Mr. James McDonald
Mr. Edward Turzanski
Ms. Lois Rutter
Mr. Louis Lamorte
Director of Development
Director of Planned Giving
Photographer, News Bureau
Director of Alumni
Assistant Director, Alumni
Assistant Director, Special Activities
Cooperative Education Coordinator
Mr. John Veen, Director of Special Activities
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50 Years
Dr. Joseph F. Flubacher
40 Years
Robert J. Courtney
Charles A.J. Halpin, Jr.
Claude F. Koch
William Quinn, F.S.C.
lion 4
35 Years 30 Years
Hugh N. Albright, F.S.C. Richard P. Boudreau
Daniel Bernian, F.S.C. Joseph C. Mihalich
25 Years 20 Years
Raymond F. Halligan, O.P. Thomas M. Coffee
Arthur L. Hennessy Peter J. Filicetti
Joseph A. Kane John J. Hanratty
John T. Mooney Richard Hawley, F.S.C.
Thomas R. Phillips Michael J. Kerlin
Philip E. McGovern
15 Years 10 Years
Joshua Buch Marjorie S. Allen
James A. Butler Lester Barenbaum
Marilyn Lambert Arlene B. Dallery
Stephen T. Longo Patricia B. Haberstroh
Caryn M. Musil Joseph Seltzer
David L. Oden
Joan Faye Pritchard
Joseph R. Troxell
How many cherubs are there on the Trivial
Pursuit board?
46
Nineteen — and here are eleven of La Salle 's!
47
'We are here for the students'
Any curious La Salle University student
who ventures to the second floor of Holroyd
Hall is likely to encounter Brother Richard
Hawley, the leader of the Biology depart-
ment that occupies the floor. Acting as
chairman of the department, Brother Rich-
ard devotes his time to both the administra-
tive responsibilities of his position and to
meeting with students— specifically to his
one true passion: teaching.
Having received both his Bachelor's and
his Master's degrees in Biology from the
Catholic University of America, Brother
Richard joined the then-La Salle College fac-
ulty in 1966. He taught Bio for several years
before he also took on the responsibility of
heading the College's newly-developed
Audio-Visual Center in 1969. He returned to
full-time teaching in the department in
1972, and accepted the chairmanship in
1976 when his predecessor, Brother James
Muldoon, became the Dean of the School of
Arts and Sciences.
Within the general and vast field of Biol-
ogy, Brother Richard has taught a variety of
subjects, including general Biology, Anato-
my, Embryology, and Microbiology.
Among these topics, the study of embryol-
ogy, his "first love," sits at the top of his list
of favorites. Concentrating his interests
particularly in human embryology, Brother
Richard has developed a specific fascina-
tion for the possibility of the regeneration of
limbs, and has pursued the topic in re-
search for the past five years.
In addition to his teaching and adminis-
Accounting
Mr. John Zook Dr. John Reardon
48
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trative duties, Brother Richard occupies
some of his spare time by putting his cre-
ative side to work; when he isn't reading, he
enjoys building model fire engines to add to
his collection that currently numbers about
fifty. But because he spends so much of his
time in the Biology Department, Brother
Richard confesses, "I guess, in a sense, I'm
a workaholic, like a lot of other people."
Despite his full-time responsibilities as
the Biology Department chairman, and the
demands of his other activities, Brother
Richard admits the true enjoyment he finds
in teaching: "I love it. I get so much satisfac-
tion out of teaching — just to look down on
a classroom and see somebody grabbing
what I'm talking about elates me. For me,
teaching is the prime reason that the staff is
here." Speaking from a true teacher's per-
spective, Brother Richard emphasizes the
role of the faculty: "We are here for the
students."
Marybeth Senn
Biology
Why is the funny bone so called?
It's the humerus.
Mr. Raymond Ksiazek
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Bro. Gerard Molyneaux, Chairman
Dr. Leonard Barchak
Mr. William Wine
Mr. Sidney MacLeod
A separation on good terms
This is the first time, in the history of the
Explorer, that a page has been devoted to
the Communication Arts Department.
That's because, for the first time in the his-
tory of La Salle, there is a Communication
Arts Department at La Salle.
Communication Arts itself is not new to
La Salle. In 1976, La Salle first offered
courses designated as Communications,
and in 1979, the first graduates with a de-
gree in Communication Arts left the Col-
lege. However, the program was considered
a part of the English Department.
As a major, Communication Arts en-
joyed tremendous growth, both in students
and in curriculum, over the next few years.
In 1981, the English Department became
the English & Communication Arts Depart-
ment, thus giving the quietly-developing
program more visibility.
But an official split between the two ma-
jors did not occur until the middle of the
spring semester in 1985. It was then that
the Communication Arts Department was
born.
Dr. Richard Qoedkoop, a Communica-
tion Arts professor at La Salle for six years,
served as acting chairman for the first full
semester of the department's official exis-
tence, filling in for Brother Gerard Molyn-
eaux, who was on leave studying film in
Italy in the fall.
Dr. Goedkoop says that "there were sev-
eral reasons (for the split), and none of them
had to do with anyone being mad at anyone
in English." It was simply decided that "the
time was right" for the move.
"For one thing, Communications is a dif-
ferent discipline than English," Dr. Goed-
koop explains. Historically, the split be-
tween the two actually occurred around
1915, when Communications began to de-
velop into the study of interpersonal and
mass communications that it is today.
Dr. Goedkoop also cites the increase in
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Chemistry
Dr. Thomas Straub, Chairman Dr. William Price
Communication Arts majors as a factor in
the split. Communications has become "al-
most twice the size of English." It is one of
the largest majors on campus, "and yet it
only had an assistant chairman."
"We were removed from important poli-
cy-making procedures and committees on
campus," he says. "And in terms of fine-
tuning the program . . . those decisions
should be in the hands of those trained in
the discipline."
But the reasons for the split were not
entirely based on gaining administrative
muscle on campus; "externally, there was
also a problem," Dr. Goedkoop says. Busin-
esses hiring Communication Arts majors
may not have been sure of what that degree
entailed when it came out of an English
Department. Also, incoming students ex-
pressed confusion over the situation.
"There was an ambiguity that needed
clarification," Dr. Goedkoop states.
And so the split was on.
But that split does not seem to have af-
fected anyone involved very dramatically.
Dr. Goedkoop thinks that "the change
will be more in the future" for the students.
"Administratively, there may be a little
more identity, but that depends on the indi-
vidual student."
"And I don't think in the long run, or in
the near future, that it's going to affect the
English Department negatively," Dr. Goed-
koop believes. The two departments are
still co-operating on several matters. For
instance, there will be an ongoing relation-
ship between the two in the writing pro-
gram. The two can be combined to form a
joint minor in the new curriculum. They
share many faculty members, and the stu-
dent lounge as well.
"There has been a change, but it's not
like a complete divorce," Dr. Goedkoop
says. "It's more like a separation on good
terms."
Anita M. Mastroieni
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Teaching teachers
Anyone who has had the opportunity to
speak with Dr. Preston Feden, or has
worked with him in class, would find it hard
to believe that he did not always aspire to
the teaching profession. As an undergrad-
uate, his interests lay in the areas of psy-
chology and sociology: some of his courses
involved work with children. Eventually, he
took a position in the Neshaminy School
District teaching special education classes.
Later, he entered the Special Education
program at Temple University, where he
subsequently earned his Master's and his
Doctorate. He came to La Salle as an associ-
ate to Marilyn Lambert, who was then the
Director of the newly-organized Special
Education department. He has directed the
program since 1973, and became the chair-
man of the Education department this year.
Dr. Feden's contributions to the Educa-
tion department are numerous. His Lind-
back Award attests to the fact that his is an
invaluable position within the program.
Most recently, he has assisted in the devel-
opment of both the Elementary and Gra-
duate Education programs, and has also
participated in efforts to educate the par-
ents of the handicapped. Without a doubt,
his work has helped to widen the education-
al focus of the La Salle community.
Economics
Mr. Joseph Cairo
Dr. John Duffy
Dr. Joseph Flubacher
Dr. Richard Qeruson
Mr. John Grady
Dr. Mark Ratkus Dr. Joseph Mooney, Chairman
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As the chairman of the Education De-
partment, Dr. Feden's primary goal is the
consolidation of various programs in order
to concentrate more intensively on the
needs of the students. He hopes to establish
an extensive dialogue between those stu-
dents and the faculty; he feels that students
should "become part of the workings of the
department . . . working side-by-side with
the faculty", by contributing to the evalua-
tion of the program and helping to design
research projects.
Dr. Feden's major concern is the training
of intelligent, well-qualified and individuals
who understand child and adolescent devel-
opment — the "focal point of education,"
and the foundation of all of La Salle's Edu-
cation programs. Having a strong back-
ground in the study of those areas is "what
makes a teacher different from a lay person
. . . People who enter teaching do it because
it seems safe. That's not teaching to me. A
teacher is someone who is constantly mak-
ing decisions on behalf of the students."
Thus, Dr. Feden provides his students with
plenty of opportunities to "get to know
what it's like on the other side of the desk"
from his Early Experience course until they
set out for the Professional Year.
For Dr. Feden, teaching is important, and
it has been very satisfying and rewarding.
However, it can only be so for those who,
like him, are intelligent educators who take
their work seriously. He sees himself as "an
extension of the Department" whose oper-
ations depend upon the interaction of all of
its members. Yet his work goes beyond the
more business-oriented aspect of his posi-
tion. To see someone who is so concerned
about his students and so dedicated to the
training of the most qualified and intelligent
teachers is to understand what the teaching
profession is all about. Under his guidance,
La Salle's Education department cannot
help but produce those qualified, intelligent
effective teachers — the best teachers.
Jean MacMoran
Education
Bro. Arthur Bangs
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Great Expectations
* If you've ever wondered what Picasso's
Cubist masterpiece, Les Demoiselles d'A-
vignon, and T.S. Eliot's seminal work, The
Wasteland, have in common, you have only
to look as far as Dr. Patricia Haberstroh of
La Salle's English Department. In an age
where specialization has become the mode,
Dr. Haberstroh's varied interests in art and
its relationship to literature reflect a multi-
disciplinary nature not often found in insti-
tutions of higher education. As many of her
students will jokingly confirm, there is
sometimes as much color and artistic ex-
pression in her wardrobe as there is in her
subject matter.
Dr. Haberstroh began her teaching career
as a part-time member of the Evening Divi-
sion faculty in 1968. Before moving to the
Day Division, she served as the coordinator
of the Continuing Education for Women
program during the 1975-76 academic year.
Since then, she has been a full-time mem-
ber of the English Department faculty. Her
primary academic interests include modern
British and American novels, contempo-
rary poetry, and writing.
She laughs when she says that her favor-
ite literary work is Eliot's Four Quarters; as
she explains, "somebody's got to like it."
Yet it was in reading Charles Dickens' Great
Expectations at the age of 8 or 9 that her
desire to teach English was confirmed. She
relates, with a smile, "Little did I know that
my own 'great expectations' would not in-
clude material wealth."
Even when she is not teaching, Dr. Ha-
berstroh spends a good deal of time in the
classroom. As a result of her interest in art,
she is currently pursuing a Master's degree
in Art History from Temple, concentrating
primarily on the experiments in form within
modern art. "I knew that I liked modern art,
English Dr. Marjorie AllenBro. Patrick Ellis
Dr. James Foote
Dr. Patricia Haberstroh
Dr. Howard Hannum
Mr. John Keenan
Dr. John Kleis
Mr. Claude Koch
Dr. Richard Lautz
Mr. Joseph Meredith
Bro. Emery Mollenhauer
Dr. Judith Newton
Mr. P. Sreenivasa Rao
Dr. John Seydow
Dr. Margot Soven
Dr. John Sweeder
Bro. Daniel Burke Dr. James A. Butler, Chairman
Mr. Vincent Kling Dr. Kevin Harty
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but 1 didn't quite understand it. What I
found out," she quips, "is that I didn't have
to understand it."
Her curiosity about modern art as been
successfully parlayed into an Honors Pro-
gram course in which students examine the
relationship between many of the move-
ments in both modern literature and art.
The course reflects much of her broader
philosophy towards education; she encour-
ages students to "trust their own abilities to
read and understand things." While she be-
lieves that education is not always "fun,"
the hard work, she says, "is usually more
than rewarding."
Dr. Haberstroh has found the demands of
teaching, studying, and raising a family to
be extremely time-consuming: "My biggest
problem is time — time to do the things I
want to do." She loves to travel; one col-
league says that she is "literally willing to
go anywhere on a moment's notice." Re-
cent trips include an excursion to London
to study British women authors and a three-
week hiatus in Italy this past summer dur-
ing which she studied Renaissance art.
She has been named as a PEW Fellow for
the 1985-86 academic year, placing her
among a group of faculty members study-
ing the uses of the computer within the
humanities classroom. This distinction has
provided her with unanticipated benefits,
namely, the opportunity to use a word pro-
cessor to compensate for what she calls
"my terrible typing skills."
Being involved in so much has left her
with little time for other interests, so much
so that she jokes, "the extent of my exer-
cise is using the stairs in Olney Hall." She is
"fascinated by design, particularly graphic
art," and wants to pursue silkscreening as a
hobby, because, she says, "it is one of the
practical applications of art which does not
take a great deal of talent — you can pro-
duce something 'artistic' without necessar-
ily being Picasso."
Although she is constantly on the move,
her main commitment is to her students.
Her office door is literally always open, and
when she is not in class, she can usually be
found in conference with a student. In fact,
it is rare when an appointment with a stu-
dent does not run over the allotted time.
This, she says, is a result of one of her
"most distinguishing characteristics,"
namely, "the inability to keep my mouth
shut."
Those who know Dr. Haberstroh
wouldn't hesitate to agree, and be glad
about it. Her enthusiasm and her dedication
to teaching are surpassed only by her devo-
tion to and concern for her students. She
describes herself as a "confirmed specta-
tor, supporting old adage that those who
can, do, and those who can't, teach'." But
fortunately for La Salle, Patricia Haberstroh
has given a new meaning to that old pre-
cept by demonstrating that often — espe-
cially in her case — teaching is the most
successful way to "do."
Kevin Hennessy
Dr. Barbara Millard Dr. Caryn Musil
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What is a billet doux (French)?
A love letter
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Fine Arts
Geology
Dr. Alice Hoersch
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History
Dr. George Stow, Chairman
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Dr. Joseph O'Grady
Dr. John Rossi
Dr. Arthur Hennessy
Who was Time's Man of the Year for
1952?
Queen Elizabeth II
What weighs 6,600 billion billion tons?
The earth.
Dr. Henry Bart, Chairman
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Mathematical Sciences
Ms. Linda Elliot
What is the only prime number that's
even?
2
)
Dr. Samuel Wiley, Chairman
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Creative Teaching and Experiential Learning
"Creativity in teaching means working to
develop a dynamic learning environment in
the classroom which is characterized by a
sense of challenge, excitement, and fun, for
both students and teacher." This is a for-
mal statement by the Management Depart-
ment's Dr. Steven Meisel, but it indicates
exactly the stimulating and growth-encour-
aging atmosphere one finds in his class-
room. In his five years at La Salle, he has
earned a reputation among students as
dedicated professor, and this, he says, is
because "I bring a great deal of enthusiasm
to my classes and I think it's reflected in the
students' interest in the subject matter."
How Dr. Meisel came to teach at La Salle
is a story in itself. His formal training was as
a psychologist; he received a B.A. in Psy-
chology from West Chester, a Master's in
Group Dynamics from Temple, and a Ph.D.
in Organizational Behavior from Temple. It
was while he was working in a mental
health center that he began to realize that
the money being sent into the facility was
not being used well as it might have been,
even though the employees were trying
hard to do good work. Thus, he speculated
on the effectiveness of the organization and
the people involved — that is, on "organiza-
tional behavior." From work with abnormal
behavior, then, came a transition to work
with organizational behavior, here at La
Salle.
Dr. Meisel's interests lie not in the clinical
one-to-one relationships, but in finding out
how organizations work and how psycholo-
gy influences groups. Organizational be-
havior analyzes the emergence of motiva-
tion and leadership within groups. He says
that he starts classes by telling students
what the established issues are, so that
they can go on from there to make new
discoveries, instead of each class "reinvent-
ing the wheel" by discovering basic infor-
mation about itself.
This is part of his philosophy of teaching,
which relies on Experiental Learning. If, for
example, a class is talking about competi-
tion, Dr. Meisel will present them with some
of the theories about competition, but it's
"better to set up a competitive situation
and discuss the feelings and reactions of
those involved." Students remember the
Management
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basics years later, because they recall the
class setups that included Tinker Toys or
Legos to prove a point.
Dr. Meisel, like almost any professor,
says that he hopes for some memorability
of topic; within the Management Depart-
ment, he feels that Experiential Learning
usually provides it. The entire department,
in his view, promotes a progressive atmo-
sphere which is conducive to learning. To
that end, Meisel, along with chairman Jo-
seph Seltzer, attends meetings of the Orga-
nizational Behavior Teaching Society, an
international organization which meets to
deliver papers and discuss developments in
the field.
Dr. Meisel's enjoyment of his day under-
graduate classes stems from the fact that
"it's a lot of fun to deal with people who are
open to new ideas and forming new opin-
ions." He finds La Salle students to be, on
the whole, bright and hard-working; after
five years here, he can attest that teaching
itself is "hard work to do well." But he en-
joys it, and he brings a sense of indepen-
dence and humor to all of his classes, to the
sure benefit of his students.
His is an easy-going, bright, and dynamic
style, and is clearly visible when Dr. Meisel
is asked about his hobbies. He is a movie
buff in all genres, a fan of Sherlock Holmes,
and a traveller. "For me," he says, "an ideal
situation is to go to an interesting place and
see a Sherlock Holmes movie." It must be
elementary.
Elizabeth J. Vrato
Political Science
Dr. Robert J. Courtney, Chairman
What did Winston Churchill describe as
"a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an
enigma?"
Russia
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Philosophy
What word is printed in several lan-
guages on Dr. Kerlin's first-day tie?
Think
Dr. Joseph Mihalich
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Physics
What wheel did Blaise Pascal invent in
search of perpetual motion?
The roulette wheel
Dr. Mark Guttman, Chairman
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The little joys of teaching .
.
The small poster above Brother Ed-
ward's desk reads, "The little joys of teach-
ing are without number." Anyone familiar
with his dry wit may find in this statement
an ironic twist. "I never wanted to be any-
thing else," Brother Edward explains. He
began his teaching career in the Baltimore
public school system before entering the
Christian Brothers in 1952. Within three
years, he found himself at La Salle, begin-
ning what has turned out to be a solid thirty-
year relationship with the institution.
Brother Edward Davis was assigned to
the College by his superiors to teach Educa-
tional Psycholgy, even though his first Mas-
ter's degree was in the Philosophy of Edu-
cation. Brother Edward soon moved on to
the Religion Department, while feverishly
studying in that field. Now that he has a
Master's in Religion from La Salle and a
Ph.D. from Catholic University in Religion,
he feels a bit more confident in his abilities.
In fact, Brother Edward has been so suc-
cessful at teaching Religion that he was
chosen as one of last year's recipients of
the prestigious Lindback Award. His talents
have also allowed him to study archaeology
on partial scholarship at Hebrew Union Col-
lege in Jerusalem.
Academically, Brother Edward has two
loves, the Greek language and the study of
Biblical literature. Of the former, he re-
ports, "I love it; it keeps me sane!" Thus he
continues to study the language, still uner
the tutelage of Brother Jude Sapone. Hav-
ing also a workable knowledge of Hebrew,
Brother Edward displays scholarship in the
critical examination of both Old and new
Religion
Bro. Michael McGinniss
What is the shortest verse in the Bible?
Jesus wept. (John 11:35)
Dr. William Grosnick
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testament texts. He views his teaching of
Biblical literature as something of a minis-
try. He explains, "Almost nobody really un-
derstands the nature of Biblical literature,
so I would like to make a small group of
people understand it as potential believers
and as members of Western Culture." He
wishes to dispel what his students have
learned as children, which "is often errone-
ous and on a fantasy-world level. What
good is this for organizing one's interior
self? It has to have existential meaning —
that sounds Lutheran, but it's true."
Brother Edward's expertise served him
well during a three-year term as Chairman
of the Religion Department and during a
seven-year term as Director of Graduate Re-
ligion, although his true claim to fame is
having taught several of his contemporar-
ies on the faculty. Drs. Rossi, Rudnytsky,
and McCann were, at one time, "the fresh-
persons whom one enjoys every semester."
Brother Edward beams, "La Salle has a
great deal to offer — we can give a good
education to the very bright but what we do
best is to educate the ordinary student.
That is what so-called prestigious institu-
tions don't do!" Brother Edward views this
as the primary strength of La Salle Universi-
ty-
Of course, his career has been greatly
influenced by the Brothers. Brother Edward
elaborates, "it has brought out in me poten-
tialities that would never have been realized
otherwise. It's like food for growth." Para-
phrasing the book of Ecclesiastes, he ex-
plains that his experience as a Brother,
"has taught me the foolishness of the ac-
quisition of possessions." Brother Edward
is satisfied with the enjoyment of classical
music and opera, and, of course, the study
of Greek.
During his many years here, Brother Ed-
ward has served the institution in many ca-
pacities — not only as teacher and chair-
man, but as Director of Housing (1961-2), as
well. However, he asserts, "there is not
some sort of thing, 'the institution,' which
hires the faculty — a university is the facul-
ty and the students." Reflecting further,
Brother Edward adds, "The administrators
merely serve — that is in danger of being
forgotten."
When asked what he saw in store for
himself, looking toward the future, Brother
Edward replied (his dry wit still intact), "I
see retirement." Despite his apparent cyni-
cism, Brother Edward's outlook is basically
optimistic: "It's been an interesting life . . .
and I've enjoyed it.'
Ross Leasure, F.S.C.
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Who invented the box that psychologists use to
shock rats?
B.F. Skinner
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At a place like La Salle, a school which prides itself on
community spirit and on the nurturing of friendly personal
relationships between faculty and students, it is always
hard to lose a member of one's family.
A teacher and an administrator here for over twenty
years, Brother G. Claude Demitras will surely be missed.
During his years as professor and chairman of the Chemis-
try Department, Brother Claude exhibited far finer quali-
ties than his Lindback Award could ever recognize. Be-
sides being responsible for a majority of our current chem-
istry program and all of our modern equipment, he was
also a well-known academician in his field and the author
of several texts. More importantly, however, Brother
Claude commanded the utmost respect of his students.
When he yelled at students in lab, it was always received
as the constructive criticism it was intended to be.
Even during his seven-year tenure as Dean of the Even-
ing Division (1977-1984), Brother Claude spoke of return-
ing to teaching chemistry once he retired from the admin-
istrative post. Students were always his top priority. His
passing, therefore, is not only a loss to those who knew
him, but to those who will never know him, as well.
Ed Skorpinski
The real purpose of meditation . . . is the exploration
and discovery of new dimensions in freedom, illumina-
tion, and love, in deepening our awareness of our life in
Christ.
These words of Thomas Merton must have inspired
Brother Alfred Grunewald, for they only scratch the sur-
face of the kind of life in Christ that he continually sought
to attain. His vocation as a Christian Brother was a never-
ending process in which an awareness of his calling was
always at the forefront of his thought, so much so that
even in his late fifties, Brother Alfred began exploring new
opportunities in living up to his calling. In his studies for a
degree in Pastoral Counseling, as well as in his duties as
Director of Circulation at La Salle's library, Brother Alfred
exhibited a Christ-like concern for and sensitivity toward
others, along with, in the words of his colleague and Broth-
er, Daniel Burke, "a clear sense of duty and a realistic
humility that is asserted so simply by the poet in Psalm
131: 'O Lord, my heart is not proud . . . '" It is for his smile
and his daily living of the Word of Christ that he will be
remembered and missed.
Mary Goldschmidt
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Mary McQIynn, Liaison, La Salle Northeast
Mary Rutkowski, Director, Continuing
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Rain-delayed Oktoberfest
Rocks Good Shepherd
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Open House '85
ROTC students offer military exhibit in Olney.
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Uncle Sam, mummers, and a Fairmount Park Trolley helped to entertain everyone.
Lynn Colyer peeks out from behind a horde of balloons. Franny McKeown (right) brings a very small student to see La Salle.
The Key To Your Future!
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Phi Alpha
Beta
President: John Renz
Vice-President: Stacy Kaplan
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Secretary: Lisa Adamovage
Alpha Epsilon
Rho
President: Lisa Rogalski
1st Vice-President: John Ferraro
2nd Vice-President: Mike Loughery
Treasurer: Chris Johnson
Secretary: Bob Miller
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Delta Phi Epsilon
President: Stephanie Belzer
Vice-President: Clara Fantacone
Treasurer: Debbie Benson
SigmaPhi
Lambda
President: Michael Hallowell
Vice-President: Joseph Glaffelter
Treasurer: Jim Beatty
Secretary: John McBryan
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Gamma Sigma
Sigma
President: Sadhana Kumar
Vice-President: JoAnn McNamara
Treasurer: Karen Frei
Secretary: Sue DeLeon
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President: James Jenkins
Vice-President: Robert Mesucci
Treasurer: Andy LaFond
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Alpha Chi Rho
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Jparj!; President: Patty Carr
'
;" "^ Vice-President/Secretary: Sue Maegerle
L* i Treasurer: Diane Werwinski
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Vice-President: John Pisarelli
Treasurer: Jeffrey Angler
Secretary: James Bottorff
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TKE
Tau Kappa Epsilon
President: John McGonigle
Vice-President: Robert Liptak ]
Treasurer: Tom Carper
Secretary: Greg Braun
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Alpha Theta Alpha
President: Dorothy DiCampia
Vice-President: Maria Dorgan
Treasurer: Julia Trolla
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Delta Sigma Pi
President: Peter Torres
Vice-President: Joseph Rush
Treasurer: Kevin Maier
Secretary: Gary Harper
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Phi Kappa Theta
President: Gerry Cleary
Vice-President: Scott Cantwell
Treasurer: Greg Cunningham
Secretary: Barney McFadden
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Vice-President: Kerry Sullivan
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Sigma Beta Kappa
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Phi Gamma Nu
President: Renee Fox
Vice-President: Lisa Perricone
Treasurer: Sue Dolan
Secretary: Lisa Wahl
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Bruce Brien, Sports Editor
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How much did the first issue of the Explorer cost?
$5 for seniors, $2 or $3 for less expensively-bound
underclass books.
When did the first yearbook appear?
1940
Jean MacMoran, Seniors
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Students 9 Government Association
Executive Officers
President: Audrey Nugent
Vice President, Student Affairs: Judy Gallagher
Vice President, Academic Affairs: John Rilling
Vice President, Public Affairs: Gina Abbamondi
Vice President, Business Affairs: Eileen Jonas
1986: Greg Braun
Mark Thomas
Charlie Barbera
Karen Motsko
John McGonigle
Mark Rowley
1987: Nicole Abbamondi
Georgine Garabedian
Frank McDermott
Alyse Stiles
Liz Vrato
Gina Abbamondi Greg Braun
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Judy Gallagher
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COLLEGIAN
Barb Killian. Sports Editor
Ralph Garman. Entertainment Editor
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The one, the only, the La Salle University Collegian editorial staff. Camera shy: Bill Wine, advisor.
When did the first issue of the Collegian appear?
May, 1931 — 55 years ago.
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Sports & Leisure
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Season Ends With Third Co
The 1985 Soccer team left no doubt as to
who is the best in the MAAC conference for
the early eighties. Undefeated in League
play this season, the Explorers went on to
an impressive 10-6-3 season. This sting of
championships can also be added to the
1982 ECC crown, prior to the formation of
MAAC, making the string of champion-
ships stand at four.
The 1985 season also marks a year of
individual feats. Bob "Greek" Poursanidis
was selected as the conference's most valu-
Bob "Greek" Poursinidis moves the ball
downfield.
Intense La Salle faces watch the action
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nsecutive Championship
able player while Coach Wilkinson was vot-
ed MAAC Coach of the Year. All-league first
team selection include Poursanidis and ju-
nior Bob Wilkinson. Members of the second
team are Joe Rudy, Mark Melvin, and Mike
Conners.
This season marked the end of an era for
La Salle Soccer as it is the final season for
senior co-captains Rudy and Poursanidis,
who have both been starters on no less than
all four championship teams. Rudy and Wil-
phia Soccer Seven.
Goal Keeper Mark Melvin also turned in
another excellent season with a goals-
against-average of only 1.19, having also
played in eight shutouts this season, and
kinson were also selected for the Philadel- only allowing three goals in all seven MAAC
games.
Rudy and the Greek were the key to La
Salle scoring this year, combining for 15
goals and 8 assists while Conners also con-
tributed 6 goals and 3 assists.
With another title defense successfully
completed and one looming in the future, it
will be interesting to see what the team will
do next season as they attempt to make it
five straight championships.
Bruce Brien
What's played at Wembly Stadium,
London, every May?
The F.A. Cup soccer final
A LaSalle player attempts a steal.
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Sometimes The Record Lies!
As the 1985 season got under way, the
Lady Explorers were looking forward to a
good season under the leadership of new
head coach Donna Partin and assistant
Marge Qarrity. Although the loss of six sen-
iors and the unexpected resignation of last
year's coach left the team with little to hope
for, the addition of several talented fresh-
man and coach Partin made up for much of
what was lost last season.
The team's initial enthusiasm was dam-
pened by a 2-1 loss to Bucknell in the sea-
Carol McLoughlin
leaves some dust. I v:-. :'ft:.
son opener. They took their first win, after
two more losses, against American. La
Salle proceeded to win their next three
games before losing to Loyola in the fourth
game.
Injuries made it difficult for the team to
get back on the winning track, but towards
the end of the season, the sticksters defeat-
ed Notre Dame 1-0. They also fought hard
fights against two nationally-ranked teams:
CIrsinas was a 2-1 loss, but the team held
Rutgers scoreless before dropping the
game in overtime.
Despite a disappointing year in the re-
cord books (6-13-1), senior Co-Captain Carol
McLoughlin felt that the 1985 team was
"the best I've had the pleasure of playing
with during my four years at La Salle."
McLoughlin, who led the team with assists,
and strong midfielder Cindy McBrearty will
be missed next year, as will the creative
play of Jeanne Yuengling. However, the
team's young talent, especially scoring sen-
sations Terry Tipton and Virginia Onofrio,
will return next year under Coach Partin's
energetic leadership. The Lady Explorers
look forward to a bright future.
Audrey Waldron
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Season Finale Lifts Hopes
The 1985 Volleyball team entered the
season as defending MAAC champions for
the second time in as many years. Once
again the ladies were favored to take the
MAAC title. The makings of a dynasty
seemed well under way. With a new coach-
ing staff and some fresh young talent, pros-
pects were high for 1985.
However, as the season began to unfold,
so did the worst season ever for La Salle
volleyball. With a lone win coming against
Cabrini, the team entered the MAAC cham-
i
pionship tournament with a dismal 1-22 re-
cord, not quite what champions are made
from.
Showing great spirit and determination,
the team just could not give up. The Ladies
plowed through five consecutive oppo-
nents, only to fall to host Holy Cross and
wind up with second place. The tremen-
dous effort cannot completely dispel the
rest of the season but it certainly must help.
Two players, freshman Qayle Gum-
kowski and junior Vicki Missar, were select-
ed to the All-MAAC team, indicating bright
hopes for the future. Sophomore Ailleen
O'Brien also shows excellent promise on
defense. The team will have to put 1985
behind them as they look forward to an
exciting future.
Bruce Brien
La Salle sets up for a spike.
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Youth Brings High Hopes
The 1985 tennis season brought disap-
pointment to La Salle University players
and fans as both teams compiled losing re-
cords for the season.
The women's team, graduating four play-
ers and being relatively small (only ten play-
ers) faced the prospects of a difficult sea-
son with determination and the hopes of a
fifth consecutive winning season. However,
this was not to be, as the Ladies finished the
season with a 4-7 record. Coach Jeff Mar-
mon experienced only his third losing sea-
112
for Future
son in twenty years.
Andi Horvath led the team at number 1
singles this year. Three freshmen, Laurie
Schlosser, Jill Ingadella, and Meena Kumar
contributed youth and the promise of a
bright future to the starting squad. As the
team matures and the new courts on cam-
pus are finished, practices and meets will
be more convenient. The new facilities also
should attract new talent to the school.
The men's team will also be looking for-
ward to improving their record in the fu-
ture, beginning with the matches this
spring. The men are also coached by Jeff
Marmon.
Bruce Brien
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Harriers Post respectible
Throughout the 1985 Cross Country sea-
son, the Explorer harriers sought to contin-
ue the magic of their incredible first (men)
and second (women) place performances in
the 1984 MAAC Championship races.
Returning to the men's team were sen-
iors Kevin Ruch, Tony Morelli, and Tom
Fitzpatrick, the team's three best runners.
Kevin Ruch, the team's captain, won four
out of the season's five meets, setting new
Explorer records for the five-mile course at
Belmont Plateau in Philadelphia and at the
Van Courtlandt course in New York. Fresh-
men John Schwab and Paul Sayvagean,
season — again!
sophomores Matt Costello and Bill Sel-
grath, and senior Jeff Knolls all made sig-
nificant contributions to the team's suc-
cess.
Brother Jerome Benway, the women's
coach, figured this year to a rebuilding
year. The only member of last year's team
to return is senior Sue Silvestrini.this year's
team captain. Aided by sophomore stan-
dout Patty Fallon and freshman Andrea
Schwind, the team posted a very respect-
able 3-3-1 record. Adding stability were ju-
nior Kathy Kupper, sophomore Bernadette
Jackson, and freshmen Bernadette Mulli-
gan, Susan Murphy, and Verlinda Taurino.
Although the Lady Explorers will lose
first runner Sue Silvestrini, the team is look-
ing forward to bettering their fifth place
MAAC Championship finish next year.
Ed Sweeney
TOURNEY WIN OPENS SEASON
Wrestling coach Tom Murt, one of the
youngest Division I coaches in any sport,
has brought a welcome change to the Ex-
plorer team. Last year the Explorers broke
.500 for the first time ever, finishing at 10-
10-2.
Led by senior Andy Lafond, La Salle won
its own invitational tournament to open a
hopeful 1985-86 season. The growing atten-
tion to wrestling at La Salle was evident
from the large crowd in attendance at the
tournament. Bruce A. Brien
Coach and players watch an easy
victory *&.(.
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Intensity is a trademark for coach Murt.
Referee looks on, ready to call another pin.
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BRING ON THE WILDCATS !
La Salle's cheerleaders play an impor-
tant role in many of our team's closer victo-
ries and strong comebacks. Cheerleading
requires many long hours of hard work and
dedication much like any sport they cheer
for. On many occasions the squad has
brought a Palestra crowd to its feet, inspir-
ing the Explorers to victory. Their hard
work is well appreciated by both fans and
players alike. Bruce A. Brien
• V.
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La Salle Proudly Salutes a
This fall, the La Salle student body had crowded that day as residents and commut-
the pleasure of joining in an outdoor pep ers alike remained on hand to enjoy the
rally in honor of the men's and women's rally,
basketball teams. The campus seemed The rally had several high points, includ-
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Season of High Hopes
ing team introductions by the respective of the rally was an excellent exhibition giv-
coaches, and a few words of hope from en by La Salle's own cheerleading squad. would be carried throughout the season,
each. The La Salle Explorer mascot also The cheerleaders instilled a spirit and an And overall, the rally was a pleasant tribute
made an appearance. And the main feature optimism into the crowd that they hoped to both basketball teams.
Students enjoy the fifth-period rally.
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Players 9 highs, team
While the 1985-86 Men's basketball team
as a whole will not enter the record books as
having one of the better seasons in the his-
tory of the school, surely it had some bright
moments and individual performances that
were worth celebrating. The opening three
victories over Monmouth, Niagara, and
Maine, the feisty loss to tough Notre Dame,
the consistent play of senior Chip Green-
berg, and the 74-69 upset over St. Joseph's
to end the regular season with a four game
winning streak undoubtedly gave us some-
thing to cheer about. Untimely losses
throughout the year, however, never failed
to halt the team's momentum, and the 72-
70 loss to underdog Holy Cross in the
MAAC tournament ended the 1985-86 sea-
son in disappointment. Clearly, the 14-14
lows mark '86 season
final record reflected the performance of
the men's team.
In retrospect, one must remember that
this year's Explorers did not enter the sea-
son as highly ranked contenders. Although
two of 85's steady starters, Qreenberg and
junior forward Larry Koretz, returned, two
of its stars, graduated. Despite the critics
however, La Salle showed strong signs of
becoming the surprise team of the year.
Greenberg proved to be a triple threat in
scoring, rebounds, and assists, and became
the 26th Explorer to score 1000 points in a
career. Koretz led the team in rebounds and
also crossed the 1000-point plateau. Sopho-
more guards Tim Legler, the team's 3rd
leading scorer, and Rich Tarr worked hard
all season long. Junior Ron Barnes and
freshman starting guard Leonard Robinson
also contributed. Other members of the
team included sophomore Eric Lee, fresh-
man Craig Conlin, junior Gary Jones, soph-
omore Ken Palczewski, senior Mike Boli-
gitz, sophomore Terrence Jackson, and
senior Dallas Philson.
Ed Skorpinski
No one can touch Leonard Robinson.
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Opponents find Lady
The Lady Explorers started the basket-
ball season with a bang in early November
by defeating the Irish Olympic team. From
there they embarked on one of the best
seasons in school history, leading the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference and the Phila-
delphia Big Five.
Returning players included senior Linda
Hester at guard/forward, who topped the
1000 career-point mark this season, junior
Allison Hudson at forward, senior Suzi
McCafferty at center, sophomore guard
Suzi McCafferty avoids the long arm of the opposi
tion.
Explorers tough
Cheryl Reeve and senior guard/forward Jill
Crandley, who also topped the 1000-point
goal this season.
Coach Speedy Morris was back guiding
the women Explorers into a tough but re-
warding schedule. The Lady Explorers, as
of February, were undefeated in the MAAC,
including a victory over annual rival Holy
Cross.
The '85'86 season is a tribute to the ca-
reers of senior tri-captains, Linda Hester,
Jill Crandley, and Suzi McCafferty, as they
all find their place in the La Salle record
books.
Bruce Brien
It'll never get any easier .
.
You've been rowing for four years now
but you still get nervous if you miss three
days in a row.
You need your maintenance rows to keep
a level of fitness, and your status as a row-
er. You wait for those painful rows, when
the pain turns into the music of your soul.
The more you experience it, the more you
need it. For a committed athlete, rowing is er gets any easier,
more than a sport.
It's a life. Adapted by Barbara Killian
It's a complicated commitment that nev-
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Swimmers Open Seasons
Both the men's and women's swim
teams opened their 1985-86 seasons with
double wins. The future for both of these
young teams looks very bright, as they are
coming from excellent seasons last year.
Coach John Lyons is responsible for both
teams, and it is to his credit that he has
done an excellent job of keeping the men's
championship string alive at six, while also
bringing the women's team up to cham-
pionship caliber with first and second place
finishes over the last two years.
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Victoriously
The men's and women's high point scor- only two seniors each to graduation. They
ers at the MAAC championships last year will retain some very powerful under-gra-
are now only sophomores, and can all look duate swimmers,
forward to bright college careers. They in-
clude Ron Karnaugh and Kim Long. Bruce A. Brien
Looking to 1986-87, both teams will lose
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The gun is fired — the race begins. A diver attempts a flip.
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Tough Competition Marks
James Gavaghan has been coaching
track at La Salle for 8 years. He has led the
teams to several winning seasons. In the
spring, the name changes to Outdoor
Track, but the players and coach are the
same. Unlike most sports, there is no "get-
ting-to-know-each-other" stage.
The men's team is led by Kevin Ruch, an
outstanding distance runner, Al Fennel,
sprinter, and Keith Bunn. The women are
A mighty toss
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Seasons
paced by Sue Silvestrini, Patty Fallon and challenge of the schedule will bring out the
Trish Sutton. best in the team members.
Competition will be tough this year; the
teams will be hard-pressed to attain their Bruce Brien
usual level of excellence. Hopefully, the
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A year of victories brings
"We put it all together at the end of the
season and everything went well. We had a
great end of the year," boasts baseball
coach Gene McDonnell. The 1985 Explorer
team, ending one of their finest seasons
ever, stopped only one win short of the Col-
lege World Series.
Taking second place in the Metro Atlan-
tic Athletic Conference (MAAC), La Salle
lost their East Coast Athletic Conference
(ECAC) South playoff berth to lona. Due to
their outstanding regular season record (27-
16), however, the Explorers were invited to
compete in the ECAC North Tournament in
Maine. There they won three of their four
games: one over Maine and two over Long
130
baseball close to Series
Island. The Long Island team also handed
the Explorers their only defeat in this se-
ries.
The next tournament took the team to
the National Collegiate Athletic Associ-
ation (NCAA) East Regionals, held in South
Carolina. Of the four games there, La Salle
captured two wins, topping Western Caroli-
na and Rider. The Explorers dropped the
first and final games to South Carolina.
This record earned them second place in
the tournament.
Overall, the Explorers ended their 1985
season with a 31-20 record. In itself, this
statistic was a team record for games won
and games played in a season. By advanc-
ing this far in their region, the 1985 Explor-
er baseball team has made its mark in the
annals of La Salle sports history.
Lisa Bellino
Pat Waninger
Sam Boone
Barry Petrachenko
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Records fall during banner
The 1985 Explorer baseball team pro-
duced one of La Salle's greatest seasons in
this sport to date. Their 27-16 record even-
tually led to a spot in the Regional Tourna-
ment. Yet, this feat could not have been
accomplished without the team's persever-
ence and dedication during the regular sea-
son.
This year's team was composed of sever-
al seniors who lent the squad confidence
and experience. Juniors Pat Waninger and
Sam Boone contributed a great deal to the
regular season. Boone was named an All-
Tournament player at the ECAC finals.
Waninger also gained this honor, adding to
it by being named All-Regional. Freshman
Ail-American Barry Petrachenko received
these titles, too.
Freshman pitcher Joe Marykwas (8-6) ac-
crued almost 100 innings pitched and fin-
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season for baseball team
ished with an ERA of 5.53. The pitching
crew was outshone only by the Explorer's
defense on the field. Overall, the team per-
centage was .934 with 1182 put-outs. Eight
team members maintained a perfect field-
ing percentage. This tight fielding saved
many an Explorer outing.
Some of the team's toughest competi-
tion during the entire season came from
within their own conference. Coach Mc-
Donnell cited Holy Cross, Fordham, Fair-
field, St. Peter's and lona as their stiffest
competition.
In addition, the 1985 team broke several
La Salle individual single season records.
Boone shattered six records single-handed-
ly: hits (84), runs (73), triples (7), home runs
(11), RBls (63), and total bases (142). Petra-
chenko chalked up 38 stolen bases for a
new team record and carried a record 19-
game hitting streak. Tied for the record for
most games pitched were Marykwas and
Waninger. And, with 99 and V3 innings
pitched this season, freshman Marykwas
again stole the show. The team's 31 wins
and 51 games played also broke past re-
cords, giving this year's Explorer squad
something to cheer about.
Lisa Bellino
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Lady Explorers Take Second
On April 26-27, 1985, the MAAC softball tual champion lona).
championships came to Richboro, PA, and The Lady Explorers were led by Sonja
saw La Salle finish a strong second in the Wilmoth, a 21-game winner last season,
tournament (including a victory over even- The tournament opened with easy La Salle
134
in MAAC
victories followed by a comeback win over tough lona offense, losing the final game 7- ing season, with the championship tourna-
Fairfield. The next victory against the Lady 0. ment again being held in Richboro from the
Gaels, forced a special playoff round. Un- With Wilmoth returning to the mound in 25th to the 27th of April,
fortunately, La Salle couldn't hold off a 1986, the Ladies can expect another excit- Bruce Brien
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Gym Jams Meet Slime,
Intramurals are a very important part of unable to play varsity sports. La Salle of-
La Salle University. They give students, fers intramurals in basketball, football, soc-
faculty and alumni a chance to compete cer, swimming and Softball,
when they may be too busy or otherwise Intramurals are excellent outlets of ener-
A sign of victory.
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Penthouse Tops Hustler
gy and good ways for the student "body" to
The team names are as varied as the and team names represent many facets of
relax. Competition is varied at the intramu- outfits that may be seen at Hayman
Hall on today's society, ranging from fraternity
ral level so that students can play at a level a given night. Students
wear anything from names to magazine titles,
to which their talents are best suited. torn unmatched sweats
to designer outfits, Bruce Brien
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Adams, Gregory Edward. BA,
Communications-Psychology.
Yardley, PA. Tau Kappa Epsi-
lon, Inter-Fraternity/Sorority
Council.
Ahillas, Anthony A. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA.
Ahillas, Deanna. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Alpha The-
ta Alpha, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Aiello, Michael V. BS, Finance.
Lake Ronkonkoma, NY. Delta
Sigma Pi, Baseball.
Aileo, Michael J. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha.
Alberto, Mark. BA, Computer
Science. Somerdale, NJ. Sigma
Phi Lambda.
^i-
Gregory Edward Adams Anthony A. Ahillas
Michael V. Aiello
What's the largest one-person residence in the world?
Michael J. Aileo Mark Alberto
The Vatican
142/Adams
Ames, Kay F. BSW, Social Work.
Phila., PA. Student Social Work
Association.
Amid, Mark. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA. Phi Kappa Theta.
Anagnostakos, Paul J. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., PA. Lambda Chi Al-
pha.
Angler, Jeffrey. BA, Biology.
Southampton, PA. Alpha Chi
Rho, Phi Alpha Beta.
Anhalt, Joseph. BS, Accounting.
Fairless Hills, PA.
Arceo, Rouel D. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA. Psi Chi.
Arenas, Jane. BA, Biology. New
Haven, CT. Phi Alpha Beta,
Softball, Explorer.
Augustine, Brian Patrick. BA,
Philosophy-Physics. Phila., PA.
Committee for the Homeless,
Philosophy Club.
Averill, Susanna. BA, Political
Science-English. Riverton, MJ.
Political Science Association,
St. Thomas More Law Society,
Residence Council.
Baharian, Barbara. BS, Market-
ing-Management. Phila., PA. Al-
pha Theta Alpha, Society for
the Advancement of Manage-
ment, Business Honor Society.
Baldwin, Patricia A. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA. St. Thomas
More Law Society, Financial
Management Association.
Baratta, Anthony J. BA, Eng-
lish. Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Barbara Baharian Patricia A. Baldwin Anthony J. Baratta
What TV show's theme song is "Suicide is Painless?' M*A*S*H
Baratta/ 143
Baun, Jeanette Marie. BA, Com-
munications-Marketing. Cinna-
minson, NJ. Phi Gamma Nu, La
Salle Entertainment Organiza-
tion.
Beatty, James D. BS, Marketing-
Management. New Cumber-
land, PA. Sigma Phi Lambda,
Students' Government Associ-
ation, Residence Council, Intra-
murals.
Beck, George. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Jazz Band.
Becker, Mariatheresia. BA, Ger-
man-Russian. Croydon, PA. Ger-
man Club, Orientation Leader,
Judicial Board.
Begley, James B. BA. Communi-
cations. Ocean City, NJ.
Bellino, Lisa M. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Drexel Hill, PA. Collegian,
Honors Board, Middle States
Task Force, Political Science
Association, Alpha Epsilon.
Bennett, Karen J. M. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., PA. Delta Sigma
Theta, International Club, Aca-
demic Discovery Program, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Bennett, Mark A. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta,
Hillel, Chymian Society.
Benz, Stephen Richard. BA,
Computer Science. Huntingdon
Valley, PA.
Bergmann, Christopher. BS,
Marketing. Wilmington, DE.
Stephen Richard Benz Christopher Bergmann
What could Roman Catholics do in good conscience for the first time on December 5, 1966? Ear meat on Friday
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Miguel E. Bermudez Steven A. Birkbeck Joseph John Bisicchia
Gary Brooks Block Dwayne Kenneth Bolt Susan Boltz
MAiLROOMSERVIiEWINDOW
Jacquelyn Ann Bommentre
Bermudez, Miguel E. BA, Com
puter Science. Fajardo, PR.
Birkbeck, Steven A. BS, Man-
agement-Personnel and Labor
Relations. Phila., PA.
Bisicchia, Joseph John. BA,
Communications. Phila., PA.
Masque, Orientation Leader-
Steering Committee, WEXP, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Block, Gary Brooks. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., PA. Hillel, Ten-
nis, Psi Chi.
Bolt, Dwayne Kenneth. BA,
Communications. Phila., PA.
Phi Beta Sigma, WEXP, Interna-
tional Club.
Boltz, Susan. BA, English. Holly-
wood, PA. St. Thomas More
Law Society, English Club.
Bommentre, Jacquelyn Ann.
BS, Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Flourtown, PA.
Booker, Bernadine A. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., PA. Black Stu-
dents of La Salle, Orientation
Leader.
Bernadine A. Booker
What magazine debuted in December, 1953 and how much did it cost? Playboy — fifty cents
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Boone, Sam Richard, Jr. BS,
Management. Levittown, PA.
Baseball.
Booth, William J., Jr. BA, Psy-
chology. Cherry Hill, NJ. Psi
Chi, Soccer, Pi Kappa Phi.
Booz, Loraine Marie. BA, Com-
puter Science. Levittown, PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Borda, Lisa Marie. BA, Educa-
tion-Biology. Phila., PA.
Borromeo, Susanne Marie. BA,
Communications-Marketing.
Cebu, Philippines. International
Club, Discover the Difference
Program.
Bovio, John Joseph. BS. Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Boyle, Timothy Kevin. BA,
Computer-Science. Turners-
ville, NJ. Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Bradley, Michael P. BA, Eco-
nomics-Computer Science.
Phila., PA. Omicron Delta Epsi-
lon, Grimoire, Alpha Epsilon.
Sam Richard Boone, Jr.
William J. Booth, Jr.
Loraine Marie Booz
New Styles Top
Class Ring Choices
According to Jostens' representative Diane McDonnell,
it's the nontraditional styles of college rings that are fast
becoming the favorites on campuses across the country.
Although the larger, more classic styles have remained
popular, nontraditional rings are the big best-sellers in
1985-86. Today's student is making smart investments in
college rings that can be worn for ten or even twenty years
after graduation without looking out-of-date.
La Salle students who purchase rings follow the nation-
al trend. The most popular rings on campus this year for
women are newer, slimmer styles — Tianna, a more deli-
cate, oval version of the classic ring with a stone, and
Espri, which features three small center stones and the
school name on the side. Adagio, another nontraditional
ring with the school name across the center, has remained
popular, too. Only Christina, this year's new ring, hasn't
done well in sales.
Jostens also introduced a new men's ring this year —
Odyssey II, a medium-sized, updated version of the tradi-
tional ring with one's curriculum on the side. For a new
Lisa Marie Borda Susanne Marie Borromeo
John Joseph Bovio Timothy Kevin Boyle Michael P. Bradley
What is the only man-made structure visible from space? The Great Wall of China
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style, it is remarkably popular — seventy percent of all of
the men's rings' sales this year were Odyssey II.
Most students choose ring settings of ten karat gold
because it is more durable than lustrium and more afforda-
ble than fourteen or eighteen karat gold. Students can
usually choose from a wide variety of stones (including
some genuine ones), but the most popular for women this
year are mother-of-pearl, fire blue spinel (La Salle's color
and the stone for September), and cubic zirconia. Men
overwhelmingly choose fire blue spinels for their rings.
Most La Salle students begin pricing college rings dur-
ing sophomore or junior year. By the middle of junior year,
they have probably spoken to the Jostens' representative
who appears regularly in the Union Lobby, picked up a
brochure, tried on a few sample rings, and asked for cur-
rent prices. They tend to purchase their very own ring
during junior or senior year, although students who didn't
buy high school rings may buy their college rings as early
as sophomore year.
But whatever the style, the stone, or the setting, one
thing is true of all La Salle rings — they are lasting sym-
bols of hard work and good times.
Hope A. Masluk
Greg Brady
Selena J. Branch
Brady, Greg. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Southampton, PA. Lamb-
da Chi Alpha.
Branch, Selena J. BSW, Social
Work. Phila., PA. Student So-
cial Work Association.
Braun, Gregory. BA, Communi-
cations. Waldwick, NJ. Stu-
dents' Government Associ-
ation, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Mid-
dle States Evaluation Task
Force, Student Affairs Commit-
tee.
Bray, Maura Anne. BA, Commu-
nications. Newtown, PA. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Marketing Associ-
ation.
Breslin, Anita Maria. BS, Fi-
nance. Melrose Park, PA. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Field Hockey,
Cheerleading.
Brown, Jennifer L. BA, Special
Education. Phila., PA. Educa-
tion Society, Council for Excep-
tional Children.
Brown, Mary-Louise. BSW, So-
cial Work-Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA.
Brown, Robert A. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Jennifer L. Brown Mary-Louise Brown Robert A. Brown
How many straws are used in jackstraws (pickup sticks)? Fifty
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Brown, Stephen J. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management,
Orientation Steering Commit-
tee, Phi Kappa Theta.
Brown-Bey, Jenell F. BS, Fi-
nance-French. Phila., PA. Delta
Sigma Theta, Phi Beta Sigma-
Dove.
Browning, Donald J. BS, Fi-
nance. Trenton, NJ. Marketing
Association, Investment Club.
Bruno, Denise Marie. BA, Com-
puter Science. Norristown, PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon Honor Soci-
ety, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Gamma
Phi Beta.
Burits, Monica. BS, Manage-
ment. Rockledge, PA. Phi Gam-
ma Nu, Business Honor Soci-
ety, Intramurals.
Burton, Phillip A. BA, Sociology,
Phila., PA.
Denise Marie Bruno Monica Burits Phillip A. Burton
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Lori Caggiano Jacquelyn M. Calamaro Ellen M. Campbell
Ana M. Cardoso
Caggiano, Lori. BS, Accounting.
E. Northport, NY. Phi Gamma
Nu.
Calamaro, Jacquelyn M. BS,
Marketing-Management.
Ambler, PA. Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management,
Marketing Association, Phi
Gamma Nu, Business Honor So-
ciety.
Campbell, Ellen M. BA, English.
Phila., PA. Explorer, Collegian,
English Department Board, Al-
pha Epsilon, Lambda lota Tau.
Campisi, Frank J. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., PA. WEXP.
Cantwell, Mark. BS, Manage-
ment-Marketing. Phila., PA. Phi
Kappa Theta.
Caperelli, James M. BA, Political
Science-Public Administration.
Phila., PA.
Caprice, Joseph J. BA, Comput-
er Science-Information Sys-
tems. Mt. Laurel, NJ.
Carango, Michael Thomas. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., PA.
College Republicans.
Carchedi, Michelle R. BA, Biol-
ogy. Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Cardoso, Ana M. BS, Finance-
Spanish. Phila., PA.
Carson, Colleen M. BS, Market-
ing. King of Prussia, PA.
Casals, Maria-Veneranda. BA,
Computer Science. Norristown,
PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa
Mu Epsilon Honor Society,
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Colleen M. Carson Maria-Veneranda Casals
How many courses were freshmen required to take according to La Salle College's first Bulletin in 1872?
Sixteen, including penmanship
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Catalini, Lia AI. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA
Marketing Association, Society
for the Advancement of Man-
agement, American Society for
Personnel Administrators.
Cattani, Tod M. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA. Hillel, Italian Club.
Cavalieri, James J. BA, Comput-
er Science. Mt. Laurel, NJ.
Kappa Mu Epsilon Honor Soci-
ety.
Ceniccola, Theresa A. BS, Man-
agement. Huntingdon Valley,
PA.
Chavez, Soledad Virginia. BA,
Special Education-Spanish.
Phila., PA. Spanish Club.
Cherry, Susan J. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Hunting-
don Valley, PA. Business Honor
Society, American Society for
Personnel Administrators, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Chindamo, Michael B. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., PA.
Chynoweth, Patricia, K. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Beta Al-
pha, Alpha Epsilon.
Theresa A. Ceniccola Soledad Virginia Chavez Susan J. Cherry
A Lamp Still Lifted
Liberty — the foundation of democracy, the corner-
stone of justice, the force which unites mankind in the
hope of a better future, the ability to exercise the freedoms
which are the undeniable right of humanity. It is the spirit
of liberty that Auguste Bartholdi captured in the face, full
of determination, cast in copper, which welcomes the
"huddled masses" as they enter America.
Celebrating her 100th birthday this year, the Statue of
Liberty has long stood as a symbol for those who immi-
grated to the United States. Her face and her torch are the
first glimpses of their freedom as they reach that "golden
door" in New York Harbor. She has come to embody all of
that for which America, and democracy as well, stands.
The story of the Statue reflects a truly "American"
quest for achievement. It began, however, with a French-
man, sculptor Auguste Bartholdi, who planned a master-
piece in his French Republic. To realize it, he needed both
public and governmental support; the French contributed
$400,000, and Americans $250,000. In November, 1875,
he received the official commission.
He was aided in his efforts by French engineer Gusta-
tave Eiffel, who created the intricate support system and
spiral staircase within the Statue's head after four years of
Patricia K. Chynoweth
Where was the first zoo in the United States? Philadelphia
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Anne T. Ciecko Gabriel D. Cieri Hugh Patrick Clancy, Jr.
Bob Claypoole Gerard M. Cleary Carolyn Clift
planning. The actual sculpture, of copper beaten into
shape over plaster casts, took much longer. The finished
Lady stood 151 feet high and weighed 225 tons.
In the United States, publisher Joseph Pulitzer rallied
support for the construction of a pedestal for the Statue,
which was designed by architect Richard M. Hunt. The
Statue was shipped in pieces from France and assembled
on Bedloe's Island. Bartholdi placed her so that her face
could be seen from any angle by those who entered the
harbor. On October 21, 1886, with a 21-gun salute, she
was dedicated.
She still stands, one hundred years later, the welcomer
of countless thousands of immigrants. Weathered by
time, she requires extensive repairs, which should be com-
pleted by July 4, 1986 — and paid for almost entirely by
private contributions.
Yes, she still stands, with her torch aloft and her beacon-
ning crown aglow, as tall and proud as ever. She is still the
universal image of freedom which withstands time, fam-
ine, and war. In her light shines the hope that oppression
will end and strife will cease. And in her story lives the
tradition of universal perseverance and dedication, which
is the ultimate pursuit of liberty.
Lisa M. Bellino
Ciecko, Anne, T. BA, English-
Psychology. Phila., PA. Psi Chi,
English Department Board, Qh-
moire, Committee for the
Homeless, Alpha Epsilon.
Cieri, Gabriel D. BA, Criminal
Justice. Bensalem, PA. Italian
Club.
Clancy, Hugh Patrick, Jr. BS,
Management-Personnel and La-
bor Relations. Phila., PA. Soci-
ety for the Advancement of
Management, Orientation
Steering Committee, American
Society for Personnel Adminis-
trators.
Claypoole, Bob. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Southampton, PA. Lamdba
Chi Alpha.
Cleary, Gerard H. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta, Al-
pha Epsilon Delta.
Clift, Carolyn. BS, Accounting-
Marketing. Phila., PA. Business
Honor Society, Beta Alpha,
Marketing Association.
Cliggett, Nancy. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Colarusso, Daniela. BS, Man-
agement. Cherry Hill, NJ. Gam-
ma Phi Beta.
Daniela Colarusso
What kind of apple is on the Beatles' Apple label? A Granny Smith
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Coley, Kirby E. BS, Manage-
ment-Computer Science. Phila.,
PA.
Colter, Joyce E. BA, English.
Phiia., PA. Gamma Phi Beta,
English Department Board, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Collins, James F. BS, Finance-
Management. Phila., PA. Intra-
murals.
Colyer, Lynn Joanne. BA, Com-
munications. Orange, NJ.
Masque, Collegium Musicum,
Delta Phi Epsilon.
Conway, Theresa M. BA, Com-
munications. Phila., PA. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, WEXP.
Cooper, Thomas W. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila, PA.
Costello, Robert F., Jr. BS, Fi-
nance-Management. Phila., PA.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Investment
Club, Discover the Difference
Program.
Cowhey, Jeffrey David. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA. Cross Coun-
try, Track, Investment Club.
James F. Collins Lynn Joanne Colyer Theresa M. Conway
Robert F. Costello, Jr.
KM
Jeffrey David Cowhey
How does James Bond like his martinis? Shaken, not stirred
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Cowhey, Rose J. BS, Manage
merit. Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Society for the Advancement of
Management.
Crandley, Jill. BA, Computer
Science. Southampton, PA.
Basketball, Alpha Epsilon.
Cregan, Kevin MichaeL BA, Bi
ology. Huntingdon Valley, PA
Crew.
Cunningham, Gregory J. BS
Marketing-Quantitative Analy
sis. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta
Marketing Association, Intra
murals.
Curcio, Maria Danette. BA, Spe
cial Education. Phila., PA. Edu
cation Society.
Curran, Theresa. BSW, Social
Work. Phila., PA. Student So-
cial Work Association, Student
Community Service Program,
Right to Life Committee.
Cush, Timothy J. BS, Account
ing-Computer Science. Crew,
Beta Alpha.
Dano, Jaculeen Ann. BA, Biol-
ogy-Mathematics. Morrisville,
PA. Tennis, Alpha Epsilon Del-
ta, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Theresa Curran Timothy J. Cush
How many Marines raised the flag over Iwo Jima?
Jaculeen Ann Dano
Six
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DeProbert, Patricia. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Business
Honor Society.
De Sanctis, Lucy M. BA, Com-
puter Science. Feasterville, PA.
Italian Club, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
DeSipio, Bob. BA, Physics. War-
minster, PA.
DiCampli, Dorothy A. BS, Mar-
keting-Psychology. Collingdale,
PA. Alpha Theta Alphs, Resi-
dent Council, TAD.
DiCarlo, Nicholas, Jr. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Palmyra, NJ.
DiNenna, Patrick A. BA, Psy
chology. Derwood, MD. P
Kappa Phi, Inter-Fraternity/So
rority Council, La Salle Enter
tainment Organization, Cheer
leading.
Di Tulio, Donna Marie. BS, Mar-
keting. Fairless Hills, PA. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Marketing Associ-
ation, Investment Club.
Dolan, Susanne M. BS, Market-
ing-Finance. Phila., PA. Phi
Gamma Nu, Marketing Associ-
ation, Business Honor Society.
Patricia DeProbert
Lucy M. DeSanctis
Bob DeSipio
100 Years of the
All-American Drink
The pause that refreshes ... the real thing . . . it. What
is it? — it's Coca-Cola, the best-selling cola soft drink in
the world, and the one that flows (more or less regularly)
from soda taps and machines at La Salle. And in 1986, the
carbonated, caffeinated, sugared drink celebrates its first
century of existence.
Coke was the medicinal creation of Georgian "Dr."
John Styth Pemberton, who brewed the first batch of the
stuff in a kettle in his back yard on May 8, 1986. Initially
advertised as a headache remedy, it quickly became pop-
ular with Atlantans as a beverage because, unlike other
"medicines" of the day, it tasted good. The combination
of extracts from the coca leaf and the kola nut, sugar, and
soda water (which are the basics in Coke's top-secret 7X
formula) was, within a few years, more often promoted as
"delicious and refreshing" than it was as a cure-all. Did it,
as some claim, get its "kick" from cocaine?— not accord-
ing to the Coca-Cola Company, which throughout the past
century has spent thousands of dollars trying to erase the
"dope" image from its wholesome product.
Patrick A. DiNenna Donna Marie DiTulio Susanne M. Dolan
Which of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World was alive? The Hanging Gardens of Babylon
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Coke, over the years, has become almost as American
as the proverbial apple pie — an image its advertising has
carefully cultivated. Within the Class of '86's lifetime,
Coke has mounted several enormously successful ad
campaigns: "I'd Like to Teach the World to Sing" has
backed several commercials since the late '60's (the song
was actually written for Coke first, and became a hit later);
"It's the Real Thing" has been used for years; "Look up,
America" appeared in the mid-'70's; and "Coke Is It!" has
flowed through the American media since the '80's began.
Coke ads are well-known for their youth appeal, and for
their occasional tear-jerking qualities.
Coke, in fact, has become so American that changing it
has become almost synonymous with spitting on the flag,
something which became evident in 1985 when the com-
pany announced that it was changing the formula. After
77 days, howls of protest, and the metamorphosis of "Old
Coke" into a collector's item, the company changed its
corporate mind — and now America has new Coke and
Coca-Cola Classic, in addition to Cherry Coke, Diet Coke,
and two decaffeinated versions. In its second century, as
one magazine pointed out, "Coke are it!" ... all over the
world.
EMC
Mary Ellen Dooley
Dooley, Mary Ellen. BS, Market
ing. Vero Beach, FL. Swim-
ming, Alpha Theta Alpha, Mar-
keting Association, Residence
Council.
Dorgan, Maria G. BS, Marketing-
Management. Yardley, PA.
Dotzman, William G. BA, Eng-
lish. Trevose, PA. WEXP, Resi-
dence Council, Sigma Beta
Kappa, Security Committee.
Dougherty, Julie Marie. BA,
Computer Science. Jenkin-
town, PA. Phi Gamma Nu,
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Dovell, Joseph A. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Draganosky, David J. BA, Eng-
lish. Yardley, PA.
Drissel, Michael J. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Drudy, Kathleen A. BS, Ac-
counting-Information Systems.
Business Honor Society, Beta
Alpha, Crew, Collegian.
David J. Draganosky Michael J. Drissel Kathleen A. Drudy
Where does Alfred Hitchcock make his trademark appearance in Lifeboat? In a newspaper ad floating by the boat
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Dubyk, John J. BS, Accounting.
Cheltenham, PA.
Dunn, William J. BA, Biology.
Phoenixville, PA.
Dziekonski, Barbara C. BA,
English-Educatron. Hamilton
Square, NJ.
Eck, Christopher D. BS, Fi-
nance. Horsham, PA.
Eddy, Karen J. BA, Communica-
tions. Port Jefferson, NY.
Egan, Joseph M. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Ehling, John C, Jr. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA.
Ellwood, Michael P. BS, Ac-
counting-Finance. Allentown,
PA. Accounting Association, In-
vestment Club.
Joseph M. Egan John C. Ehling, Jr. Michael P. Ellwood
Who named a perfume for her fashion shows on the fifth of each month? Coco Chanel (Chanel No. 5)
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Ogheneovo G. Emagun Steven Joseph Emsley
Emagun, Ogheneovo G. BA, Po-
litical Science-Communica-
tions. Wyndmoor, PA. Interna-
tional Club, Lambda Chi Alpha,
Black Students of La Salle, Soc-
cer.
Emsley, Steven Joseph. BS, Fi-
nance-Marketing. Ambler, PA.
Marketing Association, intra-
murals, Investment Club.
England, Joyce A. BA, Educa-
tion-Geology. Phila., PA. Track
and Field, Crew, Geology Club.
Ervin, Pamela M. BS, Manage-
ment-Marketing. Phila., PA.
Eskin, Karen Marie. BA, Com
puter Science. Berwick, PA.
Open House Committee, Dis-
cover the Difference Program,
lntramurals.
Evans, Lisa Hope. BS, Quantita-
tive Analysis-Marketing. Phila.,
PA. lntramurals, Senior Class
Committee, Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management.
Fagan, John R. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., PA.
Faith, Thomas. BA, Economics.
Glenside, PA. Omicron Delta
Epsilon, Newtonian Society.
Farnan, Edward A., HI. BS, Mar-
keting-Management. Glenside,
PA. Marketing Association, So-
ciety for the Advancement of
Management.
Farrelly, James Patrick. BS,
Management. Wayne, PA.
Ranger Club.
Thomas Faith Edward A. Farnan, III James Patrick Farrelly
What do vampire bats usually go for on sleeping humans? The toes
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Fee, Rose Mary E. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA.
Fennell, Alvin, HI. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., PA. Track.
Ferrara, Achille, Jr. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Phila., PA.
Ferraro, John Robert. BA, Com-
munications. WEXP, Alpha Ep-
silon Rho, Collegian, Pep Band.
Feulner, Jeffrey R. BA, Commu-
nications. Mainland, PA.
Finn, William M. BS, Accounting-
Information Systems. Phila.,
PA. Beta Alpha, Accounting As-
sociation, Explorer.
Fish, Robert E. BS, Marketing-
Management. Medford, NJ. Pi
Kappa Phi, Marketing Associ-
ation, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Fisher, Brian Patrick. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations-Po-
litical Science. Phila., PA. Pi
Kappa Phi, American Society
for Personnel Administrators,
St. Thomas More Law Society,
Tennis.
Who wrote The Autobiography of Malcolm X? Alex Haley
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Daniel K. Fitzpatrick Thomas C. Fitzpatrick Patrick J. Flaherty
Fitzpatrick, Daniel K. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Baseball,
Accounting Association.
Fitzpatrick, Thomas C. BS, Mar
keting. Bala Cynwyd, PA. Cross
Country, Track, Sigma Phi
Lambda.
Flaherty, Patrick J. BS, Market
ing. Phila., PA.
Flubacher, John Scott. BA, Biol
ogy. Hatboro, PA. La Salle
Peace Group, WEXP, Commit-
tee on Applachian Life.
Fogarty, Jay. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Harleysville, PA. Phi
Kappa Theta.
Forman, Stuart. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Accounting As-
sociation, Hillel.
Formanek, Maria. BA, English.
Merchantville, NJ. Residence
Council, Wrestling Manager,
Project Appalachia.
Fragale, Thomas R. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA.
Thomas R. Fragale
What's the first month of the year with thirty days? April
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Fricker, Susan T. BA, Communi-
cations. Bensalem, PA. Swim-
ming, American Society for Per-
sonnel Administrators.
Friel, Drew. BA, Communica-
tions. Horsham, PA. Golf.
Funchion, Kevin F. BS, Finance.
Wyndmoor, PA. Investment
Club.
Fusco, Jeffrey S. BA, Computer
Science. Perkasie, PA. Soccer,
Sigma Phi Lambda, Inter-Frater-
nity/Sorority Council.
Gaffney, Joseph. BS, Manage-
ment. Melrose Park, PA. Lamb-
da Chi Alpha, Society for the
Advancement of Management.
Gaffney, Kim. BA, English.
Phila., PA.
Galassi, Joseph W., Jr. BA, Biol-
ogy. District Heights, MD.
Gallagher, Catherine J. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Gallagher, Judith E. BA, Biol-
ogy. Cinnaminson, NJ. Stu-
dents' Government Associ-
ation, Gamma Phi Beta, Alpha
Epsilon, Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Gallagher, Lora. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Garber, Jon. BS, Accounting.
New Brunswick, NJ.
Gardner-Daley, Edith A. BA,
Communications. Phila., PA.
Collegian, Academic Discovery
Advisory Board, Black Stu-
dents of La Salle.
Joseph W. Galassi, Jr. Catherine J. Gallagher Judith E. Gallagher
Lora Gallagher
What's the only community-owned franchise in the NFL?
Jon Garber Edith A. Gardner-Daley
The Green Bay Packers
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Ralph J. Garman Linda Elizabeth Geraci Suhail Gidwani
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Garman, Ralph J. BA, Communi-
cations. Phila., PA. Masque,
Collegian.
Geraci, Linda Elizabeth. BA.
Chemistry-Biology. Phila., PA.
Chymian Society.
Gidwani, Suhail. BS, Marketing
Finance. Phila., PA.
Gillespie, Terence P. BA, Biol-
ogy. Glenside, PA.
Gimpel, William J. BA, Math-
ematics-Education. Phila., PA.
Education Society.
Gindhart, Barbara Anne. BA,
Psychology-Religion. Phila., PA.
Hunger Task Force, Mobiliza-
tion for Survival, Orientation.
Terence P. Gillespie William J. Gimpel Barbara Anne Gindhart
What letter is on the hot water tap in France?
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livens, Joseph Patrick. BS,
Marketing-Management. Cher-
ry Hill, NJ. Crew.
Glasgow, Lois A. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Glatfelter, Joseph C. BS, Fi-
nance. Columbia, PA. Sigma
Phi Lambda.
Gold, Alan R. BS, Finance. Bala
Cynwyd, PA.
Gorman, Thomas P. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA.
Gradel, Regina. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Graham, Angela Haydt. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Graham, Kenneth. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Lois A. Glasgow
Regina Gradel Angela Haydt Graham Kenneth C. Graham
How many instruments accompany someone singing a capella? None
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Graham, Maria C. BA, Econom
ics. Phila., PA. French Club.
Grant, Lissa Lorraine. BA, Com
munications. Spanish Town
Jamaica. Alpha Epsilon Rho
Alpha Theta Alpha.
Gray, Michele J. BS, Finance
Management. Phila., PA. Busi
ness Honor Society, Financial
Management Association.
Grayauskie, Patricia A. BS,
Management-Health Care Ad-
ministration. Norristown, PA.
Crew, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management, Health
Care Administration Society.
Greenberg, Charles "Chip".
BS, Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions-Marketing. Abington, PA.
Basketball.
Grochowski, Leslie M. BA, Spe-
cial Education. Phila., PA.
Grolsko, Michael K. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA.
Haag, Theodore J. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. Intramurals.
Leslie M. Grochowski Michael K. Grolsko Theodore J. Haag
Who was the only U.S. President and Vice-president never elected to either office? Gerald Ford
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Haitsch, Michelle A. BS, Fi-
nance-Management. Phila., PA.
Explorer, Business Honor Soci-
ety, Financial Management As-
sociation, Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management.
Hallowell, Michael Matthew.
BA, Communications. Phila.,
PA. Sigma Phi Lambda,
Masque, La Salle Singers, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Hamilton, Robert J. BS, Fi-
nance-Quantitative Analysis.
Phila., PA. Business Honor Soci-
ety, Investment Club, Financial
Management Association.
Hamma, Carolyn M. BS, Ac-
counting. Durham, CT. Resi-
dence Council, Beta Alpha.
Haney, Jill Ann. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Health Care Adminis-
tration Society.
Hanley, Deneen L. BS, Account-
ing. Norristown, PA.
Hannum, Brian J. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Hansen, Karla K. BA, Biology.
Aberdeen, MD. Phi Alpha Beta,
Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Harasymowych, Mark S. BA,
Communications. Phila., PA.
WEXP.
Harkins, Susan M. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA.
Harper, Gary A. BS, Accounting.
Phillipsburg, NJ. Delta Sigma
Pi, Cheerleading.
Havey, Christine L. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA.
Michelle A. Haitsch Michael Matthew Hallowell Robert J. Hamilton
Susan M. Harkins Gary A. Harper Christine L. Havey
What did La Salle sometimes accept as a substitute for tuition payment in the Depression 1930's?
Shrubbery, trees, or repair work on the old campus
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Hayakawa, Frank. BA, Biology.
Edgewater, MD.
Hayes, Robert £., Jr. BA, Psy
chology. Phila., PA.
Heckman, Margo. BA, Communi
cations. Reading, PA. Masque,
WEXP, Pep Band, Orientation.
Hellings, Bob. BA, Computer Sci
ence. Phila., PA.
Helwig, John R. BA, Physics.
Glenside, PA. Jazz Band.
Hennessy, Kevin D. BA, English
Psychology. Timonium, MD
Psi Chi, Psychology Depart
ment Board, Lambda lota Tau
English Department Board, Al
pha Epsilon.
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Hearich, David A. BS, Finance.
Flourtown, PA.
Henry, Katherine E. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA Span-
ish Club, Weightlifting Club,
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Hertzog, Francis. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Bethel Park, PA. Alpha Epsi-
lon, Psi Chi.
HilpI, Eileen M. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations-Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. Alpha Theta
Alpha, American Society for
Personnel Administrators, Soci-
ety for the Advancement of
Management.
Hinchey, Edward F. BS, Market-
ing-Management. Phila., PA. So-
ciety for the Advancement of
Management.
Hoesle, Glenn F. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Hogan, Karen Francis. BA, Po-
litical Science. Phila., PA. Politi-
cal Science Association.
Holloran, Nora. BA, Communi-
cations. Phila, PA.
David A. Henrich
Katherine E. Henry
Francis Hertzog
It's the Apartment
Life for Seniors
Most students would agree that living at school repre-
sents a great portion of their college experience — a
portion which is extremely enjoyable. And many students
cap that experience by living in one of La Salle's two
campus apartment complexes, St. Theresa Court or La
Salle Apartments.
The apartments are mostly occupied by upperclass-
men, due to the Resident Life lottery system in which
students with seniority in both academic credit hours and
campus living are favored. These students spend their
"formative years" in the dorms, and then move onward to
the apartments.
What's so great about the apartments?
Well, one of the most important things students who
opt for apartment life consider is cost-efficiency. When
relieved of the burden of the dorm-mandatory meal card,
students save a lot of money. Apartment dwellers have
their own kitchens, and usually keep an ample supply of
food on hand when residents throw in twenty dollars a
week. A better bonus is living with someone who likes to
cook or is at least able to cook. Otherwise, you just learn
Glenn F. Hoesle Karen Francis Hogan
What Dickens novel has David carrying the message "Barkis is willin'" to Peggy?
Nora Holloran
David Copperfield
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the hard way: trial and error.
Many students also appreciate the greater privacy that
is inherent in apartment life — generally, all you have to
do when you need to study is close the door of your room.
Living with two or three friends who share the same
interests is another plus in the apartments. Often, fraterni-
ties or sororities get together for a block of apartments;
the same goes for groups of friends from the various
dorms. It's possible to get two or three apartments right
next to each other. That way, you can enjoy the closeness
of dorm life with the advantages of apartment life.
The apartments also frequently enjoy dominance in
intramurals because they have a greater wealth of talent
from which to choose — both Theresa Court and La Salle
apartments currently house over one hundred students,
more than dorm floors. (And apartment dwellers can still
play for dorm teams if they'd like.)
This is apartment life — plus a lot more. It's an enjoy-
able experience, and it also teaches you many of the skills
and responsibilities you need to survive on your own after
graduation.
. . . but watch out for the roaches.
Max McGruff
Hollup, Anna Marie. BA, Com-
puter Science. PHila., PA.
Holt, Richard A. BS, Manage-
ment-Marketing. Cinnaminson,
NJ.
Holtz, Kathleen M. BS, Finance-
Marketing. Phila., PA. Alpha
Theta Alpha, Society for the
Advancement of Management
Intramurals.
Hoover, Lorraine E. BA, Com
puter Science. Penndel, PA
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Horvath, Andrea Elizabeth
BA, Biology. Willingboro, NJ
Tennis, Phi Alpha Beta.
Houk, Mary Beth. BS, Manage
ment. Churchville, PA. Gamma
Sigma Sigma.
Houlihan, Diane Christine. BA.
English. Havertown, PA.
Masque, Gavel, Collegian.
Huss, Michael G. BA, Biology.
Mount Holly, NJ. Weightlifting,
Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Mary Beth Houk Diane Christine Houlihan
What is the outermost part of the sun called?
Michael G. Huss
The corona
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Maria Elena lacono Stephanie Ann Ihrig Ermanno M. Incollingo
lacono, Maria Elena. BS, Fi-
nance-Marketing. Phila., PA.
Marketing Association, Busi-
ness Honor Society, Financial
Management Association.
Ihrig, Stephanie Ann. BS, Ac-
counting. Bensalem, PA. Ac-
counting Association, Alpha
Theta Alpha.
Incollingo, Ermanno M. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Jacobs, Lynne Theresa. BA, Po-
litical Science-Public Adminis-
tration. Phila., PA. Alpha Theta
Alpha, intramurals, Political
Science Association, American
Society for Personnel Adminis-
trators.
Jacome, Jose E. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Janyszek, Richard. BS, Finance-
Management. Phila., PA.
Jenkins, James H., HI. BS, Ac-
counting. Medford, NJ. Pi
Kappa Phi, Golf, Business Hon-
or Society, Alpha Epsilon.
Johnson, Deborah W. BS, Fi-
nance. Trenton, NJ.
Jose E. Jacome Richard Janyszek
Deborah W. Johnson
How many times larger than life is the Statue of Liberty? Twenty
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Johnson, Kirsten K. BA, Eng-
lish. Marlton, NJ.
Johnson, Marie E. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA. Marketing Asso-
ciation.
Johnson, Theresa Ann. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Johnston, Margaret A. BA,
Computer Science. Wyncote,
PA. Phi Gamma Nu, Kappa Mu
Epsilon Honor Society, Kappa
Mu Epsilon.
Jonas, Christine. BA, Communi-
cations. Audobon, PA. Gamma
Phi Beta, Alpha Epsilon Rho.
Jonas, Eileen M. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Students' Gov-
ernment Association, Beta Al-
pha, Accounting Association.
Joseph, Anita Marie. BS, Mar
keting-History. Cherry Hill, NJ.
Marketing Association, La Salle
Equestrian Team.
Junod, David. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Intramurals, Beta Al-
pha.
David Junod
Who is the only President carved on Mt. Rushmore wearing glasses? Theodore Roosevelt
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Kaiser, Christopher P. BA, Eng-
lish. Warminster, PA. Masque,
Collegian, WEXP, Gavel Soci-
ety.
Hamper, Caroline Ann. BA, Biol-
ogy. Huntingdon Valley, PA. Phi
Alpha Beta, Alpha Epsilon Del-
ta, Residence Council, Student
Community Service Program.
Kane, David B. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Kane, Mary T. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Kane, Sheila D. BS, Accounting -
Finance. Phila., PA. Business
Honor Society, Beta Alpha.
Kane, William J., Jr. BA, Com-
munications-Marketing. Colle-
gian, Explorer.
Mary T. Kane Sheila D. Kane William J. Kane, Jr.
When was La Salle's B.S. degree in Accounting started? 1931
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Stacy Michelle Kaplan Matthew L. Karakaedos Leslie R. Kasprzak
Colleen Marie Kelly Stacey E. Kelly Andrew J. Kemp
Gary W. Kennedy Barbara F. Killian Rosemary Kilroy
What were the last three U.S. states to join the Union?
Kaplan, Stacey Michelle. BA,
Biology. Phila., PA. Alpha Epsi-
lon Delta, Alpha Epsilon, Phi Al-
pha Beta, La Salle Women's Or-
ganization.
Karakaedos, Matthew L. BA,
Political Science. Phila., PA. Po-
litical Science Association.
Kasprzak, Leslie R. BA, English.
Charlestown, NH.
Kates, Bernice C. BA, German
Russian-Secondary Education.
Phila., PA. Hillel, German Club.
Keenan, Thomas F. BA, Commu-
nications. Bryn Mawr, PA. Col-
legian.
Kehoe, Jerry. BA, Sociology.
Bristol, PA.
Kelly, Colleen Marie. BS, Fi
nance-French. Phila., PA. Busi-
ness Honor Society, French
Club, Collegium Musicum, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Kelly, Stacey E. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Beta Alpha.
Kemp, Andrew J. BA, Computer
Science. Levittown, PA.
Kennedy, Gary W. BA, Geology.
Phila., PA. Geology Club, Wres-
tling.
Killian, Barbara F. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., PA. Crew, Col-
legian, Communications De-
partment Board, Alpha Epsilon.
Kilroy, Rosemary. BA, Special
Education. Phila., PA.
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King, MargaretA. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Klaumenzer, Mary Ann. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Italian
Club, Accounting Association.
Klein, Ira S. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu Ep-
silon.
Klink, Joseph E. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Sigma Beta Kappa.
Knox, Annemarie. BS, Finance.
Willow Grove, PA.
Kochan, Linda C. BA, German.
Phila., PA. German Club.
Kodroff, Jeffrey L. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Business Honor Soci-
ety, Food Service Committee,
Investment Club, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Kohn, Andrea JUL BS, Account-
ing. Dresher, PA. Health Care
Administration Society, Ac-
counting Association, Alpha
Theta Alpha.
Linda C. Kochan Jeffrey L. Kodroff
What IQ level is considered to be the beginning of genius? 140
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Kohr, Frederick. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Kohut, Peter. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta,
Ukrainian Club, Accounting As-
sociation, Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Kopecki, David. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Lambda Chi Alpha.
Kosc, Anne T. BS, Accounting-
Management. Phila., PA. Soci-
ety for the Advancement of
Management, Accounting As-
sociation, Beta Alpha.
Kovan, Kenneth Edward. BS,
Marketing. Rumson, NJ. Busi-
ness Honor Society, Crew, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Kovatch, Maureen A. BA, Psy-
chology. North Wales, PA. Psi
Chi.
Kowalczyk, David. BS, Manage
ment. Phila., PA.
Krauss, Richard D. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA. Kappa
Mu Epsilon Honor Society.
Maureen A. Kovatch David Kowalczyk Richard D. Krauss
What's a funambulist? A tightrope walker
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Ksiazek, Stephen J. BA, Phys-
ics. Plymouth Meeting, PA.
Crew, Newtonian Society.
Kubachka, Debra A. BS, Fi-
nance-Management. Phila., PA.
Society for the Advancement of
Management, Business Honor
Society.
Kumar, Sadhana. BS, Market-
ing-Computer Science. Phila.,
PA. Gamma Sigma Sigma, In-
ter-Fraternity/Sorority Council,
Explorer, Grimoire.
Kunz, Catherine E. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Kunz, David Peter. BS, Account-
ing. Churchville, PA.
Kuropas, Christina. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon, Ukrainian
Club.
Kusnell, Regina E. BS, Manage-
ment. Qlenside, PA. Phi Gamma
Nu, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Kyriakodis, Harry G. BA, Eng-
lish. Huntingdon Valley, PA.
Stephen J. Ksiazek Debra A. Kubachka Sadhana Kumar
Am >*jf!^
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Harry G. Kyriakodis
How old was Mary Shelley when she wrote Frankenstein? nineteen
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Lacey, Christine Caryn. BA,
French-German. Phila., PA.
Cheerleading, Gamma Phi Beta,
German Club.
Lafond, Andrew. BS, Account
ing. Warminster, PA. Wrestling,
Pi Kappa Phi, Alpha Epsilon.
Laigaie, Honora A. BA, Special
Education. Phila., PA.
Lanzey, Cynthia. BA, Communi-
cations. Phila., PA. Black Stu-
dents of La Salle, Open House
Committee.
Laporte, Patrice D. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., PA.
Laughlin, Kathleen. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Account-
ing Association.
Lawlor, Daniel P. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Glenolden,
PA. American Society for Per-
sonnel Administrators.
Lay, Yuchheang. BS, lnforma
tion Systems. Rialto, CA.
Yuchheang Lay
Who was Beaver Cleaver's teacher? Miss Landers
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Leasure, T. Ross, F.S.C. BA,
English-Education. Phila., PA.
Collegian, Masque, Student
Community Service Program,
Lambda Iota Tau.
Leimkuhlert, Raymond F. BS,
Accounting. Feasterville, PA.
Lennox, Joseph R. BA, Chemis-
try. Phila., PA. Chymian Soci-
ety.
Leshak, Stephen. BA, Computer
Science-Mathematics. Phiia.,
PA. Kappa Mu Epsilon, Kappa
Mu Epsilon Honor Society,
Ukrainian Club, Alpha Epsilon.
Levin, Benjamin. BS, Marketing.
Cherry Hill, NJ.
Liddy, Mark J. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
T. Ross Leasure, F.S.C. Raymond F. Leimkuhlert Joseph R. Lennox
Stephen Leshak
"M in!
Benjamin Levin Mark J. Liddy
Michael Lubonsl ri
\
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Liebmann, Timothy A. BS, Ac-
counting. Holland, PA.
Liptak, Robert William, 11. BS,
Accounting-Finance. Green-
ville, SC. Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Wrestling, Beta Alpha, Ac-
counting Association.
Liszewski, Andrea. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA. Kappa
Mu Epsilon, Kappa Mu Epsilon
Honor Society.
Locastro, Diane M. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA.
Loeber, Lisa A. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Collingswood, NJ.
Lopez, Vivian P. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Associ-
ation.
Lubonski, Michael. BA, Eco-
nomics. Phila., PA.
Lyons, Robert P. BA, Biology.
Southampton, PA. Alpha Epsi-
lon.
MacDermott, Kathleen. BA,
Criminal Justice. Melrose Park,
PA.
MacMoran, Jean T. BA, English.
Phila., PA. Explorer, Education
Society, English Club.
Macoretta, John. BA, Political
Science. Phila., PA. Masque,
Political Science Association,
Alpha Epsilon.
Madden, Madeline T. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Jean T. MacMoran John Macoretta Madeline T. Madden
How many evening school programs did La Salle have before the present one began in 1946?
Four (in 1874, in 1915, in 1940, and in 1942)
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Mahan, Joseph S. BA, Computer
Science. Hulmeville, PA. Intra-
murals.
Mahoney, Kathleen A. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Churchville, PA.
Malasky, Ronald K. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA.
Mallon, Lisa M. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Business Honor Soci-
ety, Beta Alpha, Health Care
Administration Society, Alpha
Epsilon.
Malloy, Amy M. BA, Communi-
cations. Levittown, PA. Alpha
Epsilon Rho.
Manko, Wasyl, Jr. BS, Manage
ment. Phila., PA. Tennis, Ukrai-
nian Club, College Republicans.
Mann, Francis J. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA.
Mannello, Catherine A. BS, Ac-
counting. Morrisville, PA. Beta
Alpha, Accounting Associ-
ation, Business Honor Society.
Wasyl Manko, Jr. Francis J. Mann Catherine A. Mannello
What's Doonesbury's first name? Michael
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Manno, Diane. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Maplewood, NJ. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Council for Excep-
tional Children, Masque.
Manta, John Patrick. BA, Biol-
ogy. Norristown, PA. Residence
Council, Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Manzi, Shawn. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., PA.
Marazzo, John F. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Marino, Lisa Karlyn. BA, Com-
munications. Reading, PA.
Maslij, Roman S. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha, Phi
Kappa Theta, Ukrainian Club,
Accounting Department Board.
Masluk, Hope A. BA, Psycholo-
gy-English. Phila., PA. Psychol-
ogy Department Board, Psi Chi.
Massey, Stephanie Louise.
BSW, Social Work. Phila., PA.
Student Social Work Associ-
ation.
Mastroieni, Anita M. BA, Com-
munications. Phila., PA. Colle-
gian, WEXP, Alpha Epsilon.
Masucci. Robert N., II. BS, Mar-
keting. Blue Bell, PA. Pi Kappa
Phi.
Stephanie Louise Massey Anita M. Mastroieni Robert N. Masucci, II
What ship bears the identification number NCC 1701? The starship Enterprise
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May, Lisa Ann. BA, Biology. As-
toria, NY. Tennis, Phi Alpha
Beta, Intramurals.
McBride, MaryD. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
McBryan, Colleen Ann. BA,
Computer Science. Narberth,
PA. Residence Council, Kappa
Mu Epsilon.
McCaffrey, Suzanne. BA, Com-
munications-Marketing. Blue
Bell, PA. Basketball, Alpha The-
ta Alpha.
McCarthy, Nadine. BS, Quanti-
tative Analysis. Phila., PA. Busi-
ness Honor Society.
McCaw, James F. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Accounting As-
sociation, Intramurals.
McCloskey, Michael C. BA, Biol-
ogy. Narberth, PA.
McCloskey, Patricia Ann. BS,
Accounting. Ardsley, PA. Ac-
counting Association, La Salle
Singers, American Production
and Iventory Control Society.
Suzanne McCaffrey Nadine McCarthy James F. McCav
L
Patricia Ann McCloskey
What was the name of Scarlett O'Hara's plantation?
Tara
Rock-and-RolI Discovers
Its Conscience
While rock-and-roll produced many new groups and
songs in 1985, its biggest product may be its new-found
power to help people in need and raise society's con-
science about world problems.
In the fall of 1984, British rock star Bob Geldof (lead
singer of the Boomtown Rats), stirred by reports of the
famine in Africa, decided that it was his responsibility to
help those in need. To that end, he organized the biggest
names in British pop music into the group Band Aid and
recorded "Do They Know It's Christmas?" The recording
raised millions of dollars for famine relief and focused
world attention on the problem.
Band Aid's success inspired American musician Quin-
cy Jones to try it in the States. He gathered American
recording stars from Ray Charles to Cyndi Lauper into the
group United Support of Artists (USA) for Africa for the
song "We Are the World," which rose to Number One on
the charts and also raised millions.
Geldof, realizing the money-raising potential of these
efforts, announced plans for a huge rock concert that
would take place simultaneously in Philadelphia and Lon-
don. On July 13, 1985, Live Aid rocked the world and
featured some of the most famous names in the business,
including reunions by Led Zepplin, the Who, and Crosby,
Stills, and Nash.
By the end of 1985, the Band Aid Trust had raised more
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Francis R. McCully Thomas M. McCurdy James McCusker
than $85 million to help end the suffering in Africa. In-
spired by this success, other musicians organized similar
operations for special causes. Country and pop music
stars joined Willie Nelson for Farm Aid, a concert to help
America's family farmers. Singer Julio Iglesias led an ef-
fort on behalf of the Mexico City earthquake victims. And
another group of artists, led by jazz musician Miles Davis,
lent their talents to Sun City, an album in protest of apart-
heid in South Africa. In addition, at every stop on his
summer tour, Bruce Springsteen donated thousands of
dollars to help the poor and the homeless, and encouraged
his fans to do the same.
What separates Band Aid and its sister benefits from
the past efforts of rock musicians who protested social
evils are their widespread support and efficient organiza-
tion. Geldof and company combined the artist's sense of
civic duty with modern organizational and fundraising
strategies. Also, Geldof is not perceived as some long-
haired artist trying to make a statement about love and
peace; instead, view of him as a man with a specific goal
trying to use his resources to win public and powerful
support lends his efforts a new sense of respectability.
But whether rock artists continue to be successful in
their efforts can't be predicted; much depends on how
well the funds are spent, and on how long these artists
continue to work for causes. In any event, 1985 will be
remembered as the year rock-and-roll rediscovered the
very real social and political influence it can have on world
events.
John A. Macoretta
Cynthia B. McDermott
McCIunn, John F. BS, Marketing.
Rumson, NJ. Sigma Phi Lamb-
da, Intramurals.
McCormick, Marianne. BA,
Mathematics-Computer Sci-
ence. Upper Darby, PA. Track,
Honors Board, Middle States
Task Force.
McCullagh, Raymond F. BA,
Communications. New City,
NY. Sigma Phi Lambda.
McCully, Francis R. BA, Biology.
Warminster, PA.
McCurdy, Thomas M. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
McCusker, James. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA.
McDade, Robert J., Jr. BA, Po
litical Science. North Cape
May, NJ. Phi Gamma Delta, St.
Thomas More Law Society, Po-
litical Science Association.
McDermott, Cynthia B. BA,
Communications. Phila., PA.
WEXP, Softball, Volleyball.
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McDonnell, James E. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., PA. Marketing
Association, Health Care Ad-
ministration Society, Intramur-
als.
McDonnell, Jerome M. BA, Com-
puter Science. Cheltenham,
PA. Kappa Mu Epsilon.
McErlane, Marianne V. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Volleyball,
Intramurals, Student Communi-
ty Service, Open House Com-
mittee.
McFadden, Barney, Jr. BA,
Communications-Psychology.
Phila., PA. Phi Kappa Theta, Psi
Chi.
McGinn, Michael T. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
McGonigle, John P. BA, Commu-
nications. Turnersville, NJ. Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Students' Gov-
ernment Association, Alpha Ep-
McGovern, Diane B. BS, Ac-
counting-Finance. Phila., PA.
Accounting Association.
McGrath, James J. BA, Econom-
ics. Phila., PA. College Republi-
cans.
McGrath, SeanM.X. BS, Finance
Quantitative Analysis. Haver-
town, PA. Honors Board, Busi-
ness Honor Society.
McGurk, John M. BA, Mathemat-
ics. Phila., PA.
McHugh, Barbara A. BA, Special
Education. Milford, CT.
McHugh, Charles F. BA, Biology.
Southampton, PA.
John M. McGurk Barbara A. McHugh Charles F. McHugh
What was Greta Gustafsson's stage name? Greta Garbo
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McHugb, Scott C. BA, Communi-
cations. Churchville, PA. La
Salle Entertainment Organiza-
tion, WEXP, Collegian.
Mclntyre, Thomas M.G. BS, Ac-
counting. Abington, PA. Beta
Alpha.
McKee, Michele F. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
McKenna, Patricia M. BA, Biol-
ogy. Phila., PA.
McKeogh, Edward P., HI. BA
Communications. Phila., PA.
Communications Department
Board, Collegian, Explorer, Gri-
moire, Alpha Epsilon.
Patricia M. McKenna Edward P. McKeogh,
What is believed to be created when a star collapses? A black hole
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McKernan, Daniel. BS, Manage-
ment-Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Parsippany, NJ.
McLaughlin, John P. BS, Ac
counting. Phila., PA.
McLaughlin, Michael J. BS, Ac-
counting-Computer Science.
Phila., PA. Baseball, Beta Al-
pha, Accounting Association.
McLaughlin, Michael. BA, Com-
munications. Thomwood, MD.
McLoughlin, Carol Eileen. BA,
Computer Science. Moores-
town, NJ. Field Hockey, Kappa
Mu Epsilon, Kappa Mu Epsilon
Honor Society.
McMenamin, Linda M. BS, Ac-
counting. Jenkintown, PA.
McMullen, Gertrude. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA.
Mc Nulty, Peter J. BS, Finance-
Marketing. Phila., PA.
Daniel McKernan
WHO'S WHO
DAY
Patricia Arokiasamy Michael M. Hallowell
Brian P. Augustine Margo Heckman
Barbara A. Baharian Kevin D. Hennessy
Anthony J. Baratta Francis Hertzog
Jeanette M. Baun Maria E. lacono
Lisa M. Bellino James H. Jenkins
Karen J. Bennett Stacy M. Kaplan
Michael P. Bradley David G. Kipp
Jennifer L. Brown Sadhana Kumar
John Gary Brown John P. McGonigle
Ellen M. Campbell Michael J. McLaughlin
Susan J. Cherry Lisa M. Mallon
Patricia K. Chynoweth Gregg R. Melinson
Anne T. Ciecko Joseph G. Michels
Hugh P. Clancy, Jr. Anthony M. Morelli
Marie Formanek Karen Motsko
Judith E. Gallagher Stephen T. Mudry
Angela M. Graham Audrey M. Nugent
John P. McLaughlin
Michael J. McLaughlin
Linda M. McMenamin Gertrude McMullen Peter J. McNulty
When are shadows shorter, in summer or winter?
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CLASS OF '86
Nnaemeka C. Okoro Helen M. Schrama
Lisa M. Perricone Charlene B. Scullin
Laura A. Peszka Marybeth Senn
Richard Preston Michael A. Sweeder
Lynn A. Provost Mark A. Thomas
Maria E. Prybella Lisa M. Tresnan
Alexander T. Rakowsky Monica K. Wiltshire
Paul J. Roach Christine C. Williams
Janine Rocco Jeanne M. Yuengling
EVENING
Mary A. Anthony Kathy L. Middleton
Jane E. Bates Paulette R. Schank
Nancy R. Cirone Ruth K. Seitter
Thomas J. Doyle Sharon M. Seymour
Claudia S. Forstater Pamela L. Trow
Regina A. Kapusnick Diane M. Vollberg
Donald R. McCIure Raymond P. Zegarski
Steven M. Medaglia
Gregg Melinson
John Metz
Joseph Michels
What is Alfred E. Newman's motto?
Thomas L. Mikus Thomas W. Miles
Medaglia, Steven M. BA, Com
munications. Phila., PA. WEXP.
Melinson, Gregg. BA, English.
Phila., PA. Students' Govern-
ment Association, Phi Gamma
Delta, Collegian, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Meneilo, Robert S. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Mensah, Isaac. Accounting-Fi-
nance. Phila., PA.
Metz, John. BS, Marketing. Rock-
ville, MD. Pi Kappa Phi, Society
for the Advancement of Man-
agement, Marketing Associ-
ation.
Michels, Joseph. BA, Physics-
English. Cheverly, MD. Crew,
Collegian, Alpha Epsilon.
Mikus, Thomas L. BS, Market-
ing-Management. Phila., PA
Marketing Association, Ac-
counting Association.
Allies, Thomas W. BSW, Social
Work-Criminal Justice. Phila.,
PA.
What, me worry?
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Miller, Patricia Ann. BA, Com-
munication Arts-Political Sci-
ence. Irvington, NJ. Equestrian
Team, Intramurals, Apartment
Association.
Miller, Robert P. BA, Communi-
cations. Phila., PA.
Miller, Thomas M. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Milnamow, James J., Jr. BS,
Marketing-Management. Cher-
ry Hill, NJ. Pi Kappa Phi, Mar-
keting Association, Society for
the Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Minissale, Anthony J. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA.
Mintzer, Patrick S. BS, Market
ing. Phila., PA.
Minus, Denise. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA. Accounting Associ-
ation, St. Thomas More Law So-
ciety.
Mirarchi, Janice E. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Business Honor
Society.
Mohr, Raymond C. BS, Finance.
Furlong, PA. Investment Club,
Committee for the Homeless,
Phonathon Campaign.
Mooney, Judith. BS, Marketing-
Management. Wynnewood, PA.
Moore, Juanita. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., PA. Black Students
of La Salle.
Moore, Lisa F. BS, Marketing.
Monroe, CT. Gamma Phi Beta,
Marketing Association.
True or false: Space was so limited at one time in La Salle's history that classrooms had to double as bedrooms
for the Brothers.
True, at several times in La Salle's history
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Anthony W. Mora Anthony Morelli John J. Morgan
Mora, Anthony W. BS, Market
ing-Management. Cherry Hill
NJ.
Morelli, Anthony. BS, Finance
Information Systems. English
town, NJ. Track, Cross Coun
try, Business Honor Society
Residence Council, Alpha Epsi
Ion.
Morgan, John J. BA, Political
Science-Public Administration.
Phila., PA. College Republicans.
Morgan, Robert R., Jr. BA,
Mathematics-Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu Ep-
silon.
Moroz, Robert. BS, Accounting-
Finance. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha,
Business Honor Society, Invest-
ment Club, Financial Manage-
ment Association.
Morris, Joann L. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
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Morrison, Craig S. BA, Econom-
ics. Phila., PA.
Morrow, Richard Steven. BA,
Biology. Phila., PA. Hillel, Alpha
Epsilon Delta, Alpha Epsilon.
Motsko, Karen A. BA, Communi-
cations. Whitehall, PA. Stu-
dents' Government Associ-
ation, Alpha Theta Alpha, Resi-
dence Council, Alpha Epsilon.
Mudry, Stephen T. BS, Manage-
ment-Finance. Phila., PA.
Mullen, James A. BA, Computer
Science. Qlenside, PA. Ice
Hockey Club.
Muller, Robert J. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Mullin, James P. BS, Account-
ing. Bensalem, PA. Accounting
Association, New Student Ori-
entation, Beta Alpha.
Mullins, Aaron D. BA, Computer
Science. Oreland, PA.
Richard Steven Morrow
Robert J. Muller James P. Mullin Aaron D. Mullins
What is the oldest professional sports trophy in Morth America? Hockey's Stanley Cup
188/ Morrison
Colleen M. Murphy
C1I
Dominic F. Nappi Mary Elizabeth Nassauer Jennifer J. Nathans
Murray, Raymond M. BS, Fi
nance-Management. Chester,
NJ.
Murphy, Colleen M. BA, Com-
munications - Marketing. New
Britain, PA.
Nappi, Dominic F. BS, Account
ing. Cherry Hill, NJ. Intramur-
als, Pi Kappa Phi, Accounting
Association.
Nassauer, Mary Elizabeth. BA,
Political Science. Bayport, NY.
Political Science Association,
Gamma Phi Beta, Softball,
Cross Country.
Nathans, Jennifer J. BA, Com-
munications. Phila., PA.
Nelson, Joseph R„ Jr. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., PA.
Nguyen, Hung Manh. BA, Com-
puter Science. Willow Grove,
PA.
Nichols, Joan Beth. BA, Biology.
Chalfont, PA.
Joseph R. Nelson, Jr. Hung Manh Nguyen Joan Beth Nichols
What city dug the first subway? London
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Nichols, Mark G. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Nicbter, Annette C. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila. PA. Collegian,
Alpha Epsilon.
Niemann, Michael Shawn. BA,
English. Holland, PA.
Nieves, Angel. BS, Management
Phila., PA.
Nolte, James A. BA, Communi-
cations. Phila., PA. WEXP.
Nowark, Claire BS, Accounting.
Churchville, PA.
Angel Nieves James A. Nolte Claire Nowark
Who was the first United States President born outside the original states? The sixteenth, Abraham Lincoln
190/Nichols
Nugent, Audrey M. BA, Public
Administration-English. Wynd-
moor, PA. Student's Govern-
ment Association, Collegian, Al-
pha Epsilon.
O'Brien, Kevin T. BS, Finance.
Lansdale, PA. Investment Club,
La Salle Entertainment Organi-
zation, Residence Council.
O'Connor, Michael C. BA, Biol-
ogy. Hatfield, PA.
O'Grady, Michelle Toben. BA,
Special Education. Newtown
Square, PA. Field Hockey,
Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren, Orientation, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Okoro, Nnaemeka, BS, Market-
ing-Management. Phila., PA. Phi
Beta Sigma, International Club,
Black Students of La Salle.
O'Neill, Donald J. BS, Market
ing. Phila., PA.
Ormsby, Richard K. BA, Biol-
ogy. Southampton, PA. Phi
Gamma Delta.
Otto, Milton C. BA, Mathemat-
ics-Computer Science. Phila.,
PA. Kappa MuEpsilon.
Palasiuk, Luba. BA, French-Fi-
nance. Phila., PA. Ukrainian
Club, French Club, Business
Honor Society.
Palasiuk, Maria. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta,
Ukrainian Club, French Club.
Pang, Elaine M. BS, Finance-In-
formation Systems. Bensalem,
PA. Business Honor Society, Fi-
nancial Management Associ-
ation, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Parenti, Raymond P. BA, Histo
ry. Phila., PA.
Maria Palasiuk Elaine M. Pang Raymond P. Parenti
What is the pen name of Theodore Geisel? Dr. Seuss
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Parrish, Michael L. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., PA. Tau
Kappa Epsiion, Alpha Epsilon
Rho.
Pasquale, Thomas. BA, Comput-
er Science-Physics. Phila., PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon, Newtonian
Society.
Patel, Amit A. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta,
Intramurals, Baseball.
Patterson, Terri L. BA, Comput-
er Science-Information Sys-
tems. Phila., PA.
Pauley, Karen M. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Alpha Theta Al-
pha, La Salle Entertainment Or-
ganization, Accounting Associ-
ation, Residence Council.
Pena, Gloria M. BA, Mathemat-
ics- Spanish. Phila., PA.
Pennypacker, Monica L. BA,
Computer Science. Graterford,
PA. Grimoire.
Perez Pico, Javier E. BS, Fi-
nance. San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Javier E. Perez Pico
Who signed Clark Gable's US military service discharge? Ronald Reagan
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John J. Peyton Dallas Philson Joanne Maria Pilla
Perez Pico, Victoria E. BA, Span-
ish-Secondary Education. San
Juan, Puerto Rico.
Perricone, Lisa M. BS, Market-
ing-Quantitative Analysis. Hat-
boro, PA. Marketing Associ-
ation, Phi Gamma Nu.
Peszka, Laura A. BA, Biology-
Psychology. Erdenheim, PA.
Honors Board, Alpha Epsilon
Delta, Collegian, Psi Chi.
Peyton, John J. BS, Marketing-
Management. Phila., PA. Mar-
keting Association, Society for
the Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Philson, Dallas. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA. Basketball.
Pilla, Joanne Maria. BA, Com-
munications-Marketing. Phila.,
PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Colle-
gian, Marketing Association, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Pody, Sharon A. BS, Account-
ing. Cinnaminson, NJ. Gamma
Phi Beta, Intramurals.
Pond, James M. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Alpha Epsilon Delta,
Baseball, Intramurals.
James M. Pond
What woman has the most monuments erected to her? The Virgin Mary
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Pownall, Mary. BA, Special Edu-
cation. Phila., PA.
Preston, Patricia A. BSW, Social
Work. Phila., PA. Student So-
cial Work Association.
Preston, Richard. BA, Econom-
ics. Phila., PA. Economics As-
sociation, Omicron Delta Epsi-
lon, Gavel Society, Grimoire, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Prinzo, Joseph. BS, Marketing-
Management. Norristown, PA.
Procopio, Maria C. BS, Market-
ing-Management. Phila., PA So-
ciety for the Advancement of
Management, Marketing Asso-
ciation.
Provence, Michael L. BS, Man-
agement-Personnel and Labor
Relations. Phila., PA.
Provost, Lynn A. BA, English-
Education. Glenside, PA. Alpha
Theta Alpha, Residence Coun-
cil.
Prybella, Maria Elaine. BA,
Computer Science-Manage-
ment. Phila., PA. Society for the
Advancement of Management,
Orientation Steering Commit-
tee, Middle States Task Force,
Kappa Mu Epsilon, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Purcell, Joseph A. BS, Manage-
ment. Phila. PA.
Quigley, Maureen E. BS, Man-
agement. Phila., PA. Society for
the Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Mary Pownall Patricia A. Preston Richard Preston
Joseph A. Purcell
What is the main ingredient in Coca-Cola after water?
Maureen E. Quigley
Sugar.
194/Pownall
Mary Randall Monica M. Rauchet Scott A. Reale
Quis, Allan. BA, Secondary Edu-
cation. Hauppauge, NY.
Raboy, Gina N. BA, Computer
Science-Finance. Phila., PA.
Rakowsky, Alexander T. BA, Bi
ology. Phila., PA. Right-to-Life
Committee, Alpha Epsilon Del-
ta, La Salle Singers, Alpha Epsi-
lon, Chymian Society.
Randall, Mary. BSW, Social
Work. Phila., PA. Student So-
cial Work Association.
Rauchet, Monica M. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Account-
ing Department Board, Ac-
counting Association.
Reale, Scott A. BA, Computer
Science-Marketing. Levittown,
PA.
Recchia, Donald F. BA, Biology-
Art History. Phila., PA.
Regan, Margaret M. BA, Com-
munications. Gwynedd, PA. Al-
pha Epsilon Rho.
Margaret M. Regan
What female suspect in the game of Que is single? Miss Scarlet
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Regan, Timothy R. BS, Person-
nel and Labor Relations. Phila.,
PA. Crew, Sigma Phi Lambda,
Marketing Association.
Reifsteck, Susan A. BS, Market-
ing. Willingboro, NJ. Marketing
Association, Gamma Phi Beta.
Rhoades, Leonard J., III. BA, Po-
litical Science. Phila., PA. Phi
Gamma Delta, Intramurals,
Gavel Society.
Richard, James, Jr. BS, Manage-
ment. Holland, PA.
Richards, Harry G. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA.
Rispo, Michele L. BA, Secondary
Education. Phila., PA.
James Richard, Jr. Harry G. Richards Michele L. Rispo
196/ Regan
Roach, Paul J. BS, Accounting.
Broomall, PA. Business Honor
Society, Beta Alpha, Basket-
ball, Alpha Epsilon.
Roarty, Thomas M. BA, Math-
ematics-Computer Science.
Bristol, PA. Sigma Beta Kappa,
Newtonian Society, Chaess
Club.
Roby, Albert J., III. BS, Account-
ing-Finance. Phila., PA. Society
for the Advancement of Man-
agement.
Rocco, Janine. BS, Marketing-
Management. Gwynedd Valley,
PA. Gamma Phi Beta, Society
for the Advancement of Man-
agement, Business Honor Soci-
ety, Alpha Epsilon.
Rodden, Paul J. BA, History.
Feasterville, PA.
Rogalski, Lisa Gerette. BA,
Communications. Phila., PA.
Alpha Epsilon Rho, WEXP, In-
tramurals.
Rogliano, Vincent S. BA, Psy-
chology. Riverton, NJ. Phi Gam-
ma Delta, Inter-Fraternity/So-
rority Council, Weightlifting
Club, Intramurals.
Roma, Robin S. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Glenside,
PA.
Roman, Rosemary. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Romano, Joann R. BA, Comput-
er Science-Accounting. Phila.,
PA. Accounting Association.
Rosen, Diane. BA, Psychology.
Phila., PA.
Rosenheim, Robert R., Jr. BS,
Management. Phila., PA.
Joann R. Romano Diane Rosen Robert R. Rosenheim, Jr.
When is La Salle's Founders Day? May 15
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Rosenthal, Paul Mitchell. BA,
Biology. Huntingdon Valley,
PA. Hillel, Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Ruch, Kevin. BA, Psychology-
Management. Camp Hill, PA.
Cross Country, Track.
Rueter, Edward. BS, Marketing
Phila., PA. Marketing Associ
ation.
Rush, Joseph. BA, French. Clay
mont, DE.
Ryan, Gerard P. BS, Marketing
Communications. Phila., PA
Alpha Epsilon Rho, Intramur
als.
Saddler, David Brian. BA, Com
munications. Laurel, MD.
Sadtler, Diane I. BA, Communi
cations. Oreland, PA.
Scargle, William I., Jr. BS, Fi
nance. Cinnaminson, NJ. In
vestment Club.
David Brian Saddler Diane I. Sadtler
What is the most common surname in the world?
William I. Scargle, Jr.
Chang
198/Rosenthal
Zi
Kenneth Schappell Adam H. Schechter
Schappell, Kenneth. BS, Ac-
counting. Levittown, PA. Beta
Alpha, Business Honor Society.
Schechter, Adam H. BA, Bio!
ogy. Warminster, PA. Weight-
lifting, Cheerleading, lntramur-
als.
Scheffler, Eric R. BA, Computer
Science. Medford, N.J.
Scheuren, Jane Elliot. BS, Mar
keting. Pottsville, PA. Alpha
Theta Alpha, Residence Coun-
cil.
Schiliro, Christine M. BA, Psy-
chology. Phila., PA. Marketing
Association, American Society
for Personnel Administrators.
Schlossman, Frederick E. BS,
Information Systems. Phila.,
PA. Lambda Chi Alpha, WEXP.
Schrama, Helen. BA, Communi-
cations. Vineland, NJ. Cheer-
leading, English Club, WEXP,
Alpha Epsilon.
Scott, Paul A. BA, Biology-Psy-
chology. Rockville, MD. Colle-
gian, Alpha Epsilon Delta, Psi
Chi.
Screnci, Maria Frances. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Scullin, Charlene B. BA, Psy-
chology. Hatfield, PA. Gamma
Phi Beta, Psi Chi, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Paul A. Scott Maria Frances Screnci Charlene B. Scullin
Who lives at 39 Stone Canyon Way? The Flintstones
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Scullion, Suzanne Kathryn.
BA, Communications. Phila.,
PA.
Scully, Joseph F., Jr. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Seddon, Edward T. BS, Ac-
counting. Ambler, PA.
Seiden Kimmel, Stacy. BS, Ac-
counting. Dresher, PA. Beta Al-
pha.
Self, Susan E. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Senek, Joseph Nicholas. BS,
Accounting. Phila., PA.
Senn, Marybeth. BA, Biology.
Doylestown, PA. Honors Board,
Alpha Epsilon Delta, La Salle
Singers, Collegium Musicum,
Alpha Epsilon.
Sheenan, Carolyn A. BA, Biol-
ogy. Dunellen, NJ. Residence
Council, Health Care Adminis-
tration Society.
Stacy Seiden Kimmel Susan E. Seif Joseph Nicholas Senek
Carolyn A. Sheenan
Class of '86: Shining Stars
Wister Hall will still be a tall climb. Olney Hall's "The
Solitude of Thought" will still brood over late students
running to class. September freshmen will wander
through the Union as nervous as we once were. Wild
baseballs will still fly over the Hank DeVincent Field fence.
The Palestra will still be overwhelmed by soaring blue and
gold streamers. And still, students will be learning and
laughing and sharing on this La Salle campus that has
meant so much to all of us.
The Class of 1986, though, won't be here-broken up, as
we will be, and scattered, like the stars of the night.
Sad, yes, but joyous, too. Some of us will breathe enor-
mous sighs of relief, while others undoubtedly will leap
and do flips in the air. Some of us may cry. But all of us
will share something we didn't have four years ago; no
matter where we go or what we do, we will always be
explorers — La Salle University Explorers.
Glory La Salle! — that's the title of our alma mater.
Now that we're graduating, and taking our places in the
world, we are reminded that we are the "glory of La Salle."
A school is more than classrooms and blackboards and
desks— a school is people, people who are searching and
growing. Our school, La Salle, is us, and we are La Salle—
we are the good times shared in classrooms, in the cafete-
How much did a McDonald's hamburger cost in 1963? Fifteen cents
200/Scullion
Susan Silvestrini Matthew G. Sklodowski, Jr. Lisa A. Slavinski
rias, at the gym, in the gameroom, in the chapel, or on the
hills of the quad . . . times that will forever be a part of us.
Glory La Salle! Thanks to this place and these teachers,
we have already traveled to the Middle Ages, to the com-
puters of the future, to the wonders of the human cell, to
the social injustices of our world, to the triumphs and
tragedies of histories past, to the majesty of God and to
the wonders that dwell within our selves.
And so here we are, in 1986, men and women ready to
take on the stars, shining with a glow that includes a past
still bright and a future that can be brilliant — as long as
we never stop reaching, never stop growing, never stop
exploring.
We leave in a last blast of glory. Our Baccalaureate
Mass is celebrated at the Cathedral Basilica of SS. Peter
and Paul on Logan Square, on May 17th, 1986. It is fol-
lowed by the Faculty-Senior Reception, on campus, dur-
ing which we can attack our teachers (or vice versa). And
on Sunday, May 18th, 1986, the moment we've all been
waiting for arrives at Convention Hall in the Civic Center.
But before we crack open yet another bottle of cham-
pagne, before we take our degrees and run with them,
before we hug each other to the limit, we sing "Glory La
Salle." And the glory of La Salle we'll be — St. John
Baptiste de la Salle will surely watch over us. The best of
life, love, and God's blessings to the Class of 1986!
Joseph J. Bisicchia
Colleen M. Smale
Sheeron, Maria T. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA. Marketing Asso-
ciation.
Shields, Brian R. BS, Marketing.
Lafayette Hill, PA. Intramurals.
Shields, Gregory P. BS, Market-
ing. Willow Grove, PA. Business
Honor Society, Marketing Asso-
ciation, Financial Management
Association.
Silvestrini, Susan. BS, Account-
ing-Management. Doylestown,
PA. Track, Cross Country.
Sklodowski, Matthew G., Jr.
BS, Finance. Richboro, PA.
Slavinski, Lisa A. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA.
Smale, Colleen M. BA, Spanish.
Pottstown, PA. French Club,
Spanish Club, College Republi-
cans, La Salle Entertainment
Organization.
What Shakespearean character has the most lines, with 1,422? Hamlet
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Smyth, William J. BS, Market
ing. Medford, NJ. Pi Kappa Phi,
Tennis.
Snyder, John V., Jr. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA. Delta Sigma
Pi, Baseball, Wrestling, Invest-
ment Club.
Soghomonian, Seta. BS, Mar-
keting-Management. Broomall,
PA. Society for the Advance-
ment of Management, Market-
ing Association.
Spadaro, Linda Marie. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Southampton, PA. Health Care
Administration Society, Ameri-
can Society for Personnel Ad-
ministrators.
Sprenkle, Renee A. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA. Business Honor Soci-
ety.
Steele, Joseph J. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Steele, Thomas A. BA, Commu-
nications. Phila., PA.
Steffe, Michael J. BA, History.
Warminster, PA. Historical So-
ciety, Museum Associates,
French Club.
Steinmetz, Michael J. BA, Com-
puter Science-English. Phila.,
PA. Phi Kappa Theta.
Stephens, Timothy C. BS, Ac-
counting. Rockville, MD.
Stever, Mark C. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu
Epsilon, Karate Club.
Stoughton, Henry C. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Phi Kappa
Theta, Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Timothy C. Stephens Mark C. Stever Henry C. Stoughton
What CIS poet penned, "Candy is dandy, but liquor is quicker"? Ogden Nash
202/Smyth
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Strazzeri, Mia D. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Phi Alpha Beta, La
Salle Women's Organization,
Gavel Society.
Stripo, Elaine P. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Suzuki, Robert A. BA, Computer
Science. Andalusia, PA. Phi
Kappa Theta, Kappa Mu Epsi-
lon.
Sweeder, Bonnie S. BS, Ac-
counting. Yardley, PA.
Sweeder, Michael A. BA, Com-
munications. Phila., PA. Judici-
al Board, Collegian, Phi Kappa
Theta, Explorer, Alpha Epsilon.
Sweeney, Edward Clement.
BA, English. Phila., PA. Cross
Country, Track, Sigma Beta
Kappa.
1 y
Bonnie S. Sweeder Michael A. Sweeder Edward Clement Sweeney
What company is the world's largest user of silver? Kodak
Sweeney/203
Swinton, Tammy A. BA, Special
Education-Elementary Educa-
tion, Phila., PA.
Tansill, Patrick R., F.S.C. BA,
Secondary Education. Phila.,
PA.
Thompson, Robert M., Jr. BS,
Management. Horsham, PA.
Business Honor Society, Soci-
ety for the Advancement of
Management, Investment Club.
Toci, Anthony G. BA, Criminal
Justice. Cherry Hill, NJ. Politi-
cal Science Association, Scab-
bard and Blade, Criminal Jus-
tice Association.
Togno, Patrick M. BS, Market-
ing. Mt. Arlington, NJ. Pi Kappa
Phi.
Tolscik, Barbara Antonina. BA,
German-French. Lansdale, PA.
German Club, French Club.
Torres, Peter L. BA, Criminal
Justice. Fleetwood, PA.
Tortola, Rosanna. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Accounting As-
sociation.
Tranchitella, Annette C. BS,
Marketing. Phila., PA.
Tresnan, Lisa M. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu
Epsilon, Student Community
Service Program, Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Trider, Jill Marie. BA, Communi-
cations. Turnersville, NJ.
Track.
Triolo, Anthony T. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Tammy A. Swinton Patrick R. Tansill, F.S.C. Robert M. Thompson, Jr.
Lisa M. Tresnan Jill Marie Trider Anthony T. Triolo
What are the colors of the five Olympic rings? Black, blue, red, green, and yellow
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Troisi, Glna M. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Trolla, Julia Ann. BS, Informa
tion Systems. Palmyra, NJ. Al-
pha Theta Alpha. Society for
the Advancement of Manage-
ment.
Tropea, David C. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Accounting As-
sociation.
Truitt, Joseph E„ III. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., PA. Marketing
Association.
Tsakoa, Maria. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Hellenic So-
ciety, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
CInger, Kenneth. BA, Psycholo-
gy. Phila., PA.
Joseph E. Truitt, Maria Tsakos Kenneth Gnger
'
Unger/205
Vizza, John F. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
Vogin, Gary D. BA, Biology.
Phila., PA. Hillei, Alpha Epsilon
Delta.
Wahl, Lisa M. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Walker, Anne M. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu
Epsilon.
Walsh, Joseph P. BA, Communi-
cations. Phila., PA.
Walsh, MaryLynn. BS, Market-
ing. Scranton, PA. Phi Gamma
Nu, Pep Band, Baseball, Inter-
Fraternity/Sorority Council.
Anne M. Walker Joseph P. Walsh
What percentage of the Earth's water is drinkable?
Mary Lynn Walsh
One percent
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William J. A. Walsh Thomas James Walter, Jr. Anne M. Waltrich
Walsh, William J.A. BS, Man
agement. Hatboro, PA.
Walter, Thomas James, Jr. BA,
Computer Science. Pennsau-
ken, N.J. Crew.
Waltrich, Anne M. BA, Chemis
try. Hatboro, PA. Chymian Soci-
ety, Phi Alpha Beta.
Warner, Joseph E. Francis, 111
BS, Finance-Marketing. War-
mister, PA.
Weid, James P. BA, Computer
Science. Phila, PA.
Wenzel, Kenneth G. BS, Finance
Personnel and Labor Relations.
Turnersville, N.J. Business
Honor Society, Explorer, Finan-
cial Management Association.
West, Thomas P. BS, Finance.
Gaithersburg, MD. Pi Kappa
Phi.
Whalen, Carolyn. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA.
White, Torpey J. BS, Account-
ing-Finance. Lansdowne, PA. In-
vestment Club, Cross Country.
Whyte, Karen Lynn. BA, Math-
ematics-Secondary Education.
Phila., PA.
Wiener, Leon N. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu
Epsilon, Association of Com-
puting Machinery.
Williams, Andrew T. BS, Man-
agement. Haddonfield, NJ.
Karen Lynn Whyte Leon N. Wiener Andrew T. Williams
How much Monopoly money do you collect for finishing second in a beauty contest? Ten dollars
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Williams, Christine Carol. BA,
Computer Science-Information
Systems. Phila., PA. Gamma
Sigma Sigma, Inter-Fraternity/
Sorority Council, Residence
Council, Alpha Epsilon.
Williams, Francine M. BA, Biol-
ogy. Cheltenham, PA. Phi Al-
pha Beta, Chymian Society.
Williams, Francine P. BS, Mar-
keting-Management. Phila., PA.
Black Students of La Salle.
Williamson, Eileen M. BA, Sec-
ondary Education-English.
Westmont, NJ. Council for Ex-
ceptional Children.
Wilson, Eugene C. BA, German.
Phila., PA. German Club.
Wiltshire, Monica Kristine. BS,
Finance. Smithville, ISJ. Gam-
ma Phi Beta, Business Honor
Society, Financial Management
Association, Alpha Epsilon.
Winkie, Kenneth A. BA, Crimi-
nal Justice. Audubon, NJ.
Winnick, Kimberly A. BS, Mar-
keting. Phila., PA. Marketing
Association, Business Honor
Society, Collegian.
Wise, Jane A. BS, Marketing. El-
kins Park, PA. Equestrian
Team, Health Care Administra-
tion Society.
Wojnar, Joseph. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA. Kappa Mu
Epsilon.
Wolf, Michael G. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA. Beta Alpha, Ac-
counting Association.
Woods, James P. BA, Criminal
Justice. Glenside, PA. Sigma
Beta Kappa.
Christine Carol Williams Francine M. Williams Francine P. Williams
Eileen M. Williamson Eugene C. Wilson Monica Kristine Wiltshire
Joseph Wojnar Michael G. Wolf James P. Woods
How many points are there on the Statue of Liberty's crown and what is inscribed on the tablet she holds?
Seven; July 4, 1776
208/Williams
Jay Young
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Worrell-Dane, Ruby. BS, Infor-
mation Systems. Phila., PA. In-
ternational Club.
Young, Jay. BA, Geology-Educa-
tion. Warminster, PA. Soccer.
Young, Roberta. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Yuengling, Jeanne Marie. BS,
Marketing-Finance. Flourtown,
PA. Field Hockey, Gamma Phi
Beta, Business Honor Society,
Masque, Alpha Epsilon.
Zaleski, Thomas More. BA, Eng-
lish. Phila., PA. Crew.
Zawycky, Aristides. BA, Com-
puter Science. Phila., PA. Ukrai-
nian Club, Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Zembruski, Mark Stanley. BS,
Marketing. Pennsauken, NJ.
Zona, MichaelS. BS, Accounting
-Finance. Absecon, NJ. Busi-
ness Honor Society, Account-
ing Association, Beta Alpha, Fi-
nancial Management Associ-
ation.
Aristides Zawycky Mark Stanley Zembruski Michael S. Zona
What was Sergeant Schultz's standard cop-out? "/ see nothing, I know nothing.
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Camera Shy
Aggelikas, Semo. BS, Management-Mar- keting. Phila., PA. munication Arts. Phila., PA.
keting. Phila., PA. Delgado, Diana I. BA, Psychology. Phila., Hannum, Brian J. BS, Management.
Albero, Steven J. BA, Secondary Educa- PA. Phila., PA.
tion. Paoli, PA. Delio, Kathleen M. BA, Education-Histo- Hartigan, Kathleen T. BS, Finance.
Antoni, David F. BS, Accounting-Com- ry. Audubon, PA. Phila., PA.
puter Science. Phila., PA. DelValle, Jose, Jr. BA, Education-Span- Hashem, Joseph C. BA, Computer Sci-
Arokiasamy, Patricia. BS, Public Admin- ish. Loraine, OH. ence. Audubon, PA.
istration. Phila., PA. Demeio, Farley L. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Hastings, Michael B. BS, Marketing-Psy-
Atnikov, Hayley F. BSW, Social Work. Deni, Patrick F. BA, History. Phila., PA. chology. Phila., PA.
Phila., PA. Dicks, William D. BS, Marketing-Person- Henries, Andia B. BA, Computer Science.
Austin, Trevor A. BS, Information Sys- nel and Labor Relations. Phila., PA. Phila., PA.
tems. Willow Grove, PA. Dilullo, Thomas R. BS, Marketing-Corn Higgins, Suzanne. BS, Accounting.
Balot, Angela M. BA, Computer Science. puter Science. Lafayette Hill, PA. Phila., PA.
Phila., PA. Donnelly, James R. BS, Finance. Phila., Hogan, John R. BS, Accounting. Phila,
Barbera, Charles F. BA, Computer Sci- PA. PA.
ence. Phila., PA. Donnelly, Rebecca K. BA, Economics-Po- Holohan, Michael K. BA, Biology. Phila.,
Benjamin, Noble C. BS, Marketing. Phila., litical Science. Washington, D.C. PA.
PA. Donahoe, Michael F. BA, Education-Biol- Hunt, John D. BS, Public Administration.
Berger, Mary C. BS, Marketing-Communi- ogy. Glenside, PA. Magnolia, NJ.
cations. Phila., PA. Dougherty, Julie A. BS, Accounting- Insall, Kathleen A. BA, Criminal Justice.
Bethel, Patrick J. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. French. North Hills, PA. Phila., PA.
Bezpalko, Stephen. BS, Management. Duffy, John A., Ill, BA, Economics. Jackson, Myra T. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
Phila., PA. Phila., PA. PA.
Bias, Michael. BA, Communications. Dunn, Paul J. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Janda, John J. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Phila., PA. Durkin, James W. BS, Accounting. Hamil- Janicki, Camille M. BA, Communica-
Blumenthal, Carolyn. BA, German. ton Square, NJ. tions. Norristown, PA.
Phila., PA. Eisler, Robert G. BA, Political Science. Jeffers, Joann M. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
Booth, Stephen F. BS, Marketing-Fi- Elkins Park, PA. PA.
nance. Phila., PA. Eubanks, Kathleen A. BA, Communica- Jones, Gary. BS, Management-Marketing.
Bowden, Joyce M. BA, Secondary Educa- tions. Phila., PA. Morrisville, PA.
tion. Phila., PA. Ezzo, Carmen P. BS, Accounting. Phila., Kachmer, Daria A. BS, Finance-Market-
Boyle, Thomas P. BA, Psychology. Will- PA. ing. Phila., PA.
ingboro, NJ. Fay, Timothy S. BA, Computer Science. Kalasinski, Kenneth R. BA, Computer
Bristow, Eric P. BA, Economics. Oakford, Phila., PA. Science. Phila., PA.
PA. Ferraro, Gina G. BA, Secondary Educa- Kang, Mira. BA, Computer Science. Ben-
Brown, Francis D. BS, Personnel and La- tion. Washington, NJ. salem, PA.
bor Relations. Phila., PA. Fine, Feme W. BA, Psychology. Hunting- Kelly, Cindy, BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Brown, John Gary. BA, Economics. don Valley, PA. Kelly, Lawrence P. BS, Information Sys-
Phila., PA. Fiore, Vincent J. BA, Religion. Flourtown, tems. Phila., PA.
Bullock, Steve A. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Knoll, Jeffrey M. BA, Computer Science.
PA. Fittipaldi, Pasquale. BS, Accounting- Cranbury, NJ.
Bunch, Robert K. BA, German-Geology. Management. Ardsley, PA. Konrad, Irma R. BS, Management. Phila.,
Phila., PA. Flake, Ernst W. BS, Finance. Medford, PA.
Bunn, Keith. BS, Operations Management NJ. Kouch, John C. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
-Quantitative Analysis. Phila., PA. Foley, Ronald T. BS, Accounting. North PA.
Butterfield, Michael E. BA, Computer Hills, PA. Krahs, Jonathon C. BA, Sociology. Audu-
Science. Phila., PA. Forte, Joseph J. BA, Criminal Justice. bon, PA.
Campbell, Dawn M. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA. Kravitz-Evans, Lisa H. BS, Marketing-
Phila., PA. Gallagher, William J. BS, Marketing. Quantitative Analysis. Phila., PA.
Carper, Thomas E. BS, Accounting. Qua- Phila., PA. Kraynak, David W. BS, Marketing. Hat-
kertown, PA. Gallon, Xavier K. BS, Management-Fi- field, PA.
Carson, Patricia A. Rose. BA, Elemen- nance. Phila., PA. Lapa, Bruno A. BS, Accounting. Abing-
tary and Special Education. Phila., PA. Gannon, Francis H. BA, Biology. Norris- ton, PA.
Carter, Gerald D. BS, Information Sys- town, PA. Larmour, Christopher J. BA, Biology.
tems. Phila., PA. Gasson, Jean M. BS, Marketing-Finance. Phila., PA.
Cintronluna, Nayda R. BA, Education- Lancaster, PA. Lemalefant, Alexander S. BA, Geology.
Spanish. Phila., PA. Gearhart, Donald L. BA, Computer Sci- King of Prussia, PA.
Citko, Margaret E. BA, Psychology. ence. Haddonfield, NJ. Lemly, James F. BS, Management-Mar-
Phila., PA. Gibbons, Patricia. BA, Biology. Cape keting. Phila., PA.
Clark, Diane Irene. BA, Communica- May, NJ. Lentini, Kathleen Ann. BS, Marketing.
tions. Oreland, PA. Gillen, Michael A. BS, Accounting. Phila., Phila., PA.
Clowry, Patrick M. BA, Criminal Justice. PA. Lewis, TeriL. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Phila., PA. Gilmore, Geraldine. BA, Communica- Lewyckyj, Marta M. BA, Geology. Phila.,
Comroe, Larry A. BS, Personnel and La- tions. Phila., PA. PA.
bor Relations. Phila., PA. Gioia, David C. BA, English. Phila., PA. Lobis, Robert A. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
Corcoran, William P. BS, Finance. Phila., Gunn, Joseph F., Jr. BA, Psychology. PA.
PA. Phila., PA. Long, Mark B. BS, Marketing. Phila., PA.
Corwell, Jacqueline A. BA, Computer Haffey, Carole A. BA, Computer Science. Lord, Walter T. BA, Criminal Justice.
Science. Phila., PA. Phila., PA. Phila., PA.
Curry, Kenneth R. BS, Finance. Phila., Hamill, William A. BA, History. Phila., Lossner, Michael D. BA, Communica-
PA. PA. tions. Newton, CT.
Davis, Patricia E. BS, Management-Mar- Hammond, Guina M. BA, English Com- Lovelace, Richard A. BA, Psychology.
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Bristol, PA.
Lowery, Kevin G. BA. Communications.
Norristown, PA.
Macartney. John P. BA, Criminal Justice.
Runnemede, NJ.
Magee, David P. BS, Management. Willow
Grove, PA.
nailery, Mildred V. BA, Sociology. Phila.,
PA.
Malloy, Ida B. BA. Political Science. Tren-
ton. NJ.
Manning, John C, Jr. BS, Finance. Had-
donfield, NJ.
Manning, Kevin M. BS, Marketing. Phila..
PA.
Market, Vincent J. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
Marone, Kurt J. BS, Accounting. Abse-
con, NJ.
Marshall, Diane A. BS, Finance-Market-
ing. Phila,, PA.
Martin, Brian J. BA, Economics. Morris-
town, PA.
McBrearty, Cynthia M. BS, Management-
Quantitative Analysis. Pennsauken, NJ.
McCann, Susan M. BA, Education-Soci-
ology. Lafayette Hill, PA.
McCarthy, Michael E. BS, Information
Systems. Phila., PA.
McCole, Denise M. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
McDevitt, Carol A. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
McGee, James E. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
McGuigan, Michael F. X. BA, Political
Science. Phila., PA.
McHale, William J. BA, Secondary Edu-
cation. Phila., PA.
McHugh, Patrick M. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Mcllvaine, John F. BS, Finance. Bristol,
PA.
McMonagle, Gary J. BS, Finance. Wayne,
PA.
Meaney, John E. BS, Management-Infor-
mation Systems. Phila., PA.
Meehan, Mark J. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Mellen, Edward T., Jr. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Phila., PA.
Mellon, Dianne T. BS, Accounting-Fi-
nance. Phila., PA.
Menno, Lisa. BS, Accounting. Phila., PA.
Meyers, Kevin S. BS, Finance-Marketing.
Holland, PA.
Miller, Carol A. BS, Accounting. Phila.,
PA.
Milligan, Patrick M. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Minerva, Louis Michael. BS, Marketing.
Sicklerville, NJ.
Minnigh, Philip J. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Levittown, PA.
Morris, Kathleen M. BA, Psychology.
Drexel Hill, PA.
Moscariello, Angelo. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Motz, Kim L. BS, Marketing-Philosophy.
Northfield, NJ.
Mullin, Mark W. BA, English. Oaklyn, NJ.
Murphy, Daniel J. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Churchville, PA.
Muskett, Michael C. BS, Management.
Arlington, VA.
Myseros, John N. BS, Marketing. Fairfax,
VA.
Naskiewicz, Catherine M. BA, Biology.
Phila.. PA.
Nelson, Charles E. BS, Finance-Spanish.
Edgewater Park, NJ.
Nelson, Stephen J. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Nowakowski, Thomas E. BA, Communi-
cations. Newtown, PA.
O'Keefe, Kevin M. BS, Personnel and La-
bor Relations. Maple Glen, PA.
Olesky, Edward J. BA, Psychology. Au-
dubon, PA.
Onofrio, Virginia A. BA, Elementary Edu-
cation. Haddonfield, NJ.
Ordunia, Gerard C. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
Ortiz, Robert R. BA, Economics. East Or-
ange, NJ.
Patanovich, Bryan A. BS, Accounting.
Bensalem, PA.
Paulin, Mitchell Howard. BA, Biology.
Voorhees, NJ.
Pierce, Jacqueline. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Pilla, Michael D„ Jr. BA, Communica-
tions. Phila., PA.
Pino, Pete J. BS, Marketing-Finance.
Phila., PA.
Plenskofski, Mark G. BS, Management.
Warminster, PA.
Potenza, Douglas J. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Poursanidis, Robert. BS, Management-
Personnel and Labor Relations. Phila.,
PA.
Proko, Richard P. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Ragland, Heidi D. BA, English-Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Rambo, Thomas A. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA.
Reid, Sheryl A. BS, Personnel and Labor
Relations. Media, PA.
Renz, John F. BA, Biology. Cinnaminson,
NJ.
Rizzo, Fred F. BA, English. Phila., PA.
Roberto, Lisa M. BS, Finance-Personnel
and Labor Relations. Monroe, CT.
Roberts, Alama D. BS, Management.
Phila., PA.
Rodgers, Joseph E. BA, Criminal Justice.
Phila., PA.
Roe, Marie T. BS, Finance. Dickson City,
PA.
Rolland, Claude Vernet. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Rowley, Edward M. BS, Finance-Ac-
counting. Abington, PA.
Rudy, Joseph F. BS, Marketing-Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Rush, Joseph F. BS, Management. Har-
leysville, PA.
Rusko, Vincent G. BS, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
Sacchetti, Joseph P. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Springfield, PA.
Santoro, Nancy A. BA, Political Science.
Fort Washington, PA.
Sawyer, Deborah A. BA, Religion. Phila.,
PA.
Scher, Jeffrey D. BA, Spanish. Phila., PA.
Schlosser, Stacey L. BA, Criminal Jus-
tice. Mt. Holly, NJ.
Scire, Paul J. BA, English. Phila., PA.
Sexton, Christopher D. BA, Computer
Science. Alexandria, VA.
Shea, Daniel B. BA. Communications.
Levittown, PA.
Smith, Carl H. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA.
Soda, John. BA, Criminal Justice. Phila.,
PA.
Soscia, Louis D. BS, Marketing. Phila.,
PA.
Spadaccini, Michael W. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Holland, PA.
Speaker, Andrew R. BS, Accounting. En-
ola, PA.
Stanski, George J. BS, Finance. Mt. Lau-
rel, NJ.
Stasik, Gail M. BS, Management. Bensa-
lem, PA.
Sturm, Anastasia, G. BS, Finance. War-
minster, PA.
Szpyrka, Mark G. BA, Communications.
Phila., PA.
Tanksley, Faye D. BA, Communications.
Phila., PA.
Thomas, Adrian D. BS, Mangement. Hor-
sham, PA.
Thomas, Mark A. BA, Russian-German.
Phila., PA.
Thompson, Vincent C. BA, Education-
English. Phila., PA.
Toner, John P. BA, Computer Science-
Management. Phila., PA.
Toomey, Paul J. BS, Accounting. Broo-
mall, PA.
Trimber, Michael F. BS, Marketing.
Southampton, PA.
Troell, Denise A. BA, Communications.
Langhorne, PA.
Turczeniuk, Dmytro. BA, German-Rus-
sian. Elkins Park, PA.
Vamos, Lilly. BA, Biology. Doylestown,
PA.
Vanbriggte, Susan Beth. BA, Econom-
ics. Phila., PA.
Vogt, Karen M. BS, Finance. Lewiston,
NY.
Waddington, Joseph P. BS, Accounting.
Warminster, PA.
Walker, George A. BS, Management.
Phila, PA.
Walker, Olivia C. BSW, Social Work.
Phila., PA.
Wenzel, John P. BA, Computer Science.
Southampton, PA.
Werschek, Debra A. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
West, James M. BS, Marketing. Gaithers-
burg, MD.
Whitehead, JulianneR. BA, English. Jen-
kintown. PA.
Williams, Etta G. BA, Communications-
Sociology. Phila., PA.
William, Robert A. BA, Political Science.
Holland, PA.
Wimbish, Roberta D. BA, Elementary
Education. Phila., PA.
Wood, Michael T. BA, Psychology. Phila.,
PA.
Wrightson, Paul J. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Yow, Christopher M. BA, Political Sci-
ence. Matawan, NJ.
Zimba. Anthony A. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
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Abernethy, Gerard H. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Altimari, Carol Ruth. BSN,
Nursing. Phila., PA. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Anderson, David O. BA, Elec-
tronic Physics. North Wales,
PA.
Angello, Victoria Gottschling.
BSN, Nursing. Bensalem, PA.
Anthony, MaryAnn C. BSN,
Nursing. Perkasie, PA. Regis-
tered Nurses Organization, Al-
pha Epsilon.
Appleby, Joanne P. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Backauskas, Kathleen M. BSN,
Nursing. Phila. PA. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Bayard, Joanne M. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Warminster, PA. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Carol Ruth Altimari
Joann P. Appleby Kathleen M. Backauskas
How many days were the fifty-two American hostages held in Iran?
Joanne M. Bayard
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216/ Abernethy
Bender, Bonnie Ann. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Phila., PA.
Benincasa, Charles J. BA, Elec-
tronic Physics. Phila., PA. Al-
pha Sigma Lambda.
Bryant, William M. BS, Business
Administration. Phila., PA.
Campbell, Joseph J. BS, Fi-
nance-Marketing. Phila., PA.
Cantwell, Colleen Ann. BSN,
Nursing. Phila., PA. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Carlo, Francis J., Jr. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA.
Cero, Jane Bates. BSN, Nursing.
Ambler, PA. Registered Nurses
Organization, Alpha Epsilon.
Cerrato, Karen A. BS, Oper-
ations Management. Phila., PA.
Francis J. Carlo, Jr Jane Bates Cero Karen A. Cerrato
How many did Lucy Van Pelt originally charge for psychiatric sessions? Five cents
Cerrato/217
Cimorelli, Robert E. BA, Sociolo
gy. Phila., PA.
Corcoran, John G. BS, Finance
Marketing. Phila., PA.
Curran, Eileen M. BS, Account
ing. Wyndmoor, PA.
D'Ambrosio, Lisa Renee. BS, Fi
nance-Marketing. Phila., PA. Al
pha Sigma Lambda.
Davis, Dorothy C. BS, Criminal
Justice-Sociology. Phila., PA.
DeFrancesco, Nancy L. BS, Ac-
counting. Warminster, PA.
Delaney, Debra A. BS, Manage-
ment-Marketing. Erdenheim,
PA. Society for the Advance-
ment of Management.
Del Valle, John N. BA, Human-
ities. Frackville, PA.
John N. Del Valle
What do pointed letters mean to a handwriting specialist? Competitive and aggressive behavior
218/Cimorelli
DeSilva, Susan Carole. BSN,
Nursing. Levittown, PA. Regis-
tered Nurses Organization.
Donahue, Paul J. BS, Manage-
ment. Bensalem, PA. Explorer,
Society for the Advancement of
Management, Business Honor
Society.
Douglass, John M. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
Doyle, Thomas J. BS, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA. Alpha Epsi-
lon.
Eddy, Joan R. BSN, Nursing. Cin-
naminson, NJ. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Erb, Donna M. BS, Management.
Jenkintown, PA. Society for the
Advancement of Management.
Eshleman, Janet Munro. BSN,
Nursing. Holland, PA.
Fineman, Vivian. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Vivian Fineman
How many innings must a starting pitcher work to get credit for a victory? Five
Fineman/219
Floyd, Audrey. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Fonda, Dean B. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Frate, Albert N. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Funk, Charles W. BS, Operations
Management. Phila., PA.
Gault, William J., Jr. BS, Man
agement. Phila., PA.
Gentner, Joseph C. BS, Market-
ing. Phila., PA.
Green, Richard C. BA, Electronic
Physics. Hatboro, PA.
Grun, Hazel B. BSN, Nursing.
Glenside, PA.
Hart, Elizabeth K. BSN, Nursing.
Warminster, PA. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Henry, Ethel L. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Herbert, Mike. BA, Computer
Science. Phila., PA.
Johnson, Bonnie. BS, Account-
ing. Phila., PA.
tfi*4
Charles W. Funk
Richard C. Green
Ethel L. Henry Mike Herbert Bonnie Johnson
Who kicked the first ball in McCarthy Stadium? Brother President Anselm, on November 1, 1930
220/ Floyd
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Lear, Barbara R. BA, English.
Phila., PA.
Leconey, John G. BS, Manage-
ment-Marketing. Phila., PA.
Leyendecker, Maria. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Marlton, NJ. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Littel, Bernice M. BA, History.
Phila., PA.
Lohyn, Lydia. BS, Marketing,
Bensalem, PA.
Macomber, Bernadine BSN,
Nursing. Langhorne, PA. Regis-
tered Nurses Organization.
Bernice M. Littel Lydia Lohyn Bernadine Macomber
Who was the first film actress to appear on a postage stamp? Grace Kelly
222/ Lear
Concetta Mannello Linda J. Hannigan Markert Denise R. Marshall
Michael Q. Metzler Kathy Middleton
Who commanded the German forces in North Africa during World War II?
Mannello, Concetta. BS, Fi-
nance. Phila., PA.
Markert, Linda J. Hannigan.
BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA. Regis-
tered Nurses Organization.
Marshall, Denise R. BS, Market
ing. Phila., PA. Society for the
Advancement of Management.
McCargo, Ernestine. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Camden, N.J.
McClure, Donald R. BS, Finance.
Phila., PA.
McFadden, Mary T. BSN, Nurs
ing. Phila., PA.
McFadyen, Stephen F. BS, Ac
counting-Finance. Morton, PA.
McKoy, Faith. BA, Humanities
Phila., PA.
Mettin, Bruce A. BSN, Nursing
Phila., PA.
Metzler, Michael G. BS, Oper
ations Management. Phila., PA.
Intramurals.
Middleton, Kathy. BSN, Nurs
ing. Phila., PA. Registered
Nurses Organization, Nursing
Honor Society, Alpha Epsilon.
Mooney, Veronica. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Phila., PA. Registered
Nurses Organization.
The "Desert Fox," Erwin Rommel
Mooney/223
Moore, Sandra V. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Morgan, Robert G. BS, Oper-
ations Management. Phila., PA.
Morris, Elaine C. J. BA, Comput-
er Science. Phila., PA.
Motley, Donna Marie. BA, Soci-
ology. Phila., PA. Black Stu-
dents of La Salle, Evening Stu-
dent Congress.
Mulcahy, Monica. BSN, Nursing.
Lansdale, PA.
Murphy, Patrick. BA, English-Po-
litical Science. Phila., PA.
Nichols, Joyce A. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurses
Organization.
Nowak, Linda Marie. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Turnersville, NJ.
Linda Marie Nowak
How many calendars are needed for a perpetual calendar? Fourteen
224/ Moore
Rosary J. Previti Joan Marie Quinn
!
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Osborne, Susan M. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Phila., PA.
Petri, Kathleen A. BSN, Nursing.
Mt. Laurel, NJ. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Prendergast, John, Jr. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA. Account-
ing Association.
Press, Leah G. BSN, Nursing.
Previti, Rosary J. BSN, Nursing.
Westmont, NJ. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Quinn, Joan Marie. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Havertown, PA.
Ramos, James L. BS Operations
Management, Phila., PA.
Rice, Constance D. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Phila., PA. Black Students
of La Salle.
Constance D. Rice
What country has the most movie theaters? The Soviet Union
Rice/225
Rich, David B. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Russell, MaryAnn. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Warrington, PA. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Ruth, JoAnne BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurses
Organization.
Sandom, Alice I. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Secouler, Robin Kramer. BSN,
Nursing. Bensalem, PA.
Seitter, Ruth K. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA. Registered Nurses
Organization, Alpha Epsilon.
Seymour, Sharon M. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Willow Grove, PA. Middle
States Task Force, Alpha Epsi-
lon, Registered Nurses Organi-
zation.
Shandruk, Wolodymyr "Walt".
BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Ruth K. Seitter Sharon M. Seymour
Which foot did Neil Armstrong first put down on the moon?
Wolodymyr Shandruk
The left
226/Rich
Sharkey, Patricia Kelly. BSN,
Nursing. Phila., PA. Registered
Nurses Organization.
Shields, Suzanne. BS, Market
ing. Mt. Ephraim, NJ.
Simmons, Patricia G. BSN,
Nursing. Telford, PA. Regis-
tered Nurses Organization.
Smyth, Sharon BS, Finance-
Management. Phila., PA.
Speck, Michael J. BA, Criminal
Justice-Sociology. Phila., PA.
Stanton, Joan. BS, Manage-
ment, Phila., PA.
Stone, Agatha. BS, Accounting,
Phila., PA.
Thompson, Sheridan L. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Phila., PA.
Joan Stanton Sheridan L. Thompson
What was the biggest-selling American novel before Gone With the Wind? Uncle Tom's Cabin
Thompson/227
Tierney, Margaret Af. BS, Ac-
counting. Phila., PA.
Toland, Thomas J. BS, Manage-
ment. Jenkintown, PA.
Truitt, Carl C. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Vance, Curtis. BA, Electronic
Physics. Phila., PA.
Van Osten, Barbara. BSN, Nurs-
ing. Collegeville, PA.
Victorius, Catherine A. BA,
Computer Science. Harleys-
ville, PA.
Vollberg, Diane Cullen. BSN,
Nursing. Phila., PA. Alpha Sig-
ma Lambda, Alpha Epsilon,
Registered Nurses Organiza-
tion.
Walls, Connie Machcinski. BA,
Computer Science. Phila., PA.
Connie Machcinski Walls
Where's the 19th hole on a golf course? The clubhouse
228/Tierney
AwM
A. Joyce Williams Barry J. Williams
Ward, Michael T. BA, Criminal
Justice. Phila., PA.
White, Debra Ann. BA, Psychol-
ogy. Phila., PA.
Wilby, Mary L. BSM, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Williams, A. Joyce. BA, English.
Phila., PA.
Williams, Barry J. BS, Account
ing. Harleysville, PA.
Williams, Harriet E. BS, Ac
counting. Phila., PA.
Wright, Sylvester E. BS, Crimi-
nal Justice. Phila., PA.
Zegarski, Raymond P. BS, Per-
sonnel and Labor Relations.
Phila., PA. Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management,
American Society of Personnel
Administrators.
Raymond P. Zegarski
What stood on the site of today's North Dorms when La Salle moved to Twentieth and Olney in the 1920's?
The Belfield Country Club
Zegarski/229
Ackovitz, Anita E. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., Pa.
Ahrens, James R. BA Sociology-Criminal
Justice. Warminster, PA
Alderfer, Robin K. BSN, Nursing. Norris-
town, PA.
Armstrong, James F. BSN, Nursing.
Gloucester City, NJ.
Barr, Genevieve C. BS, Personnel and La-
bor Relations. Phila., PA.
Barsky, Phyllis D. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Baxter, Robert Louis. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Bennett, Edwina J. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Bergen, John M„ Jr. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Perkasie, PA.
Blaney, Mariann E. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Bogas, Kathleen Ann. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Phila., PA.
Bolger, Maureen. BA, Computer Science.
Voorhees, NJ.
Bonaparte, Vanessa S. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Braeunle, Norman. BS, Accounting. Hun-
tingdon Valley, PA.
Breeze, John Herbert. BS, Operations
Management. Marlton, NJ.
Brennan, John A. BSN, Nursing. Andalu-
sia, PA.
Byrne, Susan M. BSN, Nursing. Haver-
town, PA.
Callan, Richard P. BA, Chemistry. Otts-
ville, PA.
Childs, Rodney. BS, Finance. Phila., PA.
Chmelko, Patricia Anne. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Christina, Theresa R. BSN, Nursing.
Camera Shy
Phila., PA.
Cirone, Nancy R. BSN, Nursing, Langh-
orne, PA.
Coles, Gregory Alan. BS, Marketing.
Phila., PA.
Compton, April T. BA, Sociology. Allen-
town, PA.
Conley, Catherine T. BSN, Nursing. West
Berlin, NJ.
Costello, Diane Patrice. BS, Accounting.
Horsham, PA.
Craft, Darthea Ahnee. BSN, Nursing. An-
dalusia, PA.
Dawes, Karen Ann. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Dawson, Brian F. BA, History. Phila., PA.
Deegan, Mark E. BS, Public Administra-
tion. Phila., PA.
Degnan, William J. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
DiDomenico, Gary A. BA, Sociology.
Pennspark, PA.
Dikon, Anne Kennedy. BSN, Nursing.
Phila., PA.
Ditizio, Michael A. BA, Finance. Phila.,
PA.
Dorsey, Irene Carol. BA, Computer Sci-
ence. Yeadon, PA.
Dougherty, Michael D. BA, Psychology.
Lansdale, PA.
Dunn, Patricia A. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Dunston, Constance F. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Durdock, Nancy J. BS, Finance. Warmin-
ster, PA.
Edwards, Denise A. BA, English. Phila.,
PA.
Elliot, Marie Robinson. BS, Personnel
and Labor Relations. Phila., PA.
Fakhraee, Marylou. BSN, Nursing. Hun-
tingdon Valley, PA.
Ferguson, Gail I. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Fishbein, Sylvia. BSN, Nursing. Oreland,
PA.
Flannery, Bernard A. BS, Business Ad-
ministration. Willow Grove, PA.
Forstater, Claudia S. BSN, Nursing.
Cornwells Heights, PA.
Gash, Carol Linda. BSN, Nursing. Jenkin-
town, PA.
Genech, Ronald A. BS, Accounting. Hor-
sham, PA.
Gregory, Gloria. BSW, Social Work.
Phila., PA.
Grier, Sylvester. BS, Operations Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Haefele, William L. Operations Manage-
ment. Phila., PA.
Hale, Mary M. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA.
Harbison, Judith A. BSN, Nursing. Ab-
ington, PA.
Hasson, Peter Columba. BS, Account-
ing. Ardsley, PA.
Hathaway, Mary T. BS, Business Admin-
istration. Phila., PA.
Henderson, Joann. BA, Sociology. Phila.,
PA.
Hildebrand, Kathryn K. BS, Finance.
Narvon, PA.
Hunter, Walter J. BS, Accounting. Erial,
NJ.
Irwin, Ave Maria A. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
PA.
Jacobsen, Thomas F. BS, Accounting.
Phila., PA.
Johnston, James Joseph. BS, Account
ing. Phila., PA.
Knapp, Elizabeth A. BSN, Nursing. Ros-
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lyn, PA. Phila., PA. Santangelo, Barbara A. BS, Manage
Kovatch, Mary Jo. BSN, Nursing. Media, O'Donnell, James J. BA, History. Phila., ment. Lansdowne, PA.
PA. PA. Saverino, Patricia C. BSN, Nursing. Chel-
Krauss, Rosemarie. BSN, Nursing. New- Otto, Judith A. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA. tenham, PA.
ton, PA. Palkon, MaryE. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA. Scarpelli, Rosemarie. BA, Education-
Krefski, Louis M. BSN, Nursing. Morris- Palmieri, Bonnie E. Bell. BS, Personnel English. Willow Grove, PA.
ville, PA. and Labor Relations-Management, Schaeffer, James D. BA, Political Sci-
Lalli, Stephen F. BS, Finance. Phila., PA. Phila., PA. ence-Public Administration. Warmin-
Lane, Debra A. BS, Operations Manage- Parker, Joseph H. BS, Marketing. Phila., ster, PA.
ment. Langhorne, PA. PA. Schank, PauletteR. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
Laspina, Catherine E. BSN, Nursing. Parks, Helen. BA, Sociology. Phila., PA. PA.
Phila., PA. Pianka, Theresa C. BS, Management. Schmieg, Martin E. BS, Accounting.
Lepera, Rose Anne. BS, Accounting. Cornwells Heights, PA. Phila., PA.
Phila., PA. Piecuk, Thomas J. BA, Psychology. Schorn, Elizabeth Ann. BSN, Nursing.
Lotter-Romano, Linda I. BSN, Nursing. Phila., PA. Lindenwold, NJ.
Collegeville, PA. Pierce, Kathy L. BSN, Nursing. Ambler, Sitron, Ellen M. Creamer. BSN, Nursing.
Lynn, Francis £., Jr. BA, Computer Sci- PA. Melrose Park, PA.
ence. Phila., PA. Piree, Jeffrey Francis. BA, Criminal Jus- Smith, Belinda. BA, Sociology. Phila., PA.
Madden, Kathleen Ann. BA, Sociology. tice. Phila., PA. Strehle, William T. BS, Management.
North Brunswick, NJ. Poellnitz, Vincent. BS, Marketing. Phila., Phila., PA.
McBride, Patricia A. BSN, Nursing. PA. Stritch, Stephen J. BA, Elementary Edu-
Phila., PA. Porreca, Paul E. BS, Management. Phila., cation. Phila., PA.
McCreery, Kevin M. BS, Accounting. PA. Surden, Linda R. Personnel and Labor Re-
Phila., PA. Potter, Lois E. BSN, Nursing. Clifton lations. Phila., PA.
McCuIIough, Carole A. BA, Elementary Heights, PA. Szymanski, Kathleen M. BA, Computer
Education. Phila., PA. Quinn, Suzanne G. BSN, Nursing. Hun- Science. Meadowbrook, PA.
McCuIIough, Cathy L. BSN, Nursing. tingdon Valley, PA. Teresh, Van BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA. Quinn, Thomas E. BA, Computer Sci- Phila., PA.
McGehean, Phyllis Anne. BSN, Nursing. ence. Springfield, PA. Tierney, Kathleen M. BS, Accounting.
Bradock, NJ. Reep, Earlene F. BSN, Nursing. Levit- Phila., PA.
McLemore, Rosalea K. BSN, Nursing. town, PA. Toner, William P. Operations Manage-
Huntingdon Valley, PA. Richter, John P. BA, Computer Science. ment. Jenkintown, PA.
Miller, John J. BS, Accounting. Phila., Phila., PA. Trow, Pamela Lynne. BSN, Nursing. New
PA. Ring, Nancy F. BA, Elementary Educa- Hope, PA.
Mills, Gary L. BS, Marketing. North tion. Jenkintown, PA. Vance, Oscar P., Jr. BA, Sociology-Crimi-
Wales, PA. Riviezzo, Rosemary G. BS, Management. nal Justice. Elkins Park, PA.
Mohr, Betty Hebblewaite. BSN, Nursing. Audubon, PA. Womack, Verna O. BSN, Nursing. Phila.,
Levittown, PA. Roadcloud, Victoria E. BA, Criminal Jus- PA.
Moroz, Theresa V. BS, Management. tice. Phila., PA. Yoa, Mary Casey. BA, Computer Science.
Phila., PA. Rowe, Corinne R. BSN, Nursing. Phila., Willow Grove, PA.
Northcote, Herbert. BA, English. Bensa- PA.
lem, PA. Rykala, Grace B. BSN, Nursing. Audu-
Nunez, Luisa Maria. BA, Economics. bon, PA.
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Baseball accord reached^
Apartheid's New UpheavalQinX^A
Fans and stars, ambition and altruism converge in Phil
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Airliner
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ourt
Live Aid concerts raise big bucks, tall hopei
n
he owners balk, the players walk
JbHbthen Ueberroth gets the save
4»Aftermath of
a Painful Ordeal
'Explorer' gets
shot at discovery
A Florida team discovers 'sunken treasure]
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JULY: The hostages of TWA
Flight 847 come home to the
United States after 17 days; the
flight was hijacked from Athens
to Beirut by terrorists . . . Live
Aid rocks the world for Ethiopi-
an famine relief, as millions all
over the globe tune in to two
mega-rock concerts staged si-
multaneously in London and in
Philadelphia . . . President Rea-
gan undergoes surgery for the
removal of much-discussed
cancerous polyps in his colon
. . . The ninety-nine-year-old top-
secret formula of Coca-Cola re-
turns to supermarket shelves
after consumer protest and dis
like of "New" Coke prod com
pany officials into the move
Disneyland in Anaheim, Califor
nia, celebrates its 30th anniver
sary . . . Diane Moyer becomes
the first woman inducted into
La Salle's Hall of Athletes . . .
The South African government
declares a state of emergency
in 36 towns and cities where op-
position to its apartheid policies
has been most widespread and
violent . . . West German Boris
Becker at 1 7 becomes the youn-
gest man to win the Wimbledon
title . . . Fires rage out of control
throughout the western states,
burning millions of acres of for-
est .. . Christa McAuliffe, from
Concord, New Hampshire, is
named as the first "teacher in
space"
AUGUST: Baseball endures a
one-day strike . . . The U.N. Dec-
ade for Women convenes in
Anxiety over angpElBorn in the
jb h 9^k I *K^LHudson spotlights the dilemma of ga vs in show businei
Ailing PresidentRi?«irjnATCThe hnstaees ' homecoming adds luster and a sobering note to the bourtn Ii^K."^ ^|
frnkp pnri^Coca-Cola's Big Fizzle
QQ^L ltd* I I ltsl/\M>UXX 1/JL 1UUJFlames rage through sections ofLos Angeles and San Diego
ower for }®& Celebrating Disneyland's 30 years^^^^^ "
Bishop Desmond Tutu: State President P.W. Botha
hours H izmmm Black Rage,
Nairobi . . . Ted Turner, thwart-
ed in his CBS takeover bid, ac-
quires Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in-
stead . . . The IRS announces its
entrance into the student loan
recollection campaign, saying
that some one million default-
ers would have their federal in-
come tax refunds withheld un-
less and until they start paying
. . . Japan Airlines Flight 123
crashes in Japan, killing 524,
the worst single-plane disaster
in history . . . The U.S. Marines
announce that they will train
women to be combat-ready, al-
though women will still not be
allowed to fight . . . The Boss,
Bruce Springsteen, rocks Phila-
delphia in sold-out concerts;
John Adair, a La Salle student,
follows the tour for a month
after winning a local radio sta-
tion contest . . . Beaches in
Wildwood, NJ., are closed after
abnormally high levels of waste
bacteria are found in the water
. . . Samantha Smith, the little
girl who wrote to Soviet leader
Yuri Andropov and subsequent-
ly visited the Soviet Union at his
invitation, dies in a plane crash
. . . The Walker family spy ring
goes to trial . . . South Africa
seethes . . .
SEPTEMBER: Earthquakes
measuring from 7.5 to 8.1 on
the Richter scale devastate
Mexico City, killing thousands
. . . Steven Jobs, the founder of
Apple Computer, resigns dur-
ing a power struggle ... A team
of scientists and divers find the
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is declared
in S. Africa
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Dn Hollywood
At JFK, disparate
children ofthe '80s
revel with a cause
Sweet Land
of Liberty}
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ISA.. The Boss rocks Philadelphia
vAndropov's pen palSamantha dies
TlPnited NationsDecadefor Women avoids «cfremeMARKING THE ENDS OF TWO W\RS| A
^Marines will train women 10 ngnt
rlRS to heli) collect bad student loans
SHIP CARRYING 400 IS SEIZED; Disasters
HIJACKERSDEMAND RELEASEHumane
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reforms are taking China on a courageous ifuncharted courseMexico City is battered b
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Some mean streets
in Southwest Phila
nergy Grant
For LaSa
Reagan 's coup breeds anger in
Egypt, crisis in Italy, disarray ^^fc^ JH prif^fvi" fiFT"!
English country houses in diplomacy*-* -= jAJ.l.tWAl.1. VI U
Record commutesaaree toT warnings on expi
Anxiety over AIDS is verging on hysteria in some parts ofthe country^ * ^m
| ^^^^^.^^^
The Spy Who Returned to the Coljgp^ewsp*
Defecting back to an uncertain future, Yurchenko spooks the CIAf^ j£fIK^Q \r£± /I i
Shaken to the Very CojgB^g
%
After months ofanger and anguish, Steve Jobs resigns as Apple chairman Xs± lv4 avJ
An extraordinary synod marl
wreckage of the "unsinkable"
Titanic, 73 years after she went
down with more than 1,500
lives . . . Pete Rose breaks Ty
Cobb's career hits record . . .
The Senate hears testimony
about the explicitness of rock
music lyrics in a debate over re-
quiring record companies to
put warning labels on albums
and tapes . . . The "Festival of
India" brings the culture of the
East to the West, specifically to
the United States . . . Hurricane
Gloriastruck. . .Philadelphia en-
blows away and actually closes
La Salle for a day ... La Salle
kicks off Phase II of the Cam-
paign for the '80's with a dinner
at the Onion League, the night
Gloria struck . . . Philadelpia en-
dures the first of 46 newspaper-
less days as Inquirer and Daily
News workers go on strike . . .
Soviet spy Vitaly Yurchenko de-
fects from, then returns to, the
Soviet Union . . .
OCTOBER: Sun City, a multi-
starred album effort, is released
as a protest against apartheid in
South Africa . . . Actor Rock
Hudson dies after a highly-publi-
cized battle with auto-immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS) . . .
The newspaper strike, eventual-
ly, ends . . . Terrorists murder
wheelchair-bound American
citizen Leon Klinghoffer aboard
the hijacked Italian cruise ship
Achille Lauro ... La Salle hosts
the ambassadors of four neutral
nations in a symposium on neu-
trality on campus . . . Mentally
m \aolence take heavy toll
ilonaTo an athlete dying young,m
.ike Thunder" s,shtns^ospicp
an apology for the Move disaster - —Dr. Ruth
'vastating tremors, with heavy loss oflift
lie Future Nrtt>^
itican lis 20th anniversary
disturbed Sylvia Seegrist opens
fire on afternoon shoppers at
Delaware County's Springfield
Mall, killing three, and wound-
ing others . . . Hearings on the
May 13th MOVE fire begin . . .
NOVEMBER: Parts of America
catch royal fever as Britain's
Prince and Princess of Wales
come to visit . . . Flyers' goalie
Pelle Lindbergh dies after his
car crashes in New Jersey . . .
Armero, Colombia, is buried un-
der tons of mud after the erup-
tion of the volcano Nevado del
Ruiz; more than 20,000 die or
are missing . . . The space shut-
tle Atlantis makes its first flight
. . . Comic Relief brings the
plight of the world's starving
home to millions of Americans
through cartoon panels on
Thanksgiving Day . . . President
Reagan and Soviet leader Mik-
hail Gorbachev meet in Geneva,
Switzerland, for summit talks
DECEMBER: Saying "I know I
may never be President," Sena-
tor Edward Kennedy withdraws
early from the 1988 race for the
Democratic Presidential nomi-
nation . . . Terrorists attack El
Al airline counters in Rome and
Vienna within moments, killing
several travellers, including
American citizens . . . Winnie
Mandela, the wife of imprisoned
African National Congress lead-
er Nelson Mandela, is arrested
as she tries to return to her
Soweto, South Africa, home .
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the rock fa
Halley's comet is clearly visible
for the last time in 1985 . . . Cor-
azon Aquino, the wife of slain
opposition leader Benigno
Aquino, enters the race to un-
seat Philippine president Ferdi-
nand Marcos . . . Christmas toy
battles begin between such con-
tenders as the talking Teddy
Ruxpin, the squashy Pound
Puppies, the muscular Masters
of the Universe action figures,
and He-Man's shapely sister,
She-Ra . . . Scientists at Mary-
land's National Cancer Institute
announce a "promising first
step" in a new approach of us-
ing the body's own immune sys-
tem to fight cancer . . . end-of-
the-year movies include Out of
Africa, The Color Purple, and
the Japanese film Ran . . .
JANUARY: The nation ob-
serves the first official holiday
in honor of the late Dr. Martin
Luther King . . . South African
Bishop Desmond Tutu visits
Philadelphia . . . Britain and
France announce a joint project
to link the two countries via a
tunnel under the English Chan-
nel .. . The Dow Jones Industri-
al Average continues to climb
to record highs . . . Construc-
tion begins on the Philadelphia
office tower that will top Billy
Penn's hat . . . Gramm-Rudman,
the automatic deficit reduction
measure enacted by Congress
in 1985, sets the stage for the
1987 budget battles . . . Presi-
dent Reagan calls for economic
sanctions against Libya in the
TKnowlMayN*
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"Tea and Empathy
tern Europe Four more esvionage arrestst
is to lure
tgjg&M^^
of fame * i
wake of suspected participa-
tion by Libyans in terrorist inci-
dents . . . Delaware Valley mo-
torists are again subjected to
the horrors of Schuylkill Ex-
pressway construction . . . The
Eagles name the Chicago
Bears' defensive coach Buddy
Ryan to the head coaching job
in Philadelphia, after the Bears'
Super Bowl win over the Patri-
ots . . . The space shuttle Chal-
lenger explodes moments after
lift-off on January 28, killing all
7 crew members aboard: Fran-
cis Scobee, Michael Smith, Ju-
dith Resnick, Ronald McNair,
Ellison Onizuka, Gregory Jar-
vis, and Christa McAuliffe, the
first private citizen and the
"teacher in space" . . .
FEBRUARY: Embattled Haitian
President-for-Life Jean-Claude
"Baby Doc" Duvalier flees the
country after riots demanding
his ouster . . . Election results in
the Philippines between Presi-
dent Marcos and opponent
Aquino are disputed in several
tallies; widespread unrest
causes Marcos to leave the
country by the end of the
month, leaving Aquino in power
. . . The 1986 Explorer year-
book is finished at almost the
last possible moment on Mon-
day, February 10, 1986, after
dozens of typewriter ribbons, a
gross of pencils, and several
people give their collective all.
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF 1986
DAVOR PHOTO, INC.
654 STREET ROAD, BOX 190
BENSALEM, PA 19020
(215) 638-2490 (609) 334-3662
Congratulations to our
Graduating Seniors!
Monica Wiltshire Charlene Scullin
Maura Bray Anita Breslin
Lisa Moore Daniela Colarusso
Joyce Colfer Marvie Casals
Judy Gallagher Christine Jonas
Denise Bruno Janine Rocco
Joanne Pilla
Mary Nassauer
Diane Manno
Loraine Booz
Donna DiTulio
Victoria Perez
Jeanne Yuengling
Love in HKE
Your Sisters in GAMMA PHI BETA
Congratulations
Anthony J. Minissale
Love,
Mom, Dad, Angela, Nana,
Grandmom & Grandpop
Congratulations
Steve Benz
Best Wishes for Every
Future Success
Mom, Dad, Jill & Robert
Congratulations
Caroline Kamper
We're very proud of you
and your accomplishments
Love,
Dad, Mom, Bob, Marie,
Julius & Ota
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Explorer's Den
Steaks — Hoagies
2160 W. Olney Avenue
Phila., PA 19144
844-9879
Monday thru Saturday
Sunday
9 A.M. — 2 A.M.
10 A.M. — 1 A.M.
When you arrive, your order will be waiting.
Proprietors: Bill Holmes
Dick Breen
Congratulations!
Colleen M. Smale '86
I'm very proud of you — now it all starts
Love,
Dad
Congratulations
John F. Marazzo
We are all very proud of you on achieving
your goal.
Love,
Mom & Family
Rob Liptak
Congratulations and Best Wishes
Mom, Dad, Julie, John and Katie
Congratulations
Gary Vogin
We are all very proud of you and all your
accomplishments
Love,
Mom, Dad, Alan, Craig & Denise
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JBalsh/JBa Iter, <Jnc
Walsh Gol ' Centers
|
Route 31 Route 61
1
Pennington, NJ 08524 Horsham. Pa 19044
1-609-737-2244 1-215-675-9484
We are proud of you
Thomas Charles
Pasquale
Congratulations
Your Mother and Father,
Joseph and Ellen
Congratulations
Robert J. Hamilton
We're very proud of you
Love,
Dad, Mom, Colleen, Patrick
and Nanny
The Marketing Association
Wishes to
Congratulate
The Members of the
Class of 1986
-
. CONGRATULATIONS '
,
*
to the LaSalle University Class of 1986
best wishes from
VFirstPennsylvania Bank N.A .
BROAD AND OLNEY OFFICE
5601 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19141
(215) 548-4161
© 1985 First Pennsylvania Bank N.A. Member F.D.I.C.
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STUDENT LIFE
extends warm
CONGRATULATIONS
to the
CLASS OF 1986
Mike Bradley
Congratulations and
Best of Luck in the Future!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Lori
Congratulations
to the
Graduating Seniors of Phi Gamma Nu
Monica Burits Peggy Johnston
Lori Caggiano Gina Kusnell
Jackie Calamaro Lisa Perricone
Susanne Dolan Lisa Wahl
Julie Dougherty
Love,
Mary Lynne Walsh
All your Sisters
COLLANDER
DATA PRODUCTS
132 South 20th Street
Phila., PA 19103
(215) 496-0201
Kaypro 2000: World's smallest,
lightest, most powerful at 11.5 lbs.
Fits in a briefcase.
New! Kaypro PC 2 drives,
monitor keyboard $1595.
Congratulations
Stacey Lynn Schlosser
You did it with charm.
We are all very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Lori
Congratulations
Hope Masluk
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Family
Andy Lafond
Congratulations
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Mark,
Danny and Brian
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Congratulations
Tom Miller
We are very proud of you always.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Bill, Maureen, Karen,
Michele, Paul and Dave
Congratulations
Michele JoeAnne Gray
"The Littlest One"
Who Has Attained the Greatest.
Love,
Mommy, Kathy,
Eileen & Maureen
Congratulations, Terri
There may be more beautiful days . . . but
this one is yours.
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Grandmom,
Poppy and Eddie
Congratulations
Joe Rush
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Missy,
Mark & Betsy
Billy Booth
Venisti
Vidlsti
Vicisti
Love,
Mom and Dad
Cindy McDermott
Congratulations
We are proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Melaina,
Gene & Nellie
Congratulations
Catherine A. Mannello
Cat,
Somehow It Seems You Started
School Just Yesterday.
The Years Have Gone By So
Fast.
We Are Very Proud Of You And
Wish You Much Happiness In
Everything You Do.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Joanne, Domenic,
Christina, Grandmom & Grand-
pop Mannello, & Grandmom
Tuono
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Best Wishes to the Explorer
from the
Public Affairs Area
of
La Salle University
We appreciate and applaud your efforts to capture the essence of the university in such a
creative manner.
We are proud of you
Paul A. Scott
Congratulations
Dad, Mom
and Mike
PHILA. SOFT PRETZELS,
INC.
"the good ones"
4315 N. 3RD ST., PHILA, PA. 19140
Dan Sidorick
DA 4-4315
ENRICHED
QUALITY HIGH PROTEIN
OVEN FRESH
DELIVERIES
Congratulations
Andrew Kemp
We are very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Susan,
and Grandparents
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A Sister is a friend forever . . someone to think
e*iabout often ... to care a x>ut always.
Congratulations Alpha Theta Alpha Seniors
\
Deanna Ahillas Kathleen Holtz Barbara McHugh
Barbara Baharian Stephanie Ihrig Karen Motsko
Dorothy DiCampli Lynne Jacobs Lynn Provost
Mary Ellen Dooley Andrea Kohn Jane Scheuren
Maria Dorgan Sue McCaffrey Julia Trolla
Eileen Hilpl Susan McCann
Love
You Alpha Theta Alpha Sisters
Congratulations
Stacy Seiden
We are so very, very proud of you
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Tammy
& Jennifer
Lisa M. Mallon
Congratulations on Graduating
Magna Cum Laude!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dot, Joe,
Pat, Scott, Greg,
and Karissa
The Explorer Yearbook
Congratulates
The Class of 1986
and thanks
the parents, businesses and
campus organizations
who patronized the '86 edition
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Class of 1986
Resident Assistants
GREG ADAMS MARIANNE McCORMICK
CHARLIE BARBERA JOHN McGONIGLE
BECKY DONNELLY GREGG MELINSON
MIKE HALLOWELL JOE HICHELS
CAROLYN HAMMA KAREN MOTSKO
KEVIN HENNESSY AUDREY NUGENT
FESS HERTZOG NICK OKORO
BOB LYONS LYNN PROVOST
J. P. MANTA JAN IN E ROCCO
THE
HIDEAWAY
Monica K. Wiltshire
Congratulations!
YOG are a winner daughter
and we are so-o proud!
Love, i
Mother, John & Anthony
Good Luck to All Graduates
The Business
Honor Society
President: Colleen Kelly
Vice-President: Paul Roach
Secretary: Susan Cherry
Treasurer: Sheila Kane
Congratulations
Eric R. Scheffler
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Steve & Lynn
Congratulations
Lissa Grant
Again you have done us proud.
Mummy, Daddy and Louis
We are very happy for you.
Anita M. Breslin
Congratulations
Love,
Mom, Dad
and Brothers
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Congratulations, Proud of you
Jackie Calamaro!! Les
Knew you could do it!
Love,
Love,
Mom and Pop Mom and Dad
Congratulations, Congratulations
Beth Nichols!!
Vince Rogliano
We are very proud of you!
Love,
Love,
Mom and Dad Mom, Dad,
Geralyn & Maria
Congratulations,
Patrick Flaherty!! Congratulations
Love, Lisa Karlyn Marino
Mom, Dad and Jen
On A Job Well Done.
We Are Very Proud Of You.Congratulations
and Good Luck,
Love,
Bob DeSipio Mom and Dad
Love,
Mom and Dad
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The Collegian
Congratulates
the Class of 1986
Collegian
Editor-in-Chief:
News Editor:
Business Manager:
Features Editor:
Photo Editor:
Entertainment Editor:
Sports Editor:
Advisor:
Lisa M. Bellino
Tom Keenan
Joan DiGregorio
Kateryna Rudnytzky
Paul Scott
Ralph Garman
Barb Killian
Bill Wine
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Congratulations
to the
Class of 1986
The Staff of the
Campus Ministry Center
Kenneth G. Wenzel
Congratulations and Good Luck
We Are All Very Proud Of You
Love,
Mom and Dad
Raymond, Kathy
and Heather
Congratulations
Joseph S. Mahan
We Are Proud Of Your Hard
Work And Dedication . . .
Love,
Mom and Dad
S*lhana Kwtyxr nacybcto Wowfe
CHRISTINE WIUOAMS
Congratulations
Mike Zona
We Are Very Proud Of You
Love,
Mom, Dad, Michelle
and Mutley
CONGRATULATIONS
to the
GRADUATING CLASS
of
1986
from the
Department of Military Science,
Army Reserve Officers Training Corps,
La Salle University
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Congratulations
to the
Class of 1986
from the
Students' Government
Association
Executive Officers
Audrey Nugent — President
Judith Gallagher — V.P. of Student Affairs
John D. Rilling — V.P. of Academic Affairs
Gina Abbamondi — V.P. of Public Affairs
Eileen Jonas — V.P. of Business Affairs
Senate
1986 1987 1988 1989
Gregory Braun Mark Thomas Charlie Barbera Mark Rowley
Karen Motsko Frank McDermott Georgine Garabedian Alyse Stiles
Nicole Abbamondi Elizabeth Vrato Delphy DeFalcis Donna Young
Karen Cantello Jean Calvarese Bernadette Grundy Bob Walker
Ed Vesely Eileen Owens Bill Collins
Beth Tomlinson Diana Piccinini
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Congratulations
and
Best of Luck
Michelle
You Earned It!
Love,
Dad, Mom, George,
Patti and Jim
The Civilized Way
to Graduate
Kevin Hennessy
Congratulations
With Love
From
Mom, Dad
and Clare
Congratulations
and Good Luck
to the seniors leaving
GAVEL
Diane, Rich, Tony,
and Craig
Best Wishes
From your coaches
& teammates
Congratulations
to our favorite graduate
Ellen
and always remember
to look on the
bright side
Love,
Mr. Cohen
Bwyan
Patsy
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Mr. and Mrs. Fenton J. Fitzpatrick and Family
John J. Heckman
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kosc
The James McGrath Family
The Meloni Family
Dr. Barbara Millard
J.E. Mudry
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. O'Rourke, Jr.
psr ^m
a/tv&n/^
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Babb, Sr.
Marjorie Adams Behnke
Phil and Carol Booz
Black Students League of La Salle
Ed Buchanan
Vincent Carnabuci
David J. Cichowicz, Ph.D.
Linda L. Connelly
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Evans
The Fenn Family
The Ferraro Family
Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Ford
Jeffrey S. Fusco
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gamble
Mr. and Mrs. J. Donald Givens
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Goldschmidt
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Held
Mr. and Mrs. S. Robert Kohn
Mr. and Mrs. John Livewell, Jr.
Bernard J. Marth
Francis C. O'Connor
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Raboy
The Stoughton Family
John H. Veen
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Waldron
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. White
A
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Ellen M. Campbell
Mary Goldschmidt Ed Skorpinski
Michelle Haitsch
Mike Sweeder
Bruce Brien Ed McKeogh
<-S#?,ettwid
Jean MacMoran
'vene.
Regina Kapusnick
Paul Donohue
S&oku4ot
Dr. Barbara C Millard
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Copy: Lisa Bellino, Joe Bisicchia, Bruce Brien, Mary Goldschmidt, Kevin Hennessy, Ross Leasure, Jean
MacMoran, John Macoretta, Hope Masluk, Anita Mastroieni, Sean McGrath, Kateryna Rudnytzky,
Marybeth Senn, Ed Skorpinski, Ed Sweeney, Liz Vrato, Audrey Waldron, Bill Wine
Photography: Color: Mike Sweeder, Ellen Campbell, Frank Cuce, Kevin Hennessy, Donna Kumar, Audrey Nugent,
Susan Straub, Ed Skorpinski, Davor Photo, Inc.
Black and white: Mike Sweeder, Ron Anzalone, Chris Bergere, Bruce Brien, Ellen Campbell, Rich
Dehel, Paul Donohue, Jim Dougherty, Patty Fallon, Kevin Hennessy, Mary Hilton, Donna Kumar,
Martha Ledger, Pat McGrath, Barney McFadden, Laura Peszka, Paul Scott, Ed Skorpinski, Sue
Straub, Lewis Tanner, Chris Zupko, Davor Photo, Inc.
Business: Ken Wenzel, Alisa Evans, Carrie Kebart
Staff: Terry Quane, Judy Ring, Isabel Galreo, Pat Hoare, Mary Lynn Kearney, Nancy Merle, John McCor-
mick, Linda Monteleone, Lisa O'Kane
Special Thanks: John Keenan, Joseph Meredith, Dr. Joseph Kane, Bill Wine
Meg Luyber, Carol Davis, Edie Belzer, John Weber
Herb Campbell, Joe Malgier, George H. Haitsch
Joanne Kelly, Greg Geruson
=m
Art: Dividers, caricatures: Ed McKeogh
Sports: Bruce Brien
TRIVIAL PURSUIT and the TRIVIAL PURSUIT Logo are registered trade
marks of Horn Abbot Ltd. The TRIVIAL PURSUIT Game, QEISUS Edi-
tion, is Copyright 1981 by Horn Abbot Ltd., all rights reserved.
Pope's remark about mighty contests and trivial things
is more than apt for the '86 Explorer. Assembling a year-
book of this size — a mighty contest for a handful of
people who are all full-time, committed students — led to
a lot of trivial pursuits as we scrambled to get names and
facts and trivia (for which we owe a debt of gratitude to
both the Trivial Pursuit game and to Brother F. Lewis
Donaghy's history of La Salle, Conceived in Crisis). The
fact that we pulled it off is due in no small or trivial way to
the ongoing efforts of the following people, whom we
thank from the bottom of our collective heart: Bob Da-
vine, from Herff-Jones, and his wife Rita, who were espe-
cially great when deadlines became casualties of the se-
mester; Abe and Esther Orlick of Davor Photo, who, in
their twentieth year with La Salle, continue to process our
film and offer us as much help as they can; and Kathy
Schrader in the Student Life Office, who was always avail-
able for frantic questions, thank God.
I owe personal thanks to all of these people, and to a few
more: our moderator, Dr. Barbara Millard, whose counsel,
calm, and most of all confidence, richly entitle her, in my
opinion, to the Lindback teaching award she received in
1985; my family, and all of the editors' families, who had
to live with us; and all of our classmates who wrote copy
and otherwise helped out (particularly L.M.B., K.D.H., and
J.J.B.).
But the most difficult, most late-night work was done by
people listed on the other side of this page, who are busy
people made busier by the commitment they made to this
yearbook: Michelle filled a sudden space with more than
business acumen, and was wonderfully, thankfully willing
to do whatever needed to be done; Mike took more pic-
tures than he'll ever want to take again, once even driving
through a hurricane for them; Bruce appeared out of no-
where to take the one job no one wanted, and put in some
long, late, appreciated hours; Ed McK. turned his talents
to his drawing pad and to alternately tormenting me and
making me laugh; and Mary and Ed, who made the best of
some awkward situations, worked very hard, and still
remarkably, want to do this next year. Thanks, so much,
for being there.
We hope that the events and good times recorded in the
pages of this yearbook are only the beginning of the good
times for the Class of 1986, so that they might agree with
Ogden Nash:
Here lies my past, good-by I have kissed it;
Thank you kids, I wouldn't have missed it.
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This is not the end. It is not even the
beginning of the end. But it is,
perhaps, the end of the beginning.
Winston Churchill

